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New shortcuts to

LONG
PULSE

operation

Two new Tungsten-Matrix Cathode Tubes
from RCA offer you amore efficient way
to achieve long pulse operation for a
broad range of military, radar, missile and
communications applications. With them,
you can use simple, economical circuit
techniques for long pulse power because
their
advanced
design
and
sturdy
CERMOLOX® construction
minimize
tube inductance, feed-thru capacitance
and induced noise problems. In addition,
they assure greater freedom from arcing
for more reliable performance throughout
life.
Type A2960 (top) accepts up to 500
kilowatts of peak power input at pulse
lengths up to 100 microseconds and a
duty factor of 1 percent. It employs dc
plate voltages or instantaneous peak voltages up to 25,000 volts.
Type A2950 (bottom) accepts up to
40 kilowatts of peak power input at pulse
lengths up to 100 microseconds and a
duty factor of 8 percent. It also provides
5 kilowatts peak pulse power at 150 MHz
with pulse lengths of 5 milliseconds and a
duty factor of 4 percent.
For more information on these new
forerunners of a full line of RCA
Tungsten-Matrix Cathode Tubes, contact
your RCA Representative. Ask him, too,
for a rundown on the many other RCA
Power Types. Or write Manager, Power
Tube Marketing, RCA, Section 70131
Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Re11

liene,

weeri.5'

Power
Devices

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: ARGENTINA —Casilla
de Correo 4400. Buenos Aires/BRAZIL—Caixa Postal 8460.
Sao Paulo/CANADA-21001 No. Service Rd., Ste. Anne de
Bellevue 810 Quebec/ENGLAND—Sunbury-on-Thames, Mid.
diesen/HONG
17-570,

KONG — P.O.

Mexico

17,

Box

112/M EXICO-Apartado

D.F./SWITZERLAND — 2-4 rue du

Lieyre, 1227 Geneva.
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OUR ANGLE.
Low Cost D/S
and S/D Modules

TYPICAL S/D MODULE SETS
FUNCTION

LINE-LINE

FREQUENCY

11.8V

400Hz

RID

26V

400Hz

S/D or R/D

90V

400Hz

S/D

90V

60Hz

S/D or R/D

TYPICAL D/S MODULE SETS
FUNCTION

LINE-LINE

FREQUENCY

D/S or D/R

11.8V

400Hz

D/R

26V

400Hz

D/S or D/R

90V

400Hz

D/S

90V

60Hz

NO 1R, 'I' PI

How does a choice of 14-bit resolution, 60 or 400
Hz data frequency, high accuracy, 11.8V to 90V
line-line voltages and all kinds of self-protection
circuitry look from your angle?
North Atlantic's Series 780 is available now. Only
5 modules make up a complete S/D or D/S converter, and any set nests in an area less than 21
square inches.
S/D specifications include 3 minutes ± 0.9LSB accuracy, and continuous tracking with low velocity
errors. D/S specifications include 4 minute accuracy, 1.25 VA output and 25 ',sec settling time.
Key performance specifications for both converters
include 14-bit (0.22 °)resolution over 360 °,0-70 °C
operation and 4000 °/sec data rates. Both units are
DTL and TTL compatible.
To shrink your prototype schedule, we offer an
interconnecting PC board. Or, if you plan to integrate a converter directly onto your own PC cards,
we can supply proven mylar artwork.
Any set of modules — $650. Order a set today.
North Atlantic sales engineering representatives
are located throughout the free world.

A. 'II Li A. N'TIC

industries, inc.

• 200 Terminal Drive. Plainview, New York 11803 Phone (516) 681-8600
California District Office: 13418 Wyandotte Street. N. Hollywood. CA 91605; Phone (213) 982-0442
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MILITARY ELECTRONICS: Pentagon braces for R&D shakeup, 39
DISPLAYS: Blue LED display developed at RCA, 40
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS: Jet-engine maker computes work flow. 40
AEROSPACE: NASA plans space manipulator. 41
COMMUNICATIONS: MCI spells out its 4K-Plus push, 42
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PACKAGING: AMI's Slam DIP is strong. simple, 47
INSTRUMENTATION: A two-bit story may aid DAC sales, 48
GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS: FCC to study uhf-TV channel use. 48
SATELLITES: Marsat effort on new track, 50
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Memory sales are booming, 69
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WESTERN EUROPE: Semiconductor merger stalled, 63
SWEDEN: Alarm system watches over elderly, 63

69

Probing the News
MEMORIES: Cores are still on top, 69
GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS: Navy funds MLS for Marines. 72
COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS: Computers switch traffic signals, 74
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PACKAGING: Leadless. pluggable IC oackages reduce costs. 83
COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS: Sensor reads data at any speed, 91
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Getting power and gain out of the 741-type op amp. 99
Solid-state dpdt switch provides current reversal. 100
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Core systems are still well in the lead, and
sales of semiconductor memories won't
reach the crossover point before 1976. But
both are presently doing better than ever in
an expanding mainframe-memory market.
Pluggable DIPs mean easier debugging, 83

Now on the way from socket and package
manufacturers are new dual in-line packages that do away with leads and solder
mounting. Suspect ICs in this type of DIP
can be swiftly unplugged from an expensive
printed-circuit board.
How HP teamed talents with its vendors, 102

First in Electronics' new series profiling unusually successful products is the story behind the HP-35, the pocket-sized calculator
from Hewlett-Packard that's as smart as a
slide rule and faster. Cooperation with vendors Mostek and AMI yielded better-thanspec chip sets.
Painless program controller design, 107

A novel and ingenious method teaches the
engineer how to plan and prototype even
complex program controllers with a minimum of effort and amaximum of efficiency.
And in the next issue . . .

A microprogramed minicomputer that talks
a high-level language . .a new MOS capacitor . . .an image-storage tube that can
help detect hijackers.
The cover

Classic Hall effect is used by Tokyo's Pioneer Electronic Corp. for magnetic sensor
that can read price tags at any speed.
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The shirt pocket of Bill Hewlett, ber specified in the article. We'd
president of Hewlett-Packard also appreciate knowing what you
think of the idea.
Co.. was one of the key design constraints imposed on the company's
I
t's a tradition at Electronics to inhighly successful $395 HP-35 calcutroduce our new staff members. On
lator. The HP-35 (see p. 102) is a
page 83, you'll find adetailed article
tine example of the way that high
technology must be adapted toward on leadless fcs. It's the first technical
article authored by Stephen E.
product development today.
Thus, it seemed to us to be agood Grossman. the most recent addition
candidate to kick off a new series— to our technical staff.
Grossman, who holds a BSEE
product development profiles—that
from the City University of New
we will be presenting in the coming
year. They will be case histories York and aBA from New York University. has done graduate work at
showing the engineering skill that
the Polytechnic Institute of
goes into developing aproduct that
Brooklyn. He comes to us after a
really makes it.
It's instructive to note that. in the stint administering system design at
the Revenue Controls Systems divicase of the HP-35. it took complex
and close relations with sophis- sion of Litton Industries. Before that
he worked on the design of highticated suppliers to get the product
power microwave amplifiers at Rainto the marketplace on time. We
think this will become more and dio Engineering Laboratories, now
the Electronics Systems division of
more the rule.
the Dynamics Corp. of America.
His experience in equipment deReading an article about a new
technological development or de- sign gives him agood perspective on
the problems and potential of leadsign technique, even in Electronics,
less ICs. "The big factor," he says,
is only the next best thing to getting
details firsthand from the man who "is that the whole industry is tooled
up for leaded dcvice,, so these new
did the work. Now we invite you to
leadless packages won't move in
do both. We've arranged with some
overnight. And, there's the dogof our authors, in this and upcoming
chasing-its-tail problem. System deissues, to make themselves available
for telephone inquiries from our signers don't want to go leadless unreaders about their articles—at a til device makers can show abroad
array of leadless devices. And the
specific time and place.
makers don't want to go to market
This is an experiment, an attempt
until the designers place large orboth to close the loop between author and reader and to add another ders. Watch for a few large-volume
users to take thc plunge and kick off
dimension to technical communithe transition to the new devices."
cations. So if you want to clarify
some points about digital controller
design after reading Chuck Richard's article on page 107. you can
talk to Chuck directly about it on
the days and at the hours and num-
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A new function generator
for isolated situations.
The truly portable Model 5600 provides sine,
square and triangle waveforms from 0.002Hz to 2MHz...
with or without external power .... wherever it's needed.

eig

1K ROMN - MITE

tNVI,...ko 54,00

pee..

You can generate waveform signals on-the-spot with the light weight, rugged Model 5600...
one of the most versatile function generators available at the price. It features a 1000:1
tuning dial, covering the whole audio spectrum on one frequency range, and 600 olw balanced
output with dB step attenuator. Two front panel battery meters indicate charge conditions.
Price, less batteries, only $395. Price, complete with two rechargeable
batteries, $465. Model 5700, non-portable version, is $295.
For fast action, call the Wavemakers at (617) 491-3211, TWX 710-320-6583;
Krohn-Hite Corporation, 580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139

.

Lei—IKROHN -HITE
c i=t 1=. ca 1=1
co
SALES OFFICES: ALA., Hun svi( le (205) 534-9771; CAL., Santa Clara (408) 243-2891, Inglewood (213) 674-6850; COLO., Littleton (303) 795-0250; CONN., Glastonbury (203) 633-0777;
FLA., Orlando (305) 894-4401; HAWAII, Honolulu (808) 941-1574; ILL., Des Plaines (312) 298-3600; IND., Indianapolis (317) 244-2456; MASS., Lexington (617) 861-8620; MICH., Detroit
(313) 526-8800; MINN., M.nneapolis (612) 884-4336; MO., St. Louis (314) 423-1234; N.C., Burlington (919) 227-2581; N.J. Bordertown (609) 298-6700; N.M., Albuquerque (505)
255-2440; N.Y., E. Syracu e(315) 437 6666, Rochester (716) 328-2230, Wappingers Falls (914) 297-7777, Vestal (607) 785-9947, Elmont (516) 488-2100; OHIO, Cleveland (216)
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Readers comment
Shedding more light

TURN ON

TUNE IN

LOCK ON

.7r

17.: in

With our Model 251 solid state synchronizer/stabilizer, you
can impart crystal stability to any voltage-tuneable microwave
source. Frequency range is 1-18 GHz with no holes. Plug-in
mixers available up to 40 GHz. The oscillator can be
electrically tuned externally for slow sweeping.
RF input sensitivity
Frequency stability
Modulation sensitivity
(switch selectable)
VCXO pulling range
High voltage isolation
Price (model 251, 1-18 GHz)
Availability

—30dBm to 0 dBm
1part in 10 8/sec, 10'/day
0.05 to 38 MHz/volt
1000 PPM
3000 volts DC
$2900.00
STOCK!

jsage
LABORATORIES,

INC.

3 HURON OHM • NATICK •MASSACHUSETTS •01760
TEL

617 653 0644

• TWA

To the Editor: Thank you for the article. "Shedding some needed light
on optical measurements" [Electronics, Nov. 6, 1972, p.91]. Engineers
thus having been educated, perhaps
manufacturers' data sheets will become more explicit. Manufacturers
now arrange data in such a way as
to make it difficult to predict characteristics with light sources other
than the one used in specifying the
data.
A definition consisting of aradiometric spectral sensitivity curve,
plus an absolute value of the point
on the curve, would allow immediate comparisons, and acorresponding curve and fixed point for the incident radiation would help the
harassed engineer.
J. K. Wood
R. N. Saxby Ltd.
Liverpool. England
Capacitor ratings corrected
To the Editor: In your Engineer's
notebook on "Charts find capacitor
self-resonant frequency," [Electronics. Sept. 23, 1972, p.123]. anumber
of charts are shown for finding the
self-resonant frequency of capacitors. It appears to me as if the readings on the mica capacitor chart are
incorrect. Should the designation ILF
have been pF and MF, nF?
D. E. Bawden
Powertronic Equipment Ltd.
Scarborough, Ont., Canada
• Reader Bawden is correct.

617 346 0390

Proper

L
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PROM

precedence

To the Editor: The lead item in "Engineer's Newsletter" [Electronics,
Dec. 4. 1972, p.115] mentions that a
2.048-bit programable ROM being
offered by Harris Semiconductor is
the
first
introduced.
However.
Monolithic Memories Inc. introduced the first 2,048-bit PROM in
mid-1971-18 months prior to the
announcement by Harris.
Dale W. Williams
Monolithic Memories Inc.
Sunnyvale, Calif.
• We got our firsts mixed up, but we
did give I« due credit in the story
on PROMS that appeared on page 1115
of our Jan. 4issue.
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Built better.
Performs longer. Costs less.
Wire windings are OUT, conductive plastic is IN for
high performance audio controls. With its new Series
300 SLIDELINETm, Duncan Electronics replaces noisy,
rough and "grainy" wire elements with smooth, noisefree RESOLOW conductive plastic which actually
improves with use!
RESOLON elements and precious metal wipers used
in all Series 300 controls bring consistent low-noise
operation and superior performance to linear motion
faders for broadcast and recording. And, the cost is
less than
the past!

many high

grade

wirewound controls

of

Series 300 is offered in 6 different stroke lengths and
features longer life of 10 million traverses minimum,
infinite resolution and linear, audio and constant impedance outputs for every audio need!
Dual channels can be contained in a standard single
housing only 13/16 " wide — the most compact dual attenuator available to the industry. Two dual units can
be coupled and driven by a common knob to create
4 channels for master controls or quadrasonics.
For complete specifications, call or write for our FREE
brochure.

Duncan Series 500
A sound ide

0Slidelinen"
our
design
• nstructio •..'
.
'astly
improved performance. Features the same
Resolon element as the
-.
professional grade
«
Series 300. This results in far lower
noise, longer life
(5 million strokes
minimum), infinite resolution
and smoother
"feel."

'DUNCAN ELE TRONICS
su.

2865 Fairview Road Costa Mesa, California 92626
Phone 17141 545-8261 TWX 91D-595-11
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40 years ago
From the pages of Electronics. February 1933

Shortly after the new Administration takes hold and the personnel
of the Radio Commission is completed, a re-allocation of North
American broadcasting stations may
be looked for. Pressure from Canada and Mexico for more
wavelengths (however unjustified by
proportional population figures) will
undoubtedly be met by conceding
more channels to our northern and
southern neighbors. In this re-arrangement, the doom of the U.S.
"clear channels." which bring good
radio broadcasting to millions in
small towns and rural communities,
now seems sealed.
When this massacre of the clear
channels begins, and the airways on
which important broadcasters operate become howling bedlams outside of the immediate neighborhood
of the transmitters, the radio industry will have only itself to blame for
past apathy. Little or no interest has
been displayed by radio engineers
or industry organizations. Radio reception in the vast stretches of
America has been taken for granted,
like the sunshine.

Stacked...with beautiful curves!
(stacked-foil construction with ultra-low impedance, ultra-low ESR, ultra-low inductance)
Revolutionary new Type 432D
COMPULYTICt. Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors offer capacitance values to 100,000 1,F with
equivalent series resistance of
typically less than 0.001 ohm and
inductance of only 1 nH in a 3" x
5%" case. This same capacitor
will handle 93 amperes of ripple
current at 65 C and 1 kHz.
Impedance limits at 10 kHz are
as low as 0.001 ohm with typical
values of only half of the specified limits.

Terminals are ideal for use with
laminated-bus power distribution
systems found in modern EDP
equipment, where the low ESA
and impedance of Compulytic capacitors help insure continued
operation of logic circuits even
during momentary power outages.
Sprague Type 432D Capacitors
are available in nine voltage ratings from 5 to 50 volts d-c, and
are designed for operation over
the temperature range from —40
to +85 C.
4SC 2122

For complete technical data, write for
Engineering

Bulletin

3443

to:

Technical

Literature Service, Sprague Electric

Co.,

35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

Soon, those who avow to discredit
the radio engineer and his "fool
theories." will ride high in the political chariots of officialdom. Ignorant,
political tampering with the present
fairly smooth-running radio machine. will deprive millions in rural
communities of good radio. And it
will destroy future markets for radio
sales.
Gentlemen of the radio industry,
wake up!
An X-ray machine built especially
for the industrial field for the radiographic examination of thick sections of metal, is rated at 10 ma. and
300 kv. peak for continuous operation and employs the so-called
doubling circuit using two kenotron
tubes as rectifiers. Condensers are
placed in series with the tubes and
the high-tension transformer. The
condensers serve to boost or double
the voltage supplied to the X-ray
tube by the high-tension transformer on the useful half cycle.

THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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DnIy one minicomputer
ets you change
:Pus in 60 seconds.
Here's how: 1. Open
the back and unplug the
interconnect module. 2.
Slide out the CPU circuit
boards. 3. Slide in the
new CPU boards. 4. Plug
in the interconnect module. That's it. No wiring needed, ever.
Modularity That's because SUE (the System User
Engineered minicomputer) is the first of its kind: a
component computer for systems. Its Modular processors, memories, controllers, all plug together in
almost any combination to solve your application
problems.
And you're not limited to one CPU at atime.
SUE's multiprocessor capability lets you hook up as
many as four on asingle Infibus. Just choose the
combination of SUE's processors that suits your
needs best.
The same goes for I/O controllers, except you'll
never need more than two types, one bit serial, one
word parallel. These
• .•e
will adapt to any
I/O device.
Wider choice of
peripherals We offer afull line of peripherals
to go with SUE: IBM compatible 5440 disk drives,
CRT/keyboards, printers from 100 cps to 600
Ipm, magnetic tapes, cassettes, punched card devices

and paper tapes. Anything your system needs.
Complete software tools To make your programming burden lighter, we offer afull set of software tools: sort/merge, DOS, assemblers,
utilities and RPG/SUE.
That last item is 98%
compatible with RPG II,
by the way.
And we're the only
company we know of
that unconditionally
warrants all our software for aful year.
Built for systems builders SUE's built-in flexibility makes it fit your systems now, makes it
easily changeable later on.
You can be sure we'll be
here later on, too. Which is
one more advantage of
dealing with an established,
reputable company like
Lockheed Electronics.
Let's talk. Call
(213) 722-6810, collect,
or write us at 6201
E. Randolph St.,
Los Angeles,
California 90040.
-eagle

Ifs SUE.
Lockheed Electronics
.?e SUE systems on the Computer Caravan.

Data Products Division

Centralab
ew
F'speb'
S OF ELECTRON!

Covering Detroit's needs
for thick film hybrids
is a big order.
Whether you're in autos, computers, music, data processing, business machines, telecommunications or industrial
electronics .. .Centralab can now provide the thick film
hybrid circuits you need.
Tight schedules. Exacting specs.
Volume orders for millions of pieces.
Anyone who has supplied the nation's auto manufacturers with component parts knows this is the kind
of mission he faces.
Centralab has run this fast track
for some years, providing assembly
plants throughout the U.S. with
thick-film hybrid circuits for Detroit
end use. These have included circuits for car radios, stereo tape
players, fuel controls, headlight
dimmers and dashboard instrumentation such as tachometers and sequential turn controls.
Why Centralab hybrids? Obviously, the auto makers are getting
the high performance specs they
ordered, and in
the
enormous
quantities they
demand.
Take the specs,
for example.
Package power up
Hybrids sound good
to 4 watts per
to music makers, too.
square inch. Rugged ceramic substrates with special
form factors. Compare resistor tolerances as low as ±0.5% and TC of
100 PPM/°C and you get an
idea of the customized circuitry
Centralab thrives on. Capacitor dielectrics range through NPO &
N5250 to Hi K. Designs include
plastic and glass encapsulated transistors and diodes, as well as chip
devices.
Happily, this type of spec is also

required in other industries. Manufacturers of musical instruments,
sound equipment, radio and TV
come regularly to Centralab for
custom hybrids. Typical circuits
produced are tuner, IF, color and
audio-circuitry. Electronic organ
manufacturers are using Centralab
thick-film circuits for staircasing
networks, passive filters, keyers, frequency dividers, amplifiers, MOS
protection and tone control circuitry.
Among the fastest growing fields
is data processing. Here Centralab
has produced such circuits as pullup networks, voltage regulators, dis-
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5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

play drivers, one shot, multi-vibrators, hammer
drivers and interface devices.
Also worth
singling out are
business machine
and point-of-sale
equipment manuwho
Centrelab's programmed facturers
for thick-film usage
specify circuits
in computers.
such as clock drivers, video amplifiers, high voltage
bleeders, and motor speed regulators.
The list goes on and on. Telecommunications and the requirements for attenuator pads, passive
filters and mixing networks. Industrial electronics and circuits such as
motor speed control, solid state
switches and frequency control networks.
But you get the idea by now. You
set the spec. Centralab will set the
precedent. It's virtually that easy
when you deal with a leader. If
you've aspecial application for hybrids, or you'd like to consider their
adoption in your line, get in touch.
Write A. R. Wartchow, Marketing
Manager, Electroceramic Products.
Ask for Centralab Bulletin No.
1429H.

Centralab
spec

Centralab
spec

Ceramic
Substrates/
ScoreStrates.

Centralab
specUwâà

Ultra-Kap
capacitors.
Low dissipation.
High insulation.
Combination
potentiometer
and push
button
switch.

Get your circuits
started right.
Need ceramic substrates for
your hybrid circuits? For resistor networks? Capacitor
networks? Centralab's got
them in every shape and size.
In aluminas of 99.55 and
95%. Plain or metallized.
With holes, slots, notches,
scorelines or plain. With accurate dimensions and asurface finish compatible with
your particular needs.
The pay off with Centralab
is high performance reliability right from the start. So
start right and specify Substrate /ScoreStrate ceramics
from Centralab. You'll end
up with the same high reliability substrate found in
Centralab thick-film circuits
(we're using them at the rate
of 50 million per year).
For assistance on specifications, price and
delivery, call Chuck
Thompson, 414/228-2942
or write Centralab for
Bulletin No. 1057TC.

r
ULTRA-0 NE pots.
The quiet one
is also
the quick one.
One look inside the UltraOne 5/
8-inch
potentiometer
tells you why it's the quiet
one. The improved resistor
system uses a smooth conductive plastic element and
a multi-fingered contact. Result: CRV is virtually immeasurable throughout the
long life of the pot.
The Ultra-One industrial
potentiometer sets a new
standard for design flexibility. The Quiet Pot. Quick
delivery. Quite a combination! Other features include:
• 0.5% maximum noise
through 100,000
• -±-250 PPM/°C
• 1/
2 watt at 40° C
• 500 volts DC
• A R < 10% after load life
• A R <10% after100,000 ,‘,
Write Centralab for
Bulletin No. 1526P.

A dissipation factor as ow
as 3 percent maximum and
high insulation resistance up
to 1,000 megohms are only
two critical design parameters met by Centralab UltraKap capacitors. Also important is Y5F stability which
is a maximum capacitance
change of ±7.5% from +25°
C over a temperature range
of —30° C to +85° C.
Centralab Ultra-Kap capacitors cost far less than
Mylae and multi-layer monolithic types. With all the
function you want. In substantially smaller space, too.
For example, you can get a
.05 IL FD, 16 V capacitor in a
.375 diameter disc.
Ultra-Kap capacitors are
available in voltage ratings
of 3, 12, 16, 25, and 50 V,
with achoice of lead size and
configuration, and in a selection of coating controls. Ask
about the ratings, sizes and
shapes you need.
Write Centralab for
Bulletin No. 1106CA.
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DATA GENERAL
ANNOUNCES
FORTRAN 5.

PIGS LOOK SLOW.

PIGS TURN GARBAGE INTO PROFIT.

Strictly as acompiler, our Fortran 5
is probably the slowest on the market. Several times slower than our own Fortran IV.
But appearances are deceiving.
At run time —when speed means
something —our Fortran 5turns out to be a
superfast, big computer Fortran.
Fortran 5compiles slow and runs
fast because its incredibly thorough, multipass compiler optimizes "globally"; that is, it
examines each program statement, not only
internally, but also in terms of every other
statement in the program.
The result is amazingly efficient, fastexecuting code.

Our Fortran 5isn't fussy. With all its
features, global optimization, and diagnostics,
it can turn anybody's Fortran programs into
object code as efficient as machine language.
The resulting programs execute fast
enough even for real-time applications like
process control or nuclear research.
So even inexperienced programmers can write software in Fortran that previously could be written only in machine Ianguage,by the most sophisticated programmers.

PIGS ARE THE SMARTEST
ANIMALS IN THE BARNYARD.

Our Fortran 5is acompatible superset of almost every other Fortran —IBM
level I
-I, ANSI Fortran IV, Univac Fortran V.
It includes all their features, plus some.
It's amulti-tasking compiler, so a
program can pursue several related but
asynchronous tasks simultaneously.
It has an exhaustive set of incredibly
precise diagnostics that tell exactly what's
wrong and where, in English.
Finally, when it's time to run an
application program, Fortran 5is smart about
tailoring arun-time package to include only
essentials. That means aprogram written on
a64K brute might run in only 8K.
12
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PIGS ARE BIG AND HAIRY.

When you get Fortran 5, you get a
great big minicomputer. It'll have at least 28K
16-bit words of main memory (
up to 128K
with our Memory Management and Protec tion unit); Real- time Disc Operating System;
our fast new Floating Point Processor; mass
storage; and high speed I/O devices.
With all the right hardware, the software is available free.
PIGS ARE PIGGY.

We had two objectives for Fortran 5:
first, make it so comprehensive that every
Fortran user would want to try it; second,
make it fast enough for applications previously
limited to machine language programming.
That way, we figured we could hog
all your business.
For more information on Fortran 5,
write or call any Data General sales office.
Electronics/February 1, 1973

IT'S A
REAL PIG.

DATA GENERAL
Southboro, Massachusetts 01772,
(617) 485-9100

People
Give
your
sweep
and
signal
generators
a

bout
Softlimoftavimmileini

Our boost is a 2-500 MHz RF
Power Amplifier, known as the
Model 500L. This completely
solid-state laboratory instrument
will boost the output of any signal
source by 27 dB and provide
more than 11 volts P-P into 50
ohms. A combination of hybrid
integrated circuits and microstrip
construction, our state-of-the-art
amplifier will operate into any
load impedance (from an open to
ashort circuit) without oscillation
or damage.
The boost. Priced at $295, it's
one of the great bargains of our
time. Give yourself a boost by
writing to Electronic Navigation
Industries, Inc., 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, New
York 14623. For an even faster
boost, call 716-473-6900,
TELEX 97-8283.
91O.

F\1F
ENI ... The world's leader
in solid-state power amplifiers.
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And for a top corporate executive,
that's probably the best kind of
solid-state operation
worry to have.
The slim, baldish, 49-year-old
"We think we're at apoint where we
Vonderschmitt comes to his post afhave afairly attractive future." says
ter along engineering and manageBernard V. Vonderschmitt with
ment career at RCA. He joined the
more than some restraint. His cau- company first in 1944 as an engineer
tion is understandable, perhaps, for in component-design projects. Then,
in recently taking the helm at RCA'S after serving as aradar officer in the
U.S. Navy, he returned to RCA and
worked on deflection-system development for TV receivers.
By then holder of an MSEE from
the University of Pennsylvania,
Vonderschmitt transferred to the
former Semiconductor division in
1959 as manager of applications in
the Microelectronics department,
one of aseries of engineering-management positions of increasing importance. In 1971, he was named
manager for integrated circuits and
later the same year, division vicepresident, solid-state integrated circuits. Vonderschmitt looks back on
VonderschmItt: Tne new challenge at RCA
that last job "as the nicest Iever
is to meet delivery requirements.
had, primarily because it saw the
successful emergence of RCA in the
Solid State division. Somerville, IC area—from both a product and
N.J.. as vice-president and general people standpoint."
manager. he assumes control of a
People motivator. People are an
semiconductor operation that has important part of the equation that
been in the red since its inception makes Vonderschmitt go. Many
soon after the transistor was in- who have worked for him, or who
vented.
know of him at Somerville, praise
But things are finally looking up his ability to get along with people,
for what Vonderschmitt says was a to make them, as one put it, "feel he
"$100 million business in 1972." cares about them as individuals."
The fourth quarter of the year was This could come particularly easy
entirely profitable. "the first total- for Vonderschmitt because of his
quarter segment" ever to be in the basic belief that "you're only as sucblack. And Vonderschmitt is look- cessful as your people's dedication
ing for "continued profit improve- to what they're doing."
ment" in the year ahead. This appraisal comes from his great
confidence in his division's expertise
Intercon heads for
in complementary metal-oxide
semiconductors, linear integrated greener pastures
circuits, and power-device technology. which meet "an extremely No matter what segment of the elecbroad base" of user applications. So tronics industry prospers most, E.W.
numerous have these become—RCA (Ted) Green thinks his company has
styles itself as the largest supplier of a good chance of sharing in the
ICs to the consumer-electronics mar- prosperity. Green is the new presiketplace with only 10% being sold to dent of Intercon Systems in Los Anthe company's other divisions—that geles, amultifunction computer-and
Vonderschmitt describes the great- electronics-oriented consulting firm
est challenge in his new post as that now looking far afield from its past
of meeting delivery requirements. concentration on recruiting execu-

RCA's Vonderschmitt to helm
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ION Implantation
Revolutionizes MOS
Mosktek's Ion Implantation process is
relatively simple, yet its results have
literally increased MOS array
performance by afactor of 10
and at the same time has
yielded smaller size, lower
thresholds, and asignificant
reduction in manufacturing
costs Further, it has
made possible the coexistence of digital and
linear MOS circuitry
on the same chip
Nevertheless,
Ion Implantation is a
young technology
and its full potential
is yet to be realized

AT MOSTEK we were quick
to realize the implications of
Ion Implantation and we were
the first manufacturer to apply
it to volume production. The
results have been extremely
gratifying, both to us and to
our many customers who have
taken advantage of MOS
technology for their products.
Unknown just a few years ago.
MOS products are now at
work in one-chip calculators,
multi-function calculator
systems, micro clocks and
calendar circuitry. oraan key-

boards and numerous industrial and consumer products.
Ion Implantation has made
MOS/LSI technology available
to virtually all industries no
matter how unique their
requirements may be. And
it's only natural that they turn
to a leader to solve their
MOS problems. Whether
off-the-shelf or customized
IC's, Ion Implantation and
MOSTEK know-how are both
bench marks in Great
Moments In MOS.

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES:
Western: 11222 La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood,
Calif. 90304 (213) 649-2888; Eastern: 60 Turner
Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154 (617) 899-9107;
Central: 8180 Brecksville Rd., Brecksville, Ohio
44141 (216) 526-6747, INTERNATIONAL: Europe:
MOSTEK GmbH, 7 Stuttgart 80, Breitwiesenstrasse
19, West Germany (Telex-7255792 MK D) Japan:
System Marketing Inc.. 4 Floor, Mimasu Bldg.,
3-14-4 Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, Toyko. Japan
(Telex-0222-5276 SMITOK) Far East: Imai
Marketing Assoc., Inc.. 525 W. Remington Dr.
tr 108. Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087 (Telex-35-7453)
Hong Kong: Astec Components Ltd.. Golden
Crown Court, Flat "C" 5th Floor, 70 Nathan Rd.,
Kowloom, Hong Kong (Telex-HX4899) Mid East:
Racom Electronic. 60 Pinkas St., Tel Aviv, Israel
(Telex-33-808 RACEL) Canada: Cantronics Inc.,
4252 Braille Ace.. Montreal. Quebec
(TWX-610-421-3324)

MOSTEK
MOSTEK CORPORATION
1215 West Crosby Road
Carrollton, Texas 752006
(214) 242-0444
c Copyright 1973 by
MOSTEK Corporation
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People

14 bits
Accuracy +5.3'
Model ESDC

I Is

14-16 bits
Accuracy to ti'
A-Series—single or
multi-speed converters

_ 30,

I

Accuracy
bits

I

Model LSDC

and noW meet our new
10 bit synchro converter

For those who may not need that extra measure of accuracy designed into
the A-Series and ESDC synchro-to-digital converters, we've designed amore
economical alternative—the LSDC. It's based on the field-proven, highly-successful ESDC design concepts, but can save you $200 or more.
Performance? With atotal worst case error of 1---30' at tracking velocities
over 900 rpm, the new LSDC is ideal for abroad range of military and industrial
applications. All mil grade components (no plastic) assures excellent MTBF.
Take your pick. ESDC and A-Series, the best S/D converters available. And
now LSDC, the best economy/performance trade-off.
For product or technical applications information, write or call Jim Sheahan
or Hans Schloss. They're engineers, so they talk your language.

e

ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION
100 TEC STREET, HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11801 • PHONE: (516) 433-5330
APPLICATION CENTERS
Long Beach, Calif.
(213) 597-5744
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Washington, D. C.
(703) 525-4825
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Bruxelles, Belgium
(Tel.) 62.01.59

tives for the electronics industries.
Green says Intercon will concentrate on supplying assistance in finance and marketing to companies
that need this help: "We know lots
of inventors and engineers with
good ideas, but they don't know
how to get them to the market successfully." Green hopes to help
them by matching them up with
major companies looking for new
products to sell, or products to produce in their factories. Intercon will
also arrange for market research,
product planning. business planning. advertising and promotion.
documentation, and training.
Green feels that a good part of
what his company can offer is the
knowledge and contacts he and his
colleagues have acquired over the
years. He, for example. set up Electronic Memories & Magnetics' enduser memory systems activities as
president, but left when EM&M
greatly lowered its sights in this
field. Before that, he was director of
field marketing for Honeywell Information Systems, was in sales for
its predecessor. General Electric Information Systems group. and spent
almost 20 years at Univac.
Seeking the new, keeping the old.
And, while Intercon will involve itself deeply in marketing and financial assistance, it will continue and
likely expand its executive-search
activities. For the present, Green expects most of the action to be in recruiting, with demand rising in all
areas, particularly semiconductors.
He notes that the computer and
electronics industries are growing
and changing so fast that "many
good people with fine talent get
kicked in the teeth due to politics
and mergers. There are many innocent bystanders."
To help in the recruiting, the
Penn State graduate is cooperating
with search firms in other parts of
the country. "Executive search firms
have been very jealous of their competition in the past and so haven't
cooperated. Ithink that's very shortsighted." he says. But Green does
find cooperation in his own search
for relaxation: golfing with his wife
and two teen-aged sons.
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New ECL logic probe

World's most powerful
desktop calculator
It u\,un talks tu you in English.

Where does acalculator stop and
acomputer begin? That's hard to
tell with the powerful new 9830A
desktop calculator. This 40-byte
system offers computer power with
calculator convenience. It uses HP
BASIC language, has an alphanumeric keyboard and 32-character
display, as well as abuilt-in 15K
byte operating system and acassette
memory. The model 30 is equivalent to a10K or 12K minicomputer
(16-bit words) that stores its compiler
in read/write memory. And you can
expand the calculator memory with
up to 8 plug-in ROM (read-onlymemory) modules.
You'll notice part of the calculator
keyboard looks like atypewriter.
(Continued on page 2)
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Sampling without special
controls or training

Despite recent advances in the
performance of real-time
oscilloscopes, sampling techniques
still are preferred for viewing
repetitive signals with very fast
transitions or signals from high
frequency components. But
previously you needed extensive
training to learn the complicated
sampling techniques.
Now, HP sampling plug-ins for
the 180 series oscilloscopes provide
the easiest and fastest low-level,
high-frequency measurements
available. Because the plug-in looks
and operates like a real-time plug-in,
you eliminate the special controls

and training normally associated
with sampling scopes.
Both plug-ins have a2mV to
200 mV/div deflection factor. The
1810A plug-in is for 1GHz
applications; the 1811A, for 4to
18 GHz bandwidths with remote
feedthrough sampling heads for
accurate high-frequency
measurements.
The 1810A costs $1750. The
1811A costs $1700; 4GHz sampling
head, $1100; and 18 GHz sampling
head, $2800.
For details, check Fon the HP Reply
Card.

A dual-channel sampling plug-in enables
the 182C scope to display pulse risetimes
of <1.2 ns and approximately 2.5 ns.

(Continued from page 1)

That's because the model 30 uses a
formal programming language,
BASIC, new to the world of
calculators. Because BASIC is a
combination of algebra and
conversational English, it's easy to
learn yet powerful enough for your
data manipulation and processing.
Unique editing features let you
delete, modify or correct program
lines or individual characters within
aline. The calculator even detects
your errors and displays an error note.
A new companion high-speed
printer matches the model 30's
All prices are domestic U.S.A. prices only.

New interface transfers
1megaword/second

output speed and produces hard
copy for reports or your files. This
quiet page-width printer can print
330 characters/sec. or 250 lines/
minute—that's 33 times better than
ateletype at 10 characters/sec. The
printer fits on top of the calculator
and may be added at any time.
The calculator costs $5975; the
printer, $2975.
There's more, including acomprehensive library of programs. For
the full story, check Pon the HP
Reply Card.

HP's universal interface is so fast, you
could fill an entire 32K memory in
32 milliseconds.

Instead of designing and building
your own minicomputer interface,
let the new super-fast HP 12930A
universal interface card do it. This
single plug-in unit quickly interfaces
an HP 2100A minicomputer with
external I/O devices that use
differential or TTL logic. Included
are I/O storage registers, dual
channel interrupt logic, and aset
of programmable switches to meet
exacting interface requirements.
Besides simple plug-in installation,
the new universal interface boasts:
• Extremely rapid data transfer (up
to 1million 16-bit words/second) to
high-speed mass memories,
controllers, and other processors.
• Data transfer up to 500 feet using
differential logic.
• Dual-channel operation that lets
you transfer data and control/status
information simultaneously.
• Successive cycle-stealing when
operated through the DMA section
of the 2100A minicomputer. This
means you can use successive
memory cycles for data transfer.
The universal interface is available
in three variations: differential or
TTL logic (ground true/positive
true). Each consists of a universal
interface card, priority jumper card
and diagnostic software. Price: $800.
For details, check D on the HP
Reply Card.
HEWLETTII PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

New analyzer troubleshoots
microwave links

To realize the full capability of
busy microwave radio relay and
satellite communication links, it
is important that system operators
quickly be able to identify, measure
and localize the various forms of
distortion occurring in alink.
This is precisely the function of
the HP 3710 Microwave Link
Analyzer (MLA) system. With
modulation bandwidths sufficient
for color TV or 1800-voice channels
transmissions, the basic MLA covers
the baseband (BB) and intermediate
frequency (IF) link sections. Adding
adown converter (RF to IF) and
an up converter (BB to RF) extends
the MLA's capability to the RF
(1.7 to 11.7 GHz) portion of the link.
The MLA system measures such
key parameters as group delay and
linearity, differential phase and
differential gain, plus mod/demod.
sensitivity, attenuation and return
loss.
Prices for the microwave link
analyzer system start around $11,000.
To learn more, check Jon the HP
Reply Card.

HP's microwave link analyzer is ideal for
optimizing radio relay link performance.

HEWLETT hi
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If you're in business, you can't
afford to be without it

The new HP-80 pocket calculator-best
thing that's happened to business since
the credit card.

Last year we developed the
popular HP-35 scientific calculator.
Now, HP announces another major
contribution to personal calculation
-the HP-80 computer calculator for
business and finance. The pocketsized HP-80 is preprogrammed with
40 specific financial capabilities; and
it can solve more than 100 types of
business mathematics problems,
many of them in less than 2seconds.
The HP-80 can be used by
managers of all kinds, brokers,
bankers, insurance and real estate
people, retailers, accountants,
executives and sales people. Like the
HP-35, the nine-ounce HP-80 fits in
your palm or pocket; is battery
or ac powered; positions the decimal
point automatically; has four
operating registers and astorage
register; and shows answers on a
10-digit display. The mathematical
range is from 10 -" to 10 99 .Yet for
all its power, it's as simple to operate
as an adding machine.
The HP-80 eliminates the need for
cumbersome financial tables and
time-consuming interpolation. And
it's far more accurate than most
tables.
Whatever your business or
wherever it takes you, you can take
the HP-80, and you should. Price:
only $395.
To find out more about the HP-80
and how to get one, check A on
the HP Reply Card.

The HP-80 is preprogrammed with the basic
four functions (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) plus 36 separate
financial capabilities:
1. Constant storage
2. Selective round-off
3. Percentage calculation
4. Percent difference
5. Square root
6. Power (exponentiation)
7. Running total (summation)
8. Mean (arithmetic average)
9. Standard deviation
10. Number of days between two dates
11. Future date, given number of days
12. Future value of an amount compounded
13. Present value of an amount compounded
14. Effective rate of return for compounded
amounts
15. Number of periods for an amount
compounded
16. Future value of an annuity
17. Present value of an annuity
18. Effective rate of asinking fund
19. Effective rate of amortgage
20. Installment of an annuity, given future
value
21. Installment of an annuity, given present
value
22. Number of periods for asinking fund
23. Number of periods for amortgage
24. Add-on to effective annual rate conversion
25. True equivalent annual rate
26. Linear regression (trend-line) analysis
27. Sum-of-the-years' digits depreciation
amortization
28. Rule of 78's finance charge amortization
29. Discounted cash flow analysis
30. Accumulated mortgage interest calculation
31. Remaining principal on amortgage
32. Accrued interest (360 and 365 day year)
33. Discounted notes (360 and 365 day year)
34. Discounted note yields (360 and 365 day
year)
35. Bond price
36. Yield-to-maturity of abond
And, the HP-80 is a200-year calendar.

All prices are domestic U.S.A. prices only.

Swept SWR measurement.
in coax, 1.8 to 18 GHz

Fast yet accurate SWR measurements in coax are now easily made
using the HP 817A swept slotted
line system and 8755 frequency
response test set. The 817A is
modified to accept the detectors
that are part of the 8755 test set.
The result: ameasurement system
with very broad frequency coverage
(1.8 to 18 GHz) and high accuracy
(residual SWR <1.04 at 18 GHz).
The 8755 test set provides high
sensitivity, high stability and high
resolution for all-around measurement simplicity and convenience.
The test set can also be used for
wide dynamic range transmission/
reflection measurements over its full
0.1 to 18 GHz frequency range.
The 817A opt. H03 slotted line
system costs $1000. A complete 8755
test set with variable persistence
CRT display costs $4200.
For details, check 0 on the HP
Reply Card.

HP graphic displays
or OEM systems

Different size CRTs can be mounted in a
modified frame on special order. They
range in size from 8 to 21 inches, diagonal
measurement (20 to 53 cm).

103

div.

r
IIIII"1
2.4dB=1.32SWR4

Need to display computergenerated graphics? The HP 1310A
and 1311A displays provide bright,
easy-to-see readouts in OEM
systems. These high-speed 19 in.
(48 cm) and 14 in. (35.5 cm) graphic
displays offer unexcelled dynamic
performance to meet the broad

The fast and versatile 1310A OEM graphic
display. (Computer-generated graphics
courtesy of the Boeing Company.)

Aii prices are domestic U.S A. prices only

requirements of varying OEM
applications.
Linear writing speed is an unsurpassed 10 in/p s(25 cm/ps) which
allows character strokes to be
written in less than 100 ns. Maximum
slew rate of the electronics is
100 in/p s(2.5 meters/ps), and largestep jump and settle time is 1ps.
This offers tremendous programming
simplicity since characters and
vectors can be plotted in random
fashion from anywhere in the large
display area.
Internal construction is modular,
rugged, and very servicable. The
open-frame construction allows
easy mounting in astandard 19-in.
(48 cm) rack or in acustom-designed
enclosure.
For more information, check Eon
the HP Reply Card.

12.4

FREQ.(GHz)
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Trace envelope develops as probe is moved
along slotted line while frequency is swept.
The test device SWR equals the thickness
of the envelope.

8155 FREO. RESP
TEST SET

with

unable petuslence
CRT dIsplay)

SWEEPER

817A Opt HOT i
SWEPT SLOTTED
LINE SYSTEM

L

Simplified diagram of swept SWR
test setup.
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Fully protected, low
voltage dc supplies

Portable tape recorder
has many uses

HP's fully protected low-voltage dc supplies
come in power ratings from 120 to 2000 W.

If your system power requirements
call for adc supply with superior
performance and the benefits of
built-in overvoltage and overcurrent
protection, take aclose look at HP's
family of low-voltage rack supplies.
These supplies boast load and line
regulation of 0.02%, with less than
10 mV peak-to-peak ripple and
noise (dc to 20 kHz). Output voltage
and current limiting are fully
adjustable, while the overvoltage
crowbar trip point is adjustable
from approximately 10 to 110% of

rated output voltage. Other advantages include automatic crossover
between constant-voltage and
constant-current modes, remote
programming, and remote sensing.
This power supply product line
includes 13 models (6256B thru
6274B) covering four output voltage
ratings: 10 V at 20, 50 or 100A; 20 V
at 10, 20, or 50A; 40 V at 3, 5, 10,
30 or 50A; and 60 V at 3or 15A.
Prices start at $410.
For more information, check N on
the HP Reply Card.

New data punch formats
for any system
Designed for off-line data logging,
HP's new 3489A data punch accepts
TTL level, BCD coded inputs from
measuring instruments, then
punches apaper tape that can be
fed directly to almost any computer,
calculator, or telex system. The
punch eliminates tedious and timeNow, your measuring system can
automatically punch a paper tape for just
about any computer or calculator.

consuming manual data transfer
between instrument and system.
The 3489A accepts up to 8 BCD
digits of measurement data plus
1BCD digit for range, 1for function,
and 1bit for polarity and overload.
Your computer's format and
character codes are preprogrammed
on apin board, so the data tapes
punched by the 3489A can be fed
directly into your system. A built-in
data counter adds a4-digit number
to each data line if you so desire.
Punching speed is 70 characters
per second. During unattended
operation, the punch, not the
measuring instrument, controls the
sampling rate.
Price: $3000.

The 3960A portable magnetic
tape instrumentation recorder
records and reproduces four
channels simultaneously using either
FM or direct recording on any
channel. You can select three tape
speeds: 15/16 ¡Ps for long-term FM
recording of slowly-changing
phenomena; 33/
4 ips for acoustic
evaluation and audio range
applications; and 15 ¡Ps for vibration
studies and other applications that
require direct recording response
up to 60 kHz or FM up to 5kHz.
The low-speed performance is
outstanding, an important asset to
medical researchers and others
who record slowly-changing
variables. The FM signal-to-noise
ratio at 15/16 ¡Ps is >46 dB, about
10 dB better than previous
recorders. At higher speeds, the
FM signal-to-noise ratio is >48 dB.
A built-in servo drive minimizes
flutter and maximizes tape speed
accuracy.
Price: $4285
For details, check K on the HP
Reply Card.
The 3960A recorder uses 1
4 -inch tape on
/
standard 7-inch tape reels, which is less
expensive than 1
/
2-inch or wider tape.

For data punch details, check H
on the HP Reply Card.
HEWLETTig PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

All prices are domestic U.S .A prices only.

Easier way to measure
complex low impedance
Complex impedance measurements at low values present some
problems for conventional
impedance meters. For example,
it's difficult to measure the 20 mn

impedance of aground bus using a
conventional impedance meter with
a112 full scale range; however,
you can measure it with again
phase meter, as shown below:

As long as Rt is much larger than
the unknown impedance, voltage
Va will be directly proportional to
the constant current flowing through
the known resistance and voltage V
will vary with the unknown
impedance. The voltage ratio of V
to Va will be proportional to the
complex impedance. With Rt =
5012 ,again reading of -60 dB on
the meter corresponds to 50 ma,

and areading of -80 dB to 5mn.
All that is needed for calculating
impedance magnitude is the value
of
The 3575A costs $2450 to $3150.
For details on the gain phase meter
check Ion the HP Reply Card. For
Application Note 157 on gain phase
measurement applications, check R.

Take the mystery out of
time interval averaging
"Time Interval Averaging," anew
application note, describes our
technique for increasing the
accuracy and resolution of short
time interval measurements. Using
time interval averaging, the
HP 5326/5327 universal counters can

All pooes are dorrest,c USA

prIces only

measure intervals as short as 150 ps
with resolution to 100 Ps (at little or
no increase in cost over conventional universal counters that can
only measure intervals as short as
10 or 100 ns).
This booklet (AN 162-1) describes
when averaging is useful, factors
that influence measurement
accuracy, and how to verify and
evaluate time interval averaging
measurements. Other topics include
statistics, the need for synchronizers
for valid averaging, and simple ways
to avoid synchronous repetition
rates that could otherwise limit the
power of time interval averaging.
All major topics are fully illustrated
with figures and examples.
For your free copy, mark Son the
HP Reply Card.

HP's auto-attenuator
for lab and OEM
Broadband programmable
attenuators have been optimized for
both measurement applications and
OEM design usage. The HP 33300
series attenuators (dc to 18 GHz)
offer accuracy and repeatability
where precision is required. At the
same time, the attenuators are fast,
compact, reliable and cost-effective
for installation in equipment.
At 2/3 the cost of any other
programmable attenuator, the
33300 series gives you abroad
selection of connectors, ranges and
step sizes (1, 6and 10 dB). Supplied
with either 12 or 24V solenoids,
simple drive circuitry can be built
to fit your needs. Prices start at $665
each in quantities of 1to 9.
Check G on the HP Reply Card for
specifications.
No matter what your application—on the
bench or in equipment—the 33300 series
programmable attenuators are cost-effective
selections.

HEWLETT', PACXARD MEASUREMENT NEWS
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Now, choose 3, 4or
5digit displays
The 5082-7400 LED clusters are 0.11 inches
(.28 cm) high.

A series of small, end-stackable
solid-state displays are now available
in three, four and five-digit clusters.
The extremely low power requirements (typ. 5mW/digit) make the
5082-7400 series LEDs ideal for
miniature battery-powered devices,
such as hand-held calculators.
The displays can be plugged into
DIP sockets or soldered onto PC
boards. They are IC-compatible and
designed for strobed operation.
Options include either the standard
right-hand decimal point or a
centered decimal point. Prices:
3-digits (1-33) $12.75 (34-166) $10.50
4-digits (1-24) $17.00 (25-124) $14.00
5-digits (1-19) $21.25 (20- 99) $17.50

New optoelectronics
catalog

Hewlett
Packard
Compone

For more information, check Lon
the HP Reply Card.

New low-cost LED for
commercial market
High-volume production and
advanced product design have
resulted in low-cost LED lamps for
the consumer market. Designed for
commercial applications, they can
be used in TV sets, appliances or
automobile instrument panels. These
lamps have red diffused lens and 0.8
millicandelas light output (typ).
Price: only 17q each in 100K
quantities.
For more information, check M on
the HP Reply Card.
HEWLETT
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The 5082-4484 LED is Ys inch in diameter
(0.3 cm): the 5082-4850, .200 inch in
diameter (0.5 cm).

Now, you can get acopy of our
1973 Optoelectronics Designer's
Catalog. This 48-page book contains
complete up-to-date detailed
specifications on the entire HP
optoelectronics product line—LED
displays, LED lamps, high-speed
optically coupled isolators, and
PIN photodetectors.
For your free copy of this bound
catalog, check Ton the HP Reply
Card.
All prices are domestic U.S A. prices only.

New ECL and HTL logic probes join
HP's IC troubleshooters

Two new logic probes bring
unique capabilities and fingertip
ease to logic troubleshooting:
model 10525E is the only probe on
the market fast enough to check
emitter-coupled logic, while the
10525H probe checks circuits
operating in the broad range from
12 to 25 V.
Both probes do everything the
time-proven model 105251 does for
TTL/DTL circuits—simply touch the
circuit node with the probe tip,
then read the band of light. A bright
light indicates alogic high; no light,
alogic low; adim light, open
circuits or voltage between the high
and low thresholds; and a blinking
light, apulse train. A single or
intermittent pulse is always obvious
to the user; the light blinks on for
ahigh-going pulse, or off for a
low-going pulse.
When probing in-circuit, the
inevitable problem of accidentally
touching a high voltage node
usually is apotential hazard. Not so;
all HP probes will withstand ±200 V
intermittently and ±70 Vdc
continuously. HP probes also have
high input impedance.

Now, HP offers three
different logic probes,
one for each
major logic family.

The 10525E probe is the fastest
probe available today, able to
capture single pulses as narrow as
5ns. The logic one threshold is
-1.1 V±0.1 V; and logic zero,
-1.5 V±0.1 V. With this super-fast,
handheld probe, you can solve
most of your ECL troubleshooting
problems without resorting to
complicated test equipment.
The 10525H troubleshoots HTL,

HiNIL, MOS, relay and discretecomponent circuits. Pulses down to
100 ns are "stretched" for avisual
indication. Logic high is anything
>9.5 V, while alow state is <2.5 V.
The 10525E ECL logic probe costs
$125; the 10525H HTL probe and
10525T TTL probes, $95 each.
For more information on the new
IC troubleshooters, check B or C
on the HP Reply Card.

All prices are domestic USA prrces Only
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East—W.120 Century Road, Paramus, N.J. 07652,
Ph. (201) 265-5000.
South — P.O. Box 2834, At lanta, Ga. 30328,
Ph. (404) 436-6181.
Midwest — 5500 Howard Street, Skokie, ti). 60076.
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Quebec, Canada. Ph. (518) 561-6520
Mexico —Adolfo Prieto 622, Col. del Valle,
Mexico 12, D.F., Mexico, Ph. 543-4232 or 523-1874.
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Please contact me about:

A. HP-80 business pocket
calculator
B. 10525E ECL logic probe
C. 10525H high-level
probe
D. 12930A universal
interface
E. 1310A, 1311A graphic
displays
F. 1810A, 1811A sampling
scope plug-ins
G. 33300 programmable
attenuators
H. 3489A data punch
I. 3575A gain phase
meter
J. 3710 microwave link
analyzer

K. 3960A tape recorder
L. 5082-7400 small LED
display
M. 5082-4850 commercial
LED
N. 6256-6271B low-voltage
power supplies
O. 817A swept slotted
line/8755 freq. response
test set
P. 9830 desktop calculator

0

R. AN-157 Gain Phase
Measurements
S. AN-162-1 Time Interval
Measurements
T. Optoelectronics
Designer's Catalog
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K. 3960A tape recorder
L. 5082-7400 small LED
display
0 0 M. 5082-4850 commercial
LED
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line/8755 freq. response
test set
0 E P. 9830 desktop calculator
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A. HP-80 business pocket
calculator
D B. 10525E ECL logic probe
O El C. 10525H high-level
probe
0 CI D. 12930A universal
interface
E. 1310A, 1311A graphic
displays
F. 1810A, 1811A sampling
scope plug-ins
33300 programmable
attenuators
3489A data punch
3575A gain phase
meter
3710 microwave link
analyzer

PLEASE PRINT and include zip code
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a great new
way to "pick"

CHERRYS

this new 72-page
Cherry Products Handbook is actually
five catalogs in one.
Packed in a unique new "tell-all" format is everything you could possibly want to know about
Cherry's: 1. Unique Snap Switch Selector-Locator that lets you choose—in seconds!—the
right switch for any application. 2. Thumbwheel and Leverwheel Switches in nine basic
series available in hundreds of variations and specials. 3. Keyboards ...Keyboard Switches
... and unique new Matrix Keyboards. 4. Matrix Selector Switches for rapid circuit selection
and programming. 5. Gold "Crosspoint" Contact Switches for low energy circuits.
.

and it's yours for the asking: Just 7WX 910-235-1572...

or PHONE 312-689-7702 and ask for Frank

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
3608 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, III 60085
Cherry affiliates worldwide: Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, 8580 Bayreuth, Bavaria...
Cherry Electrical Products (U.K.) Ltd., St. Albans, Herts...G. W. Engineering Pty. Ltd., Sydney
rirr•la 'D7 esn re,,rif>•

Meetings
Aerospace and Electronic Systems
(Wincon): IEEE, Biltmore. Los Angeles. Feb. 13-15,
International Solid State Circuits
Conference: IEEE, Marriott. Philadelphia. Feb. 14-16.
Compcon 73: IEEE Computer
Society. Jack Tar Hotel. San Francisco. Feb. 27-March 1.

ONET.
e-
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171 DIGITAL MULTIMETER

r
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NEW
AC/DC Digital Multimeter
has all the sensitivity, ranges
and functions you need
built in.
The new Keithley Model 171 Microvolt Digital Multimeter provides you with more measuring ranges
than any other multimeter in its class. At only $895
the 41
2
/
digit Model 171 is the only multimeter you need
whether it be for bench, systems, or servicing use — or
all three.
env
ft. kite

This DMM eliminates the need for add-on preamps, plug-in
circuit boards, hand-on shunts or other run-arounds. The
only option we need offer is an easy-to-interface BCD output
— and that's available built in.
The
•
•
•
•

Model 171 measures
dc voltage -from 1 microvolt to 1000 volts
ac voltage -from 10 microvolts to 1000 volts
ac & dc current -from 100 picoamperes to 2amps
resistance -from 100 milliohms to 2000 megohms

I

USA

-

rr
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28775 AURORA ROAD. CLEVELAND. ONI044139
EUROPE IA. AVENUE VILLARDIN. 1009 PULL V. SUISSE
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IEEE International Convention (Intercon): IEEE, Coliseum and New
York Hilton. March 26-29.
Reliability Physics Symposium:
IEEE. Dunes, Las Vegas, Nev., April
3-5.
Southwestern IEEE Conference and
Exhibition (Swieeeco): IEEE, Houston. Texas. April 4-6.
International Symposium on Circuit
Theory: IEEE. Four Seasons Sheraton. Toronto, Canada. April 9-1 I.
International Magnetics Conference
(Intermag): IEEE, Washington Hilton Hotel. Washington, D.C., April
24-27.
Carnahan Conference on Electronic
Crime Countermeasures: IEEE, U. of
Kentucky, Carnahan House.
Lexington. Ky.. April 25-27.
Electron Device Techniques Conference: IEEE, United Engineering
Center, New York, May l-2.
National Relay Conference: NARM,
Oklahoma State U., Stillwater.
Okla., May 1-2.

With all its capability this new Multimeter is really -sweet to
have" ...and our newest "how sweet' button proclaims
just that. Get yours — and complete data or ademonstration
of the Model 171 — today.

I N

Annual Meeting. Association for Advancement of Medical Instrumentation: AAMI, Washington Hilton,
Washington, D.C.. March 21-24.

Electronic Components Conference:
IEEE, EIA, Statler-Hilton, Washing-

ton. D.C.. May 14-16.
Naecon: IEEE, Sheraton,
Ohio. May 14-16.

Dayton,

International Svmposium: SID, Statler-Hilton, New York, May 15-17.
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WHICH COMPANY IN THE WORLD
OFFERS THE BROADEST LINE OF

TECHNOLOGICAL

Trimmer.,

Capacitors'
NEW
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS LITTLE GEM I

VARI-Thin
WORLD'S SMALLEST PRECISION VARIABLE CAPACITOR

r-1
_
•
•
•.;

(

•

9.

41'

Imagine. our new VARI.Thin measures
only 221 - dia x 080 - thin And it has
acapacitance range from 5to 30 pF This
latest low profile ERIE Trimmer was designed
by the foremost capacitor engineers for the
burgeoning quartz watch industry, and now
its advantages are being utilized in avariety
of miniaturized instrument and communication gear We suggest the advantages
of VARI Thin can be applied to your
newest packaging schemes
Write for further data
VAR I- Thin
Actual Size

Shown 5times
actual size

/-

)-4.'•,b •

CERAMIC

Performance stability is assured with
ERIE Air Trimmers Rotor and stator
plates are precision machined from
solid brass extrusions Erie's unique

IE offers the world's broadest
iety of styles and capacitance
iges in its extensive line of Ceramic
mmers. Style 518 above, for
imple, is a compact little Monobloc
mmer designed for applications
,ere saving space is vital. Easily
iunted ERIE Trimmers are available
.erminal arrangements to meet
ir P C. board or point-to-point
lng needs Voltage ratings to
O WVdc. A full 180' min. to max
ling Designed to meet or exceed
)licable requirements of MIL-C-81A

Iyour nearby Erie man TODAY...
vrite for our complete

design provides strong top plate
construction Terminal arrangements
to meet every mounting need. Custom
designs available such as for L-C
tuned circuits and for higher voltage
applications

GLASS and
QUARTZ

ERIE Plastic Trimmers are ideal for
applications calling for low minimum
capacitance and high ratio of min.
to max capacitance range These
popular trimmers are economical,
provide excelleut resolution. High Q.
stability and high self resonance
Available in both Teflon' and
polystryene dielectrics

A lot of companies talk about variable capacitors. Some offer
ceramic. Others air .... or glass. Erie manufactures the total line of
sophisticated miniature Trimmer Capacitors. In fact, most
knowledgeable engineers look to Erie first for the Trimmer Capacitor
of their choice. Ceramic. Air. Glass. Quartz. Plastic. Erie has them all
... 10 different dielectrics ... more than 1.000 variations .. .and the
quality is typically Erie.
Applications for Erie Precision Trimmer Capacitors include avionics
apparatus, communications equipment, oscilloscopes, crystal
oscillators, crystal filters .. .and now the newest of them all,
electronic quartz watch systems. Any circuit demanding very precise
tuning and stable performance.
So design with Erie in mind. Let us serve as your one-stop source

ERIE Glass and Quartz Trimmers are
excellent for fine tuning resolution
ERIE Quartz Trimmers are ideal where
highest Q possible is essential
and for applications requiring higher
maximum capacitance ERIE Hi-K
Glass Trimmers provide up to 30%
greater capacitance Hermetically
sealed units available And our 590
series features an embedded
electrode, combining very high
capacitance with a rugged outer
wall
perfect for RF circuits requiring
maximum stability Units meet or
exceed applicable requirements of
MIL-C-14409

for Trimmer Capacitors. Chances are we have acataloged trimmer
that's just right for your application.

nmer Capacitor catalog — 500.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512
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Meetings

Measurement and Test Instrument
Conference: IEEE, Skyline Hotel, Ottawa, Ont., Canada, May 15-17.
National Aviation System Planning
Review Conference: FAA, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C. May
21-23,1973.
Symposium on Electron, Ion, and
Laser -Beam Technology: MIT and
IEEE, MIT, Cambridge, Mass., May
21-23.
Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium: ISA, Frontier, Las Vegas,
Nev., May 21-23.
Conference on Laser Engineering
and Applications: IEEE, OSA, Hilton,
Washington, D.C., May 30-June 1.

international
electronic
components
exhibition
PARIS

International Conference on Communications: IEEE, Seattle, Wash.,
June 11-13.
Spring Conference on Broadcast and
Television Receivers: IEEE, Marriott
Motor Hotel, Chicago, June 11-12.

The world's most
important event
in electronics

Frequency Control Symposium:
Army Electronics Command, Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Atlantic City, N.J., June 12-14.
Nepcon and Semiconductor/IC East:
Kiver Pub., N.Y. Coliseum, June
12-14.

Please send me information and complimentary
entrance card for the Electronic Components Exhibition
Iam interested in a group trip.

Name_

Title

Company

Phone

State

Design Automation Workshop: IEEE,
ACM, Sheraton-Portland, Portland,
Ore., June 25-27.
European Microwave Conference:
Brussels University, Brussels,
Belgium, Sept. 4-7.

IEE,

Address_
City_.

International Microwave Symposium: IEEE, U. Of Colorado, Boulder, Colo., June 4-6.

Porte de Versailles
April 2to 7inclusive, 1973
Open daily from 9a.m. to 7p.m.

Organized by: S.D.S.A.
14, rue de Presles
75740 Paris, France

[]Yes,

National Computer Conference and
Exposition: Afips, New York Coliseum, New York City, June 4-8.

Zip

Please return this coupon to :French Trade Shows,

Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon): WEMA, IEEE, Hilton
and Cow Palace, San Francisco,
Sept. 11-14.

1350 Avenue ot the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019
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Fluke problem solvers

Two new digital
multimeters with
price and performance
you can% refuse.
8350A

5% digits, autoranging
0.005% accuracy
5ranges dc volts
5ranges of ohms
4ranges ac volts
$1495, complete DMM

8375A

5% digits, autoranging
0.003% accuracy
Functional self-test
5ranges dc volts
7ranges of ohms
4 ranges true RMS ac volts
Powerful systems options
$1995, complete DMM

Both instruments use Fluke's patented recirculating remainder a-to-d converter for low parts count, low power consumption and boast a calculated MTBF of at least 10,000 hours. • Either instrument gives you more multimeter for your money.
Now isn't that an offer you can't refuse?

FLUKE
For details call your local Fluke sales engineer. In the continental U.S., dial our toll free number, 800-426-0361 for his name and address. Abroad and in
Canada, call or write the office nearest you listed below. Fluke, P.O. Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133. Phone (206) 774-2211. TWX: 910-449-2850.
In Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.), P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, Holland. Phone 13-670130. Telex: 884-55237. In the U.K. address Fluke International
Corp., Garnett Close, Watford, WD2. 4TT. Phone, Watford, 33066. Telex: 934583. In Canada. address ACA. Ltd. 6427 Northam Drive, Missisauga, Ontario.
Phone 416-678-1500.
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European production of ECL10,000 has started
First in the field is Philips
with a pin-for-pin compatible
family. Twenty devices are
currently available, more are
coming throughout 1973. Including
a 256-bit RAM and 1024-bit PROM.
As well as being the first and
only European produced
ECL range, Philips GX family
has other advantages.
Small, but significant, is the
convenient type numbering. Philips
GXB 10102 is equivalent to the
ECL 10102, for example. And although
they are compatible, Philips GXB 10,000
does not suffer from spurious
oscillations. A special network
is built into every logic input to
ensure that the real part of the
input impedance stays positive.
The table &lows you what's
available (we're already delivering)
plus what's coming through 1973.
For price, delivery, technical and
quality control information contact:
Philips Industries,
Electronic Components and
Materials Division,
Eindhoven -The Netherlands.
In USA contact: Amperex Electronic
Corporation, 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.

GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB

10101
10102
10105
10106
10107
10109
10110
10111
10115
10117
10118
10119
10121

Quad OR/NOR Gate with Strobe
Quad NOR Gate
Triple 2-3-2 OR/NOR Gate
Triple 4-3-3 NOR Gate
Triple Exclusive OR/NOR Gate
Dual 4-5 OR/NOR Gate
Dual 3-Input/3-Output OR Gate
Dual 3-Input/3-Output NOR Gate
Quad Line Receiver
Dual 2-Wide 0-A/O-A-1 Gate
Dual 2-Wide OR-AND Gate
4-Wide OR-AND Gate
4-Wide 0-A/O-A-1 Gate

*GXB 10124
*GXB 10125

Quad TTL to ECL Translator
Quad ECL to TTL Translator

GXB 10130
GXB 10131

Dual D Latch
Dual D Master-Slave Flip-Flop

*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB

10132
10133
10136
10160
10161
10162
10164
10173
10174
10175
10179
10181

*GXB 10149
*GXB 95410
*To be introduced through 1973.

Dual Multiplexer with Latch
Quad Latch with Output Enable
Universal Up/Down Binary Counter
12-Bit Parity Generator/Checker
Binary 1 of 8 LOW Decoder
Binary 1 of 8 HIGH Decoder
8 Line Multiplexer
Quad Multiplexer with Latch
Dual 4-1 Multiplexer
Quint Latch
Look Ahead Carry Block
4-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit
1024-Bit PROM (256 x4)
256-Bit RAM (256 x1)
PHILIPS

Electronic
Components
and Materials

0

PHILIPS
Circle 32 on reader service card

Quality RFI EMI
broadband filters...
broad line
availability

If you're really
serious about cos
be serious about quality.
Allen-Bradley gives you a
choice of forty-two broadband
filters in Pi, T and L configurations. These "hermetically"
sealed low pass filters are designed to suppress conducted
interference on DC and low frequency AC (0 to 400 Hz) power
lines. Meet or exceed MIL-F15733. Available with gold or

Actual Sue

tin plating. Request Publication
5418. Call your A-B electronics
distributor, or write: AllenBradley Electronics Division,
1201 S. Second St., Milwaukee,
WI 53204. Export: Bloomfield,
N. J. 07003. Canada: AllenBradley Canada Limited, Galt,
Ontario. United Kingdom: Jarrow, County Durham NE32 3EN.

Minimum Insertion Loss (dB)

Voltage Rating
—55°C to
+125°C

0.30
MHz

1.0
MHz

10
MHz

1000
MHz

200 VDC
125 VAC

12 to
34

23 to
65

58 to
80

70 to
80

150 VDC

100 VDC

16 to
52

35 to
80

65 to
80

70 to
80

100 VDC

50 VDC

26 to
63

37 to
80

66 to
80

70 to
80

—55°C to
+85°C

Allen-Bradley
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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LED on sapphire
cuts costs, aids
MOS integration

Raytheon regulator
undercuts price
of competitors

1973 is called the
year of the
digital clock

The use of sapphire substrates for gallium-arsenide or gallium-phosphide light-emitting diodes may greatly reduce the cost of these displays and provide several significant advantages. Union Carbide Crystal Products division, which supplies sapphire substrates, says the
major benefit is at least a tenfold reduction in the cost of the scarce
III-V materials from about $80 to $150 per square inch to $4 to $8 with
sapphire. C. C. Wang, of RCA's Princeton Labs, who was the first to use
a two-stage epitaxial process to grow III-V material on sapphire and
spinel, points out the ability also to deposit silicon or germanium on
the same substrate. This makes possible the integration of mOs and
LEDs. Other advantages, says Wang, include the rigidity of sapphire,
and its transparency—which means that sapphire could provide a protective cover or that its light could trigger another type of display.

Raytheon Co.'s Semiconductor division, Mountain View, Calif., is going after the market for on-card fixed-voltage regulators, recently
dominated by Motorola and Silicon General Inc., with acomparable
dual tracking unit that in large quantities will sell for about half the
price of the Motorola MC1568 and the Silicon General SG1501. Raytheon's RC4195, with outputs fixed at + 15 and -15 volts—standard operational amplifier voltages, will cost less than $1 in lots of 100,000 or
more. Makers of modular power supplies, electronic organs and modems often buy such large lots, says aRaytheon marketing man. The list
prices for small-quantity users will be 10-20% below those at Motorola
and Silicon General.

Backing its conviction that this is the year of the digital electronic
clock, Sperry Information Displays is coming out with anew gas-discharge display 1
2 -inch high that includes the hours, colon, and minutes
/
displays and an a.m./p.m. indicator. The new unit, called SP-151, will
sell for $7 each in thousand-unit batches. In larger quantities, the price
would be less than $4, says the company.
Larry Pond, Sperry's marketing manager, says the gas-discharge display is ideal for clocks because its price is low, size and appearance are
good, and its lifetime is longer than that of solid-state units.

'Fastest' TTL RAM

What is being billed as the random-access memory with the fastest
to make its bow guaranteed access time of any in the TTL family is about to debut from
Monolithic Memories Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. The 256-bit unit has a
guaranteed maximum access time of 50 nanoseconds over the temperature range of 0°C to 70°C. Zeev Drori, the president, points out that the
pivotal words in describing the MM6530 are "guaranteed speed." "With
most parts, including ours," he says, "typical speeds run about half the
guaranteed maximum" because RAM builders usually specify typical
access times at 25°C.
The unit, which incorporates standard Schottky processing, will be
offered with either three-state or open-collector output. A military version also in the works will have aguaranteed maximum access of 80 ns
over the range of -55°C to 125°C.
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Siemens and CII
to cross-market
their products

Motorola introduces
9

00-M Hz m obile
transceiver

Ti's giant computer
to go to
missile agency

Addenda
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Europe's newest computer alliance has taken its first irreversible step
toward total integration of marketing and sales activities. Siemens of
Germany and La Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique (cii)
of France have signed an agreement giving each other full commercial
responsibility for each others' products in their respective countries.
Thus, CH salesmen theoretically will be peddling Siemens machines, as
well as their own wares, to French customers, and vice versa for the Siemens sales force in Germany. The agreement will be broadened later
this spring to divide up the rest of the world market and bring into the
catalog the small computers manufactured by Philips.

The first land-mobile radios to operate in Fcc's newly allocated 900MHz band will be introduced at about $800 in several weeks by Moto rola's Communications and Electronics division, Schaumburg, Ill. Although the commission has not yet given final approval for use of 900MHZ frequencies by land-mobile operators, Motorola marketing plans
signal that company's belief in afavorable FCC decision in the near future. A company spokesman says that crowding of the mobile-radio
spectrum in some metropolitan areas is getting to the point where, if
new gear is to be sold, it will have to operate in the higher frequency
band.

A fourth model of the Advanced Scientific Computer, the giant processor that Texas Instruments has been working on for six years [Electron ics, April 10, 1972, p. 42] is to be built for the Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency at Huntsville, Ala. The $3,744,000 contract is for
the bare bones of the machine; a choice of options, which will be decided later, may run the price up to around $7 million. Installation is
slated to begin in June.
The first two Ascs have been installed and are working in Ti's own
facilities—one at Austin, Texas, and the other at Amstelveen, Holland.
The third machine, nearly completed and undergoing checkout at the
Austin laboratory, is to go to the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in
Princeton, N.J., some time this summer.

Texas Instruments will be second-sourcing American Micro-systems
Inc.'s AMS 6003, a2,048-bit MOS RAM. Production quantities will be
available in June or July, according to TI. The part will be tabbed TMS
6003 ...And, speaking of 2,048-bit RAMS, Signetics is the latest semiconductor firm to supply the big p-MOs parts to Memory Technology,
Inc., Sudbury, Mass. MTI will use the RAMS in its 755 and 765 model
add-on memories for IBM System/370 models 155 and 165, respectively. MTI will also use them in the MT! 311 memory for Digital Equipment Corp.'s PDP-11 ...Finally given the heave-ho by New York
City's Off-Track Betting Corp. is the trouble-plagued computerized
betting system installed two years ago by Computer Sciences Corp.
[Electronics, Jan. 4, 1971, p. 79]. The replacement is asystem developed
by American Totalisator Co., of Towson, Md., asubsidiary of General
Instrument Corp. Also to be phased out with CSC' equipment are the
computer services of Control Data Corp.'s Ticketron division.
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match
t "s
an
8K mini with
a
fe
cassette and software
for $3,950*

An operating system—including the GRI-99, 8K word
computer; the GRISETTE II, afull duplex read-write
cassette system; interface and software.
Now, with the GRISETTE II cassette system as a
low-cost peripheral for the GRI-99 computer, atruly
economical cassette-base operating system is a reality.
The unique GRISETTE II cassette system is the logical,
low-cost, high-performance replacement for paper tape.
It is simple, uncomplicated and provides up to one
million characters on asingle cassette. Coupled with
akeyboard entry device, source programs can be
edited, assembled, modified and re-assembled.
GRISETTE II can be used to load object programs as
well as diagnostics. Data can be recorded or entered
conveniently and efficiently. With an optional Auto
Loader, programs can be loaded and started automatically, activated by asingle computer console switch.
*OEM quantity price

The GRI-99 computer is aDirect Function
Processor utilizing our original Universal Bus
System. It is unequalled for ease of
programming and exhibits unusually simple
operating characteristics. Software
development costs are the lowest in the
industry. Debugging of software and hardware
are also big dollar savers.
The results: You get your total system
operating faster at lower cost. With GRI
equipment you save when you buy...
you save when you use it.
Write GRI Computer Corporation
320 Needham Street, Newton, Ma. 02164
Phone: (617) 969-0800. Cable: GRICOMP
Go ahead and match.

•

GRI Computer
CORPORATION
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NOW! Muà
11E111
E11
MIGHTY

TM

VARISTORS

VOLTAGE

TRANSIENT
PROTECTION

IN AMINI SIZE

Designed for PC board use, these new
"aspirin-size" GE-MOV varistors are rated
at 1-4 joules and for both AC and DC
operation. They are the latest addition to
GE's growing line of superior metal oxide
suppressors which provide better performance
... better than selenium, silicon carbide,
zeners or other older methods.

MAXIMUM
VOLTAGE

SUGGESTED
RESALE PRICES

MODEL

V130LA1
V130LA2
V150LA1
V150LA2
V250LA2
V250LA4

AC

DC

1-99

100999

10009999 10,000

130

175

130
150
150
250
250

175
200
200
330
330

$1.44
1.53
1.65
1.77
2.76
2.94

$ .96
1.02
1.10
1.18
1.84
1.96

$ .72
.77
.83
.89
1.38
1.47

$.48
.51
.55
.59
.92
.98

The final numbers (1-4) designate the maximum energy rating
in joules (watt-seconds)

For aFREE EVALUATION SAMPLE, call your
local authorized GE semiconductor distributor
... or write to General Electric Company,
Semiconductor Products Department, Building
7, Mail Drop #49, Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A.

VARISTORS
ASSURE YOUR EQUIPMENT WILL ENDURE
Actual size
As low as $48 in quantity lots.
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Pentagon R&D shakeup
set as new managers
prepare to take charge
New technology is expected
to be pushed into development much faster, and
DDR&E may be phased out
The Pentagon is bracing itself for a
thorough reorganization of its research and development machinery,
one designed to eliminate what the
new Deputy Secretary of Defense,
William P. Clements Jr., calls the
"just unacceptable" lead times of
"six, seven, eight, sometimes 10
years" on major weapons systems.
Clements ranks the shakeup as his
first priority. The 55-year-old Dallas
oilman told the Senate Armed Services Committee during his January
confirmation hearing, "I think we
can significantly reduce paperwork
and eliminate layers of decisionmaking."
The details of what Clements
means are contained in the report
that the Blue-Ribbon Defense
Panel, after probing the Pentagon's
management structure and operations [Electronics, Aug. 17, 1970,
p. 109], submitted to President
Nixon in the summer of 1970. Clements served on the panel.
In particular, the report said that
"the position of director, defense research and engineering, would be
abolished, and his functions reallocated" between two new assistant
secretaries for research and advanced technology and for engineering development. Moreover, the
panel urged asignificant upgrading
of the role of the Advanced Research Projects Agency by making it
independent of DDR&E and assigning it its own director, plus budget-
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Takes command. New Deputy Secretary of
Defense William P. Clements sees radical
changes ahead, especially in military R&D.

ary responsibility "for all research
and exploratory development" carried out under contract or in Federal laboratories.
Clements, who believes "there is
nothing more important than expanding our technological base,"
supports the panel's recommendations to the hilt, and he is expected
to push hard for their implementation.
Impact. The role of DDR&E director, until now the Pentagon's No. 3
man, is expected to be diminished
sharply by Clements' strong convictions on the need for change. His
strong political ties to the White

House are expected to help him establish his position, too, for it is an
open secret at the Pentagon that
President Nixon broke with protocol
by selecting Clements personally as
a DOD deputy secretary before the
nominee was known to or had met
new Defense Secretary Elliot Richardson. As the millionaire chairman
of Sedco Inc., an oil pipeline and
drilling operation, Clements served
as co-chairman with J. Erik Jonsson,
former chairman of Texas Instruments, on the Texas branch of the
Committee for the Reelection of
The President.
While Richardson established
himself as a strong manager in the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, his Boston brahmin
background has reputedly given
him a more liberal bent than most
members of the Nixon cabinet. And
his apparent reluctance to take the
top Pentagon slot—he seemed only
half-joking when he said he received "an offer I could not refuse"—already has the military establishment's rumor mill working
overtime on speculation as to how
he will work with Clements and a
second deputy secretary that he and
the more conservative Texan must
select. Clements, on the other hand,
is strongly aligned with outgoing
Secretary Melvin Laird on the issue
of countering what they believed to
be an ongoing Soviet strategic
weapons buildup.
One result of that common philosophy is expected to be a significant escalation in the program to
develop the next-generation Trident
ballistic-missile submarine with a
fiscal 1974 request for funds nearly
double the $850 million available in
the current budget. General Dy-
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namics Corp. is developing the new
24-missile sub, while Lockheed is
working on the Trident Imissile.
Change. The prospect that the
new Richardson-Clements team will
put Trident and other developing
systems through a different set of
R&D paces is almost certain, however. For example, the Army and
Navy's assistant secretaries of R&D
are leaving the Pentagon, as is the
assistant secretary of defense for installations and logistics. These and
other resignations still anticipated
are expected to give Clements a
strong hand in restructuring the military agency's top civilian management along the lines of the BlueRibbon Defense Panel's recommendations.
Many of those were implemented
by the then-Deputy Secretary David
Packard shortly after the report's
completion. These include competitive prototyping and a prohibition
of the discredited total-package procurement concept, among others.
Still to be widely employed by DOD,
however, are such proposals as "design-to-cost," which makes cost a
critical element in contractor selection; increased exploratory and advanced development of such subsystems as electronics independently of
the weapons systems on which they
may be used; increased assurance of
maintainability and reliability by
means independent of contractordesign proposals; more use of
tradeoffs between new weapons systems, and upgrading of existing systems by modifications.

Displays

Blue LED display
developed at RCA
From the same semiconductor family that made light-emitting diodes
famous, RCA'S Research Laboratories has próduced a bright new
offspring—a
blue
light-emitting
diode to go with the red, yellow and
green devices already commercially
available. The blue LED is a"metal
insulating n-type," or MIN, device,
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Jet-engine maker
computes work flow
One of the "largest factory data-col-

nals—from "time clock" units that

lection systems in the world" has

read employees' badges or from the

been introduced by The Singer
Co.'s Business Machines group at

more complex job-entry units, with
up to 40 lighted instructions on atu-

jet-engine manufacturer Pratt &

torial keyboard, that read punched

Whitney

to

cards containing data on the parts

keep track of our material, our men,
and how we're using our ma-

the buffered terminals, the data is

Aircraft.

-We're

able

chines," says C. Thomas Savary,
head of the P&w project team that
put the system together. "And it
does this without written paperwork."

being worked. Once introduced into
transmitted to a System Ten processor at 1,200 baud over a pair of
twisted wires, or through a remote
terminal-scanning system that acts
as aline concentrator.

The Singer installation involves 11

From the processor, data goes at

of the company's System Ten com-

a rate of 9,600 baud to a central enn

puters—with associated processors

360. There it is batch-processed to

and disk and tape drives—and more

produce reports for management by

than 600 attendance and job-entry
terminals spread around eight major

7a.m. the next day.
All of the system

imw facilities in and around East
which represents a $5 million in-

were off-the-shelf System Ten units
from Singer. The only redesign of
any magnitude went into re-ori-

vestment, serves some 22,000 em-

enting the remote data entry termi-

ployees and tracks work involving
500 different vendors.

troduced vertically,

Hartford, Conn. Overall, the system,

Data is fed in at the remote termi-

components

nal to accept badges and cards inrather than

horizontally, aP&W requirement.
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and operates at room temperature.
It is made from gallium nitride, a
wide-energy-gap (3.5-volt) material
that is transparent to visible radiation, according to Jacques Pankove, program manager at the
Princeton, N.J., facility. This transparency means, he points out, that
by controlling impurities, a variety
of colors can be produced, including
the red, yellow and green attainable
from other members of the III-V
family on the periodic chart of elements, such as gallium arsenide
phosphide and gallium phosphide.
Pankove asserts that although his
device is still a laboratory development, it could become a product
within ayear's time "if there's interest." Possible applications include
dashboard displays for cars. Until
now, blue has been obtained by using compounds such as cadmium
sulfide and zinc selenide. The gallium nitride technology is much
simpler, Pankove says.
As he describes it, the MIN device
is fabricated by vapor-depositing ntype GaN on an insulating substrate
such as sapphire. Then an insulating
layer of zinc-doped gallium nitride
is grown, and a metal connection is
evaporated on top. With current
through the metal contact, light is
emitted back through the layered
device and out through the substrate. The whole structure is transparent to visible light, says Pankove.
Bias voltages, from 10 volts to 100
volts, depending on doping, have
been used, and "quite bright" emissions are attainable with as little as
10 to 30 volts, he claims.
RCA has built lamps with lightemitting diameters, equal to the
diameter of the metal contact, of 4
to 10 mils, according to Pankove.
Seven-segment units for numeric
displays, with each segment about
80 mils long and .4 mils wide, have
also been made. Larger displays, depending mainly on the size of the
sapphire material, could be made,
Pankove asserts.
The power efficiency and brightness of the GaN emitter are perhaps
its most unusual and important aspects. Power efficiency—the ratio of
radiated light to electrical power input—is 0.1% and comparable to the
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diodes that emit green light, Pankove says. Light output from the device can be greater than 300 foot
lamberts or l03 candelas/square
meter. In comparison, light from a
television screen ranges only between 50 and 100 foot lamberts.
Another feature is that, given cer-

—

tain fabrication conditions, either of
two colors can be obtained if the
bias polarity is varied. Thus, the
same device can emit yellow and
red, or blue and green. So far, several blue-emitting devices have operated with no light degradation for
several months.
D

Aerospace

NASA plans man-machine
computer interface
When the Russian Lunokhod 2
moon robot nearly ran into its Luna
21 mothership during recent moon
explorations, it demonstrated a big
problem with remotely controlled
space hardware: how can operators
know what is going on and respond
in time to prevent mishaps? NASA
believes that man-machine-computer concepts, called Teleoperator
systems, will allow operators on
earth or in avehicle to precisely maneuver hardware via computer control in the alien world of outer
space.
One such system is slated for the
space shuttle orbiter, which will enable an onboard operator to control

the two articulated 40-foot arms
that will deliver or retrieve payloads
in space. As now conceived, the operator watching a television screen
would convey control commands by
moving special control handles,
which the computer-assisted system
would transfer to the arms, much
like operating a futuristic crane,
says Stanley Deutsch, NASA's director of bioengineering, Office of Life
Sciences.
But this operation isn't easy. In a
gravityless environment, the arms
must touch a payload container
exactly right, or they might strike
the object so that it would float off
into space. Also, the arms' pinchers

Teleoperator system. A remotely controlled cybernetic man-machine system is planned by
NASA to augment man's sensory and manipulative capabilities in outer space.
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how hard he is causing them to
grip," observes Carl Janow, Teleoperator program manager. Precision must be high because "we're
aiming for two inches of accuracy at
the end of the 40-foot arms," comments Deutsch, adding that the
arms will have seven degrees of
freedom.
For tactile sensing, NASA is studying whiskers, piezoelectric sensors,
and small laser arrays to give an operator an indication of arm proximity. Even tools must be selected
carefully so that Teleoperator arms
can manipulate them. An Allen

must grip correctly, or they might
cause damage. And, since the arms
would be manipulating objects outside the orbiter, the operator must
be able to coordinate them by
watching the operation through a
TV console.
NASA is trying to solve these precision mechanical and feedback operations with tactile and force-feedback approaches, based on
experiences in prosthetics and television-computer interface techniques. "We have to build in afeel
so that the operator will know how
near the arms are to an object and

Electronics Index of Activity
175

150

wrench is fine, for example, but a
screwdriver "can't work in space,"
Deutsch says.
NASA's Manned Space Center,
Houston, is performing the space
shuttle work, and three other centers
are working on other Teleoperator
problems. Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Ala., is exploring
a "free-flyer" Teleoperator, which
would be housed in remotely controlled space shuttle vehicles to pick
up and repair satellites. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. Calif., is
presently working on an elementary
breadboard planetary explorer.
Ames Research Center, Mountain
View, Calif., is researching such advanced concepts as computer control for Teleoperator systems, splitcontroller imaging, and predictive
displays. The research is being conducted under abasic fiscal 1973 program budget of $2 million, plus an
undisclosed amount of shuttle
money.

Communications

MCI spells out

125

its 4K-Plus push
100

75

MJJASON

JFMAMJJASON

1973

1972

Segment of Industry

Dec. '72

Consumer electronics
Defense electronics
Industrial-commercial electronics
1Total industry

Nov.

72*

Dec.

7

MI

101.8

101.6

153.9

135.2

105.0

r---

133.1

131.3

118.8

139.2

128.5

108.2

99.3

The index climbed 8.3% in December, an amazing 28.7% increase over
December 1971's level. All three components of the index contributed
to the jump, but most surprising was the defense sector, which rose
13.8% above November's level.
Indexes chart pace of production volume for total industry and each segment The base period.
ml to 100 is the average of 1965 manthly output for each of the three pals of the industry.
Jle, numbers are expressed as apercentage of the base period Data is seasonally adjusted
revised
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Although MCI Communications
Inc., Washington, D.C. has yet to
file tariff proposals with the Federal
Communications Commission for a
new set of interstate-communications-carrier offerings, the company has issued aprice list for four
types of services linking 21 cities.
These services, dubbed 4K Plus, are
scheduled to be on line by 1974.
The 4K Plus services include
data, voice, facsimile, and teleprinter communications. They all
will travel over the "backbone" microwave systems between the cities
served. MCI now merely offers carrier bandwidth between Chicago
and St. Louis. This new offering is
another step in the evolution of several levels of communications services, each of which comes nearer to
providing complete computer-cornmunications systems to the user.
The company's new approach is
to get closer to the marketplace by
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vqes

in aportable laboratory oscilloscope
that weighs only 23 pounds.
The dual-trace, 350-MHz TEKTRONIX 485 Oscilloscope is
the newest addition to the world's most widely used portable family.

Many features of earlier TEKTRONIX port-
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lighter than other porta-
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TEKTRONIX
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worldwide. If you prefer, write Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box
500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. In Europe, write Tektronix
Ltd.,
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and
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committed to
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providing complete customized services, including terminals, modems,
multiplexers, error-correction facilities, and the like, for fixed monthly
rates. To implement this program,
MCI has developed a marketing organization with specialists in each of
13 major industries, from petroleum
and finance to transportation and
electronics. "Customers will now
deal with people who are thoroughly knowledgeable in both the
customer's industry and the communications business," says Carl M.
Vorder Bruegge, senior vice-president for marketing.
MCI officials say that the FCC
holds the key to how fast their new
services (and others like them that
may be offered by other carriers)
will come on-line. For example, it's
still not clear if multiple users will
be allowed to band together to use
the links of asingle carrier, such as
Nict, to provide reduced user
prices—in much the same way that
the airlines now enjoy the joint-use
services of Arinc's inter-airline datacommunications network.
It has been a year since ma began microwave services between
Chicago and St. Louis, and the company says it is expanding both plant
and marketing efforts in its bid for
what is now more than a$1 billiona-year business.

Solid state

Resistors: baked.
implanted, or plated?
There seems to be no agreement in
sight on whether precision resistors
in large-scale linear integrated circuits, digital-to-analog converters in
particular, should be diffused, ionimplanted, or fabricated by that old
standby technology, thin-film.
Precision Monolithics, Inc., Santa
Clara, Calif., is sticking with its special diffusion process, despite the
difficulty it had in achieving 12-bit
d-a converter resolution. Signetics
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., has a 10bit ion-implanted design in pilot
production. And Analog Devices,
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Inc., Canton, Mass., is holding the
thin-film fort with a 10-bit converter.
Everyone agrees that ordinary
diffusion processes don't give sufficient resistor-matching accuracy
for resolutions above eight bits. The
error must be halved with each
added bit. Most PMI designs, including its operational amplifiers, are
based on special processes.
Signetics' aim, however, is to produce both garden-variety op amps
and high-precision circuits in the
same diffusion furnaces, explains
Hans Stellrecht, senior engineer on
the DAC project. Ion implantation
allows wafers to be completely fabricated, except for precision resistors, and then to be bombarded between the resistor electrodes in
separate equipment as the finishing
touch. The ions are counted to get
precise resistance values.
Stellrecht also argues that implanted resistors aie much smaller
and better matched than either diffused or thin-film types. When he
and Gary Nelson, manager of consumer circuit design at Signetics, describe the DAC at the International
Solid State Circuits Conference on
Feb. 14-16 in Philadelphia, they intend to prove this point with statistical comparisons of the three competing processes. They can expect
some argument. Designers from
Precision Monolithics and Analog
Devices will be at the session.
The smaller size, Stellrecht continues, means greater design freedom because more circuitry can be
put on a chip. Signetics' design has
both current and voltage outputs
and both reference and multiplying
inputs, instead of one of each as in
PMI's design. Also, some special
feedback techniques were built in to
improve temperature stability.
However, the Signetics design is
not as fast as PMI's Monodac-02, it
doesn't have a sign input, and is
three stages shorter. It can be made
faster, though, by attaching an extra
amplifier to the current output. A
bipolar offset input makes the output swing between 5volts and -5 V,
accomplishing much the same end
as asign input.
The Analog Devices AD 560 dif-

fers from the other DAcs in its use of
a thin-film resistor network deposited over the silicon chip. This is
said to be far more accurate than
diffused resistors. Another basic difference is its use of aforward-biased
silicon junction rather than azener
diode for voltage reference. And finally, Analog uses so-called weighted-junction switching.
D

Consumer electronics

Electric range has
electronic controls
Frigidaire will take the first step
toward the computerized kitchen in
June when it announces its electric
range that for the first time incorporates computer logic in akitchen appliance [Electronics, Jan. 4, p. 30].
"This is the first step toward programing just about anything the
housewife wants," says John Weibel
Jr., chief engineer for the Daytonbased division of General Motors.
"Although we don't think the time
is right for the computerized kitchen
today, we think it's time to get
started."
Frigidaire engineers have replaced separate electromechanical
controls for surface units, oven,
broiler, clock, timers, and cooking
controls by a single electronic system that also includes information
Computerized kitchen? A start in that direction

is Frigidaire's electronically

trolled range.

con-

These
digital panel meters
are changing your
thinking about
digital panel meters.
They all operate on 5volts DC.
Anew class of DPM's.
Most of your electronic systems
have lots of digital logic all over the
place along with 5volts of DC to
power it. We pioneered away to use
the same 5volts to power the DPM
as well.
The first thing this means is that
you don't need aseparate power
supply just for the DPM. That saves
money. It saves space. Less heat is
generated. The design becomes
simpler and the reliability is
improved.
Then, because line-power voltage
is kept away from the DPM and its
inputs, internally generated noise
is virtually eliminated. You get more
reliable readings.
Now you can think of aDPM as a
component just like any other logic
component in your system.
We offer DPM's optimized for
economy display applications. Like
the AD2001, 31
/ digits —$89*. The
2
AD2002, a$50* 21
/ digit replace2
ment for analog meters.

Then, for system interfacing
requiring exceptionally clean digital
outputs, good isolation and high
noise immunity, we offer the AD2003,
a3,
/2 digit DPM with differential input
CM Rof 80dB and normal mode
rejection of 40dB at 60Hz. All for $93*.
If you need 41
/ digits, there's the
2
AD2004 LED display DPM with an
optically isolated analog section, and
fully floating differential input providing CM Rof 120dB at ±-300 volts
and normal mode rejection of 60dB
at 60Hz or 50Hz. This one's $189*.
BCD outputs on all.
All small.
All given aseven-day burn-in for
added reliability.
Our thinking hasn't stopped
because yours hasn't either.
And ourDPM's give you alot
more to think about.
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood,
Mass. 02062.
*All prices are the 100-piece price.

ANALOG
DEVICES

>

Call 617-329-4700

for everything you need to know about 5volt DC powered DPM's.
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SCIENCE/SCOPE

An AWG-9 Phoenix weapon control system, normally used for launching missiles from
the Navy's F-14 Tomcat fighter, has been installed and tested in a shipboard defense role aboard the USNS Wheeling, where it successfully detected and tracked
multiple targets at both high and low altitudes from the ship's deck.
In multiple
target tests, five aircraft were flown in the target area and successfully tracked.
The Hughes-built AWG-9 system is unique in its ability to acquire and track more
than 20 targets at the same time,

launch up to six Phoenix missiles,

and guide them

simultaneously.
A new electronics fabrication technique sandwiches a very thin dielectric supporting an etched stripline center conductor between two thin air-filled sheet metal
ground planes stamped in a configuration that assures optimal support and bonding
to the dielectric sheet and suppresses undesired parallel plate radiation modes.
Used for the corporate feed of large antenna systems, air-filled strip transmission
line has proved superior to dielectric-filled stripline in experiments recently
completed by Hughes engineers.
Air-filled stripline has better electrical characteristics and is lighter in weight and considerably less expensive to produce.
The Army's Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) program has designated the Hughes-built
TOW anti-tank missile as primary armament.
Hughes is offering major helicopter
prime contractors competing for the award complete fire-control system integration
for both missile and gun, gunner's and pilot's night vision equipment, laser target
designator, and total ground support.
Hughes' Electron Dynamics Division needs engineers for R&D programs to meet projected future demand for transistorized microwave amplifiers; Gunn and Impatt diode
sources; microwave and millimeter wave mixers, detectors, and ferrite devices; traveling wave tubes for space applications; and high-voltage, high-efficiency microwave power supplies.
Write: B. E. Shryack, Hughes Aircraft Company, 3100 W. Lomita
Blvd., Torrance, CA 90509.

Hughes is an equal opportunity M/F employer.

A reliable lightweight, low-cost radar for air-superiority fighter planes is being
developed by Hughes in a multimillion-dollar company-funded program.
Initially,
the system is to be designed for Northrop's P-530.
It will have a look-up, lookdown, clutter-free display capability.
Designed for air-to-air and air-to ground
missions, it will provide the fire control function for the Cobra's guns, missiles,
rockets, and bombs.
Special emphasis is being placed on minimum maintenance.
The government of Iran has made its second major purchase of Hughes-built TOW antitank missiles from the U.S. Army Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.
Iran plans to
deploy TOW with armored infantry, helicopter, and infantry units.
The Netherlands,
West Germany, and Italy have also chosen TOW, and several other countries are evaluating it for both ground and helicopter applications.

Creating snew world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY
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recall and has program safety features to reject incorrect entries. No
price has been set.
Functions such as timer and
clock, an automatic broil cycle, selfcleaning oven, surface-unit temperature and time controls, and
automatic controls for starting the
oven, selecting its temperature, and
later reducing it to a "hold" temperature that stops cooking are read
out on flat-envelope gas discharge
tubes from Sperry Information Displays, Scottsdale, Ariz.
"All switches are part of a solid,
tempered-glass panel," Weibel says,
"We feel that one thing that's attractive to the housewife is cleanability, and there are no knobs, no
compressions or holes. The display
is mounted behind the glass," he
says, "and circuits are printed right
on the back of the glass.
All electronics, centered around
three MOS LSI chips supplied by
American Micro-systems Inc., Santa
Clara, Calif., are mounted on a
single printed-circuit card behind
the glass "touch-control" panel.

filled with dry air.
While the phaseout of the multilayer package will save AMI
money, marketing vice-president
Bernard T. Marren says it won't affect circuit prices. He is quick to
add, though, that the new package
is more reliable than the old because of its simpler construction.
The package is about three times
easier to make than the standard
one, says James Barnett. manager of
packaging development. Also, sealing is less hazardous to sensitive
mos chips because the epoxy sealing
temperature is relatively low200°C. And the assembler has
plenty of room to maneuver big
chips on the flat substrate, whereas
it's hard to get a tweezer and a big
chip into a standard cavity. Eventually, Slam could take chips almost
four times as large as today's 250mil-square types, without increasing
package dimensions, since eliminating two layers makes room for
chips up to 450 mils square. Packages with 40 to 14 pins are being
made.
Barnett considers Slam the first
successful adhesive-sealed package.
Packaging
It has survived torture tests that
Barnett says would destroy DIPS
with conventional hermetic sealing.
However, Barnett's group has also
developed a metal-sealed Slam for
customers who might be leery of adhesive seals before completion of
Where the standard king-sized dual Amt's long-term reliability tests.
in-line package requires three layers This version has a Kovar lid solof metalized ceramics and a metal dered to a ceramic ring that is
lid, American Micro-systems Inc., sealed to the substrate.
Santa Clara, Calif., plans to put
AMI won't disclose the type of
most of its MOS LSI arrays into aDIP epoxy used, except to call it a
that is little more than two parts "highly cross-linked polymer."
bonded together with epoxy. Yet Apparently, it is solid—or almost
despite its simplicity, the package is so—when the seal is made, because
the first specified to meet all herme- Barnett insists it leaves virtually no
ticity and reliability requirements of byproducts in the cavity. Even if
MIL-STD-883. The DIP is called Slam, some got inside, he contends it
for single layer metalization.
would not contaminate the chip.
The chip goes on an alumina sub- "We've covered test wafers with a
strate carrying a metalized lead
blob of it and heated them to 350° C
frame and either standard DIP pins without finding any capacitance or
or plated-edge contacts. After the
voltage drift," he says.
two-part package is bonded, an aluAnother secret is the "downmina lid, shaped like a tiny boxtop,
bonding" method. In a standard
is attached to the substrate with a DIP, the bonded wires go from the
special epoxy adhesive. The lid chip to araised metalization, so they
forms a hermetically sealed cavity can't short on the naked chip edge.

AVI's Slam DIP

is strong, simple

Production
Equipment?
Call Hughes
(714) 757-1200...

Ext. 258
Microcircuit welders, bonders and
soldering equipment (RS 232)

Ext. 393
Wire terminating and harness
laying systems (RS 234)

e

Ext. 393
N/C positioning
tables and systems (RS 235)

Ext. 393
Numerical control systems (RS 233)

Ext. 392
Industrial
automation systems (RS 238)

(213)
670-9040,
Ext. 6661
Wiring analysis systems: FACT'
Flexible Automatic Circuit
Testers (RS 236)
Telephone the extension numbers shown
for immediate information. For product
literature, circle reader service (RS)
numbers, or write Sales Mgr., 2020
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92054.

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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Industrial Electronic Products

For bonding
metalto-metalto-glassto-glass-toplasticsto-plasticsto- rubber-to rubber-to metal-to-etcto- etc.
One drop
goes along
way in fastening almost
anything to
almost
anything.
Eastman
910 adhesive
bonds fast,
too. Almost instantaneously.With only contact
pressure.
Tensile strength? Up to
5000 psi at room temperature.
New Eastman 910 MHT
and THT/Grades hold
when the heat's on. Even
over 400-F.
For further data and
technical literature, write:
Eastman Chemical
Products, Inc., Kingsport,
Tennessee 37662.
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In Slam, the wires curve up and
then down around the edge to the
lead tips on the substrate. AMI uses
aluminum, since it is stiffer than
gold, and sets the proper curve with
amethod it refuses to disclose.
AMI has applied for patents on
the design and plans to issue licenses to other semiconductor companies. Right now, the parts are produced for AMI'S exclusive use by
American Lava Corp., Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Kyoto Ceramics Co.
Ltd., of Japan.

Instrumentation

A two-bit story
may aid DAC sales
The wolf in sheep's clothing has his
electronic counterpart—a monolithic
12-bit digital-to-analog converter
that has masqueraded for ayear as
a 10-bit DAC and will soon emerge
at its real length, hoping to gobble
up the market enjoyed by hybrid
and modular converters. It will also
go into a new integrated 12-bit
analog-to-digital converter.
Here's the tale told by Precision
Monolithics Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.
In 1970, PMI developed the first
monolithic DAC, the 6-bit Monodac01. The company decided to double
up the design and make an entire
12-bit family with 13 stages (one extra for binary and binary-codeddecimal sign inputs). The designers
managed to cram the works on one
chip by early 1972. But 12-bit resolution (4,096 output voltage levels)
demands an analog output error of
0.01%, which they couldn't achieve.
They did get an output error of
0.05%—enough for 10 bits. So they
simply disconnected the two most
troublesome stages, and PMI introduced the Monodac-02 as the first
single-chip, 10-bit converter last
spring [Electronics, May 8, 1972,
p. 167].
It takes binary plus sign digital inputs (11 bits). The sign inverts the
output, giving agrand total of 2,048
output levels. Current output,
needed for analog-to-digital con-
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verters, was provided on custom
units.
Later last year, the logic was
modified for two's complement inputs, and the ladder network was
rescaled for three-digital BCD inputs. And with the necessary 12-bit
accuracy still unattained by late
1972, PMI announced the Monodac04, the two's complement design
with 10 active stages (number -03
being reserved for 3-digit BCD plus
sign, which must have 13 stages).
Meanwhile, the PMI staff made
changes in the diffusion masks and
the diffusion processes in attempts
to "tweak in" the 99.99% accuracy
required for the 12-bit DAC. They finally made it, last month. In a few
months, PMI will start announcing
as "new" products Monodac-03,
Monodac-06 (12-bit two's complement input), and Monodac-07 (12bit binary plus sign). Number -05 is
acustom design.

Government electronics

FCC sets study of
uhf TV-channel use
The Federal Communications Commission will initiate a computer
study this year to determine if spacing requirements for uhf televisionchannel assignments can be
changed to free up spectrum space
for land-mobile communications in
metropolitan areas. Funds for the
study are being made available to
the commission in the wake of an
April 1970 internal staff recommendation that the study be made to determine if fewer channels could accommodate existing uhf TV stations.
The action has long been supported by the Land-Mobile Communications Council (Lmcc), aconfederation of 25 groups of
equipment manufacturers and private and public users of mobile
communications.
The start of the study this year
will signal asecond successful effort
by the LMCC in its struggle with
broadcasters to eliminate what the
council labels "taboos" that have
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If you've flown on
a747, you've
enjoyed our
work.
When you take the most
creative engineering and
production people you can find
... People who grew up in
semiconductor technology ...
Develop the best thick-film
operation in the industry. ..
Complete with such
refinements as in-house
computer-controlled laser
resistor trimming ...And
construct alarge volume
production capability ...And
offer complete custom services
... and more... you have
Know that nifty
entertainment system at your
fingertips on the 747 and
1_1011? Nine channels of
music, the movie audio, and
stewardess call, etc? In the heart
of that system is asweet little
hybrid device built by The
Hybrid Professionals at
Integrated Microsystems
Incorporated. It permits all
that information to be
multiplexed across one pair of
wires. Saves miles of wire, lots
of weight, and a significant
amount of money. Please think
of us on your next flight. There
must be something we can
hybridize for you.
We also have a line of MOS clock drivers and
hybrid building blocks for modems and active
filters. Write for data.
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integrated
microsystems
Incorporated

16845 Hicks Road
Los Gatos, California 95030
(408) 268-2410

New AO 11-80
Illuminator
sheds intense,
"cold" light
on your
subject.

This is the illuminator with
1001 uses. You can use it to
provide bright. shadowless light
for microscopy. To equally illuminate samples under stereo
comparison microscopes. To
illuminate miniature components under assembly. Illuminate hazardous areas. And in
many other applications.
The AO 11-80 uses aquartz
iodine light source. Fan-cooled
lamp has 50- to 500-hr. life. A
4-level switch controls settings.
Unit weighs only 43
% lbs.
The flexible two-branch
gooseneck light guides transmit
intense cold light—measure
24". (Other light guides also
available.)
AO 11-80 Illuminator
price: only $129.50
Gooseneck Light Guide
(shown) $75.00

V
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held many uhf frequencies available
for assignment only for television
use.
Freeze. The LMCC also wants the
FCC to extend its assignment of new
two-way uhf radio frequencies to 12
metropolitan areas, in addition to
the top 10 cities that attained partial
relief in 1970. As a step in that direction, the Council has asked the
commission to freeze 44 unused uhf
TV channels in the dozen cities "so
that the FCC can consider whether
more of the uhf spectrum could be
used on a shared basis for growing
two-way needs."
The requested freeze would not
permanently remove the channels
from broadcast use, the council
stressed. LMCC president Alfred J.
Mello of Providence, R.I.'s, Communications department, described
the requested freeze as "an initial
step in preserving the flexibility for
the commission to act in appropriate circumstances to provide necessary allocations for land-mobile
use." And he added, "Any channel
assignment could be unfrozen to
provide necessary broadcast service,
should there be no alternative to the
use of that channel."
Areas named in the petition for
the freeze are St. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Houston, Buffalo,
Dallas, Kansas City, Seattle, Miami,
New Orleans, San Diego, Denver,
and Atlanta. Mello said the frequency situation in Houston, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Miami, and St. Louis
is "particularly acute."
Present receiver technology calls
for an FCC reevaluation of the engineering criteria set for the original
allocation of channels 14 through 83
for uhf broadcasting, according to
the LMCC.
Mello said LMCC has long taken
the position that the most reasonable solution to the land-mobile
congestion problem would be the
nationwide exclusive allocation of
frequency space now occupied by
uhf channels 14-20 to the land-mobile services. When LMCC requested
those channels four years ago, the
FCC announced that it would consider only the sharing of some of the
channels by two-way radio users
and uhf TV in 25 urbanized areas.

"However," Mello pointed out,
"the commission acted in 1970 by
extending only 'very limited' landmobile sharing of the band from
470 to 512 megahertz in 10 of the
country's major cities."

Satellites

Marsat effort
on new track
U.S. international carriers of record
and shipping interests are looking to
the U.S. Navy to rescue the drifting
commercial Maritime Communications Satellite program [Electronics, Jan. 4, p.53]. They hope a projected Navy interim global communications satellite—to be leased from
a record carrier—will also provide
leased space to shipping interests,
notably the owners of large oil-company tanker fleets, who are screaming for ship-shore-satellite service.
But successful launching of any operational civilian Marsat program
depends on how well it can be navigated through intergovernmental
and international conflicting interests.
The Navy has asked Communications Satellite Corp., rrr World
Communications Inc., RCA Global
Communications Inc., Western
Union International and TRT Communications Corp. to submit proposals for operation of a "GapSat"
to fill the void between the now expired Hughes' experimental tactical
satellite communications program
and TRW's operational FleetSatCom
due in 1976. Plans call for choosing
a contractor for the uhf two-ocean
system this spring and launching the
system by Sept. 1, 1974.
A way to fill the gap. U.S. record
carriers and shipping interests see
the GapSat as the earliest and most
expeditious way to get maritime
communications underway. These
interests hope that they can use
some space during the Navy's operation and acquire the whole satellite
when the Navy switches over to
FleetSatCom. The Maritime Administration's (Marad) program

CORPORATION
Flber OptIcs •Sooneridite. Massac ,, usetts 01550
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23 snoods for only UV
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prove it to yourseit with our 31)-day trial otter
•23 pushbutton-selected speeds,
30 in/min to 0.2 in/hr
•18 calibrated spans, 1mV to 500 Vfull scale
•completely programmable with TTL-levels
or contact closures
•15 full scales of calibrated suppress on all spans
•true potentiometric input
•easy conversion to metric system
Everything you'll ever need in a strip chart recorder... at less
than you planned to spend. That's the Heath/Schlumberger EU 205B system. Unlike most other recorders that require a considerable investment in optional extras to get what you want, the
20513 is loaded with features from the start. Enough digitally-derived speeds to satisfy the most exacting requirements...18
calibrated spans with 15 full scales of offset available on each
span... complete programmability for all functions
true potentiometric input...easy change-over to metric system work.
Plus full 10" scale writing speed of less than half a second ...
0.1% tracking accuracy and linearity... •0.2% accuracy...
disposable pens ...3-position removable writing table ... bench
or rack mountable. And all solid-state design, of course.

lower prices. Heath/Schlumberger is a division of the Heath
Company, the world's largest manufacturer of electronic kits...
and one of the world's largest buyers of electronic components.
Example: Heath buys over 30 million resistors every year ....and
that means real purchasing power for us. and lower costs for you.
And we're not a small company struggling with high overhead.
We're a small division of a very large company, and we get the
benefit of sharing some very important (and expensive) facilities
... purchasing. engineering, production etc. Again, this means
lower costs for us... and for you. We've been producing high
performance electronic equipment at low cost for over 25 years.
Take advantage of our 30-day trial offer (described below) and
prove it to yourself.
The Heath/Schlumberger 30-day trial offer. We're so sure that
our products can deliver on our claim of high performance and
low cost that we make this offer: try this or any other Heath/
Schlumberger product in your lab for 30 days. Just send us your
purchase order with the statement below typed on it.
If, in your opinion, the product is not suitable for any reason, just
return it to us within the 30 day limit and pay the shipping costs.
After the 30 day limit we'll process your PO and bill you for the
product. Send your PO now .... and prove it to yourself.
"This order is placed for 30-day evaluation. The equipment
ordered may be returned within 30 days if, in the buyer's
opinion, it is not suitable. The buyer agrees to pay transportation costs in both directions."
MI Al.,

A value? You decide. Check the details at right for our trial offer
and put one in your lab for 30 days. We think you'll keep it.
Assembled EU -205B system

$675.00*

Other modules are available to permit pH and
temperature measurement, digital readout, limit
detection and 4-channel multiplexing. Send for
our new 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog for
details.
How we can sell high performance instrumentation at low cost.
Heath/Schlumberger sells direct to you, through the mail. We
have no salesmen or distributors. Result? Lower selling costs...
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Schlumberger
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments
Dept. 531-283
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Li Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments catalog.
Enclosed is my purchase order for a30-day trial evaluation.
Name
Title
Compa ny/ Institution
Address
City

State

Zip

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
'Mail order prices; FOB factory.
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Procond is
sophisticated
(electronics
too)
Plastic film
and electrolytic capacitors
for entertainment
and professional
field.
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leading to such a system [Electronics. March 27, 1972, p.68] has been
slowed because of White House
budget cuts, and NASA has dropped
communications-satellite work. EJ

Avionics

Buys could soar
if fighter funded
The decision to produce the first 10
Air Force A-X twin turbofan closesupport aircraft offers avionics
verdors far more long-term selling
opportunities than Fairchild Industries' original estimate of $200,000
per plane. The Germantown, Md.,
company won the competitive flyoff
recently against Northrop Corp.,
Hawthorne, Calif.
Fairchild's first order amounted
to approximately $1.4 million per
copy with "austere" avionics in each
plane. But the Air Force has already
developed plans for an A-10B allweather night-fighter that is expected to double avionics costs. This
depends on rushing a follow-on to
the initial award through the Congress in the fiscal 1974 budget [see p.
54].
Congressional sources say, how-

ever, that Fairchild is "not out of
the woods yet." Before the Air
Force is permitted to proceed with a
buy of upwards of 600 to 720
planes—a production run on which
the $1.4 million unit cost is based—
there are questions that must be answered for a Congress apparently
determined to control soaring weapons-system costs.
Moreover, there are elements of
the Congress —supported by the
Texas delegation, home of LTA/
Aerospace Inc.—that are pushing for
use of the proven LTv A-7, still in
production, for close air support.
Congressional sources say that even
though an A-7F model, upgraded
from the present A-7D, would cost
an estimated $3.4-4.0 million, "that
will seem cheap compared to what
the Air Force has in mind for the
A-X to get the same performance."
Indeed, the Air Force, which saw
its close air support role challenged
by Army helicopters in Vietnam, is
expected to have its judgment along
with that of the Defense Department challenged in the upcoming
congressional session. Two of the
questions to be raised concern:
• Real dollar program costs as they
have increased from Air Force estimates of more than $2.2 billion for
720 planes, as expressed in 1970
dollars to Congress by Lt. Gen. Otto

News briefs
CDC, IBM, Telex, and Justice
It didn't take Telex Computer Products long to contest the recent pretrial settlement of the antitrust case between Control Data Corp. and IBM, which
made IBM's Service Bureau Corp. part of CDC; IBM also paid CDC $60 million. CDC has destroyed a taped index to some 27 million documents that
would have been used in the CDC-IBM case. Telex has moved to set aside
the CDC-IBM settlement, claiming the destruction violated a court order. The
big loser, though, is the Justice Department, which has criticized IBM in a
New York court for permitting destruction of the index, needed to prepare the
Government's own antimonopoly suit against IBM.

H-Padds business calculator
Hewlett-Packard is marketing the HP-80 calculator for financial use. It's a
descendant of the HP-35 in size, electronics, and price of $395.

PROCOND S.p.A 32013 Longarone, Italy.
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Univac launches computer
Univac has introduced its smallest member of the 1110 computer family. Although aimed to compete with IBM's 370/155 and 158, the new 1110 1 x
1 is expected to impact Univac's own 1108 and 1106 computers. Named
the 1 x 1 because of its one command/arithmetic unit and one I/O unit, it
cuts the minimum entry configuration of the 1110 family by about half.
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tentethencirt
eners
UNITRODE OFFERS HE
HIGHEST SURGE RATINGS IN THE INDUSTRY,
AT THE PRICE OF ORDINARY DEVICES.
Whatever your needs in hi-rel and
military zeners from 1watt up, Unitrode
will give you more. 10 watt zeners from
Unitrode will give you 600% higher
surge protection than conventional 10
watt types — 35% higher than ordinary
50 watt types. And Unitrode 1.5 watt,
3watt, 5watt and 6watt devices provide
proportionally higher surge capabilities
than their conventional counterparts.
Some series are available up to 400
volts. These unmatched capabilities
are achieved through Unitrode's uniqu
fused-in-glass construction. A silicon wafer
is bonded directly between the terminal pins,
eliminating the whisker. A sleeve of
hard glass is then fused to the exposed

silicon surface resulting in avoidless,
monolithic structure that exceeds the
environmental requirements of
MIL-S-19500. The 1.5 watt IN4461 series
is available as JAN and JANTX devices
to MIL-S-19500/406 and the 5watt
IN4954 series is available as JAN and
JANTX devices to MIL-S-19500/356. And
Unitrode can really service these specs.
Shipment is from inventory.

e

Now that you know you don't have to,
why settle for less than the best?
For fast action, call Sales Engineering,
collect (617) 926-0404. Unitrode Corporation,
580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172

Unitrode Corporation
Dept. 2Y, 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172
Please send technical information on the following Unitrode Zeners:
E 1.5 watt JAN & JANTX
E 3watt
EJ 5watt

E 5watt JAN &JANTX
E 6watt
10 watt

Name
Ill

Title

11

Co.
Address
fr,.

III

ity
tate

Bali-

.._ .
11

See EEM Section 480,Ard EBGEncond

f

L.1...L..._

UNITRODE
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Save afast 40% on your IC packaging
with low-cost EECO plug-in hardware.
Cut production time to
5weeks for finished
products from your
logic diagrams
(wrapped, tested,
debugged and fullydocumented thanks
to our CAD facility).

Knock out
switching transients and maintain high noise
immunity with our
integral advanced
power distribution
system.

Triple the density of
PC boards, lower
production costs and
increase reliability
(thanks to point-topoint wiring and
the need for fewer
connections).

Scheduled for inclusion on the
Fairchild Industries' A-10 closeair-support aircraft are the following avionics (with the names
of vendors that have been selected):
Communications—uhf /a-m,
vhf/a-m, and a high-frequency

Get all the flexibility you need
for easier field
modification,
maintenance
and prototyping (lowcost kits available).

single-sideband vhf /fm radio,
plus intercom for pilot training:
Collins Radio Co., which provides radios for the prototypes, is
expected to get the nod for
these. Navigation and identification—Tacan; General Electric's heading attitude reference
system (HARS); Sperry Rand's
stability augmentation system
(SAS); IFF with selective identification capability using the AIMS
system. Fire control and weapon
delivery—the Air Force says the
A-10 will carry an X-band transponder to operate with groundbased radars, a dual reticle sight
with heads-up display, and a laser spot-seeker.
For all-weather night operations, the following systems
could be added: a uhf direction
finder; a vhf omnidirectional
range finder and instrumentlanding system: Loran C/D, a radar horning and warning and
electronic countermeasures.

Free.

We can save you time, money and alot of headaches on your IC packaging. Our free IC Packaging Package
tells all about the world's largest selection of sockets,
cards, panels, drawers and special assemblies, as well as
our computerized wiring service. Send for it. Today.

ncop
- IC PACKAGING

EECO. 1441 E. Chestnut Avenue. Santa Ana. California 92705 •Tel: (714) 547-5651
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api PYROMETERS:
Quality comes in awide choice
Quality: full cold junction and
copper error compensation for 2%
standard accuracy, 1% optional;
mirror scales on most models.
Choices: analog: eight sizes from
21
/ "to 6"; panel, bezel and lens
4
mounting; contemporary styling
with 5case colors; rectangular,
edgewise and portable case
models; special ranges. Digital
indicators with thermocouple
and RTD inputs.

./1

0°F

Performance: backed by 25 years
of application experience, plus
complete line of companion
thermocouples, probes and
accessories.
Fast delivery from your
distributor: write for bulletins or
phone (617) 890-2000. LFE
Corporation, 1601 Trapelo Road,
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.
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Glasser of the USAF R&D Office. The
program cost estimate included
more than $1.5 billion as aircraft
flyaway costs from the contractor's
plant.
• The difference between Fairchild's current estimate of $200.000
in avionics costs per plane for the
first 10 austere models, as contrasted
with repeated Air Force estimates of
$110.000 per plane for a long production run. "Costs cannot possibly
come down that much, even with a
maximum production run. given
some upgrading over the years," declares one congressional-committee
source. The Air Force, the source
believes. "plans to use the old
mousetrap again, get its cheap'
plane into production and then say.
We've got a great plane here. The
country deserves to have it improved.'"
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Sensitivity 101111'
Stabilities to -±5 parts in 10 10/24 hrs.
Battery option
$770 up. del ivery 30 dews
All models frequency expandable
Resolution to 9digits or 0.1 Hz
Small size, 31/
2"H,

1/2

rack W

BCD output for systems use
Remote programming
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$1,395

Now choose from the industry's widest selection of
frequency counters! For details or ademo, contact
your Scientific Devices office or Concord
Instrument Division, 10 Systron Dr., Concord,
CA 94520. Phone (415) 682-6161. In Europe:
Systron-Donner GmbH Munich W-Germany;
Systron-Donner Ltd., Leamington Spa UK

SYSTRON

DONNER

The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Alpha Scientific C Computer Systems 0 Concord Instruments D Datapulse 0 Kruse Electronics
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kill
all the
lawyers!"
"The first thing we do, let's kill all
the lawyers!"
—Henry VI, Part II, Act III
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Jack Cade, in Shakespeare's play, was leading arebellion and looking for ascapegoat.
He hit upon a somewhat bloodthirsty, but
extremely popular, idea.
There is anew and different kind of rebellion in America today. An angry revolt against
the pollution and despoilment of our environment.
And some people, again seeking ascapegoat,
have also hit upon apopular idea.
ut the blame, and the burden, on
business.
Indict U.S. industry as "The
perpetrator of an irresponsible
assault on the environment!'
Demand that industry immediately
stop all pollution, end all depletion,
and forthwith "restore our natural heritage!'
And enforce these demands with new, harsh
and punitive, laws and regulations. Impose
criminal penalties on the owners and officers
of offending companies. Launch an onslaught
of "Citizens' and workers' suits for environmental damages!' Attack, harass, threaten,
punish and compel.
The idea has its appeal. It focuses on aconvenient, conspicuous and vulnerable target.
It offers immediate action and immediate release for accumulated frustration and anger.
Most temptingly, it promises aquick, easy and
painless solution to the whole environmental
problem.
Against this attack, and in the face of this
appeal, industry is at acrippling disadvantage.
It has, to put it bluntly, been hit with charges
that cannot be denied —demands that cannot
be satisfied. And, backed into its corner, it is
in an awkward position.
A position in which anything it says is likely
to be taken as defensive or evasive, anything
it does is questioned in advance as inadequate.
evertheless, some things
INn
-eed to be said.
First, that industry is guilty
of an assault upon the environment, and is responsible for
the consequences.
But, second, that the guilt
has long since been acknowledged, the responsibility long since accepted. Today, however
belatedly, U.S. industry stands firmly and fully
committed to the environmental cause.
The commitment is sincere. It is also specific
and binding.The U.S. Commission on Environmental Quality has designed a massive pro-
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gram to cleanse and restore the American
environment in the 1970's, at atotal cost of
$287-billion. Industry's share of this cost is
set at $195-billion.
Clearly, this assigned task and this imposed
burden will strain the financial, and test the
technical and managerial, capacities of U.S.
industry to the utmost. It adds an enormous
responsibility and a formidable challenge to
all of the other responsibilities and challenges
that industry must continue to confront in a
competitive and demanding world.
The responsibility has been accepted, the
job will be done. But beyond this assigned
task, beyond this designated goal, beyond
these outer limits of the possible, industry
probably cannot go. It is not a question of
will, but of capacity. The issue is not what
industry ought to do, but what industry can do.
To the extremists' premise that industry
can be threatened, harassed and driven to
exceed its utmost capacities— that it can somehow be made to do what it manifestly cannot
do— a frank and unequivocal response must
be made.
Industry cannot immediately stop all pollution, end all depletion, and overnight restore
our natural heritage. It is impossible. It is
financially impossible, technically impossible,
economically impossible, morally impossible,
and physically impossible.
It is financially impossible for industry to
immediately allocate and spend $195-billion.
There is not that much money to be had, from
any source, by any means, using any device.
It is technically impossible, at any price, to
totally eliminate all forms of pollution.
It is economically impossible to bring all
of U.S. industry to acomplete halt while pollution control is given absolute priority over
production.
It is morally impossible to close every offending plant, shut down every faulty operation,
and throw thousands of people out of jobs,
whole communities into bankruptcy.
And it is physically impossible, even if everything else could be done, to compress the
work of adecade into aday, amonth, or ayear.
To these obvious impossibilities, one more
must be added. It is impossible to separate
industry from the society to which it belongs
—and which it serves and reflects.
The environmental crisis is not an isolated,
but atotal, national crisis. The result of universal neglect and unanimous irresponsibility.
And of aprolonged, overwhelming, devastating mass assault on the environment, made by
millions of American citizens and consumers,
in ignorance or blithe disregard of the consequences.
Electronics/February 1, 1973

eare no longer ignorant.
We are no longer quite so
blithe. But the assault continues. Because the insistent, unrelenting pressure
of consumer needs, wants, desires and demands continues.
And this, ultimately, is the problem. Not
for industry alone, but for the whole of a
truly interdependent society. Any major solution to the environmental crisis requires a
profound change in the personal expectations,
habits, attitudes and actions of millions of
individual Americans.
But the point, with regard to industry's
responsibility, is simple. Industry cannot dictate change. It can control its own actions and
reform its own habits. But it cannot refuse
to meet needs, ignore wants, desires and demands, and reform the habits, attitudes and
actions of 200-million Americans.
Killing lawyers does not further the cause
of justice. Persecuting and punishing industry
will not advance the cause of abetter environment. The sacrifice of ascapegoat solves nothing and gets us nowhere.
Except off the track. A common, national
problem demands acommon, united, national
effort. The job belongs to us all.
It is time to forget the diversion and get on,
together, with the job.
We at McGraw-Hill believe in the interdependence of
American society. We believe that, particularly among
the major groups —business, professions, labor and
government —there is too little recognition of our mutual dependence, and of our respective contributions.
And we believe that it is the responsibility of the media
to improve this recognition.
This is the sixth of aseries of editorial messages on
avariety of significant subjects that we hope will contribute to abroader understanding.
Permission is freely granted to individuals and organizations to reprint or republish these messages.

John R. Emery, President
McGraw-Hill Publications Co.

Introducing the
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squinting at a whole lot of
tick marks, you get real
numbers - like 4.35 KHz.
The 147 gives you digital
display of peak voltage, too
-- such as +2.83 V. What's
more, the instrument is a
sweep generator to 10
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Our new Model 147 is
really something to yell
about. As you can see,
we've cleverly replaced
the ordinary frequency
dial with a three-digit LED
display.
So now, instead of
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MHz; sweep start and stop
can be set with precise resolution.
Besides all that, the
147 has manual as well
as electronic trigger control, and a single dial for
coarse and fine frequency
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control.
Someday, maybe all
function generators will
look (and operate) like the
Model 147. But until they
do, you'll just have to get
one of ours.
For $1,295.

Washington newsletter
Slight hope seen

Through the Commission on Government Procurement has recommended loosening Federal controls on contractor reimbursement for infor loosening IR&D
dependent research and development as well as bid and proposal costs,
controls. . . those recommendations are expected to get shot down quickly by the
Congress, if they get consideration at all. That is the conclusion being
drawn on Capitol Hill, where careful note is being made of the dissenting views of Federal members of the CGP panel. The commission voted
unanimously to support uniform treatment throughout the Government of IR&D and B&P costs, but it split seven to five in favor of (1) allowing such costs "without question as to amount" by contractor cost
centers with 50% or more in Government sales and (2) requiring companies with more than 50% in cost-type contracts to submit to atest of
the potential relevancy of its IR&D to the funding agency's mission.
The five dissenters—a senator, two congressmen, the head of the
General Accounting Office, and former NASA boss James Webb—challenged the "propriety and feasibility" of the two recommendations.
They said these could hike Federal IR&D costs by as much as $100 million, while the relevancy requirement could penalize small businesses.

. .as opposition
to study spreads
in Congress

GAO questions
estimated cost of
Project Search

Addenda
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An initial sampling showed congressional response to the Commission
on Government Procurement's report, following public disclosure of its
143-page summary at the end of January, to be essentially negative.
Reaction to the two-year, $7 million study's prime recommendation—
creation of an Office of Federal Procurement Policy—was mixed, with
questions raised about its placement in the increasingly powerful Office of Management and Budget as well as its enhancement of White
House powers. Moreover, recommendations that competition for major systems acquisitions, especially those of the Defense Department,
be maintained by a steady funding of "alternative candidates" was
called "nice but unrealistic" by one ranking military economist.

Congress' General Accounting Office has rapped the Justice Department for failing to estimate the total cost of afully operational Project
Search, the expanding, computerized, multi-million dollar criminalhistory-exchange system run by the FBI and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. GAO says that states "cannot determine
whether they will be able, or willing, to meet the financial requirements
or Search. GAO also faulted the system's "operational effectiveness,"
concluding that the LEAA and FBI have taken no steps to ensure that
entered arrest records are complete. Although the Justice Department
contends it's correcting the problems, the office counters that it is still
not doing "enough to insure reliable cost estimates."

The U.S. Office of Education is about to issue requests for proposals for
athree-year project to demonstrate how computer-assisted instruction
and other education technology can be cost-effective and improve instructional quality, with the aid of systems analysis. ...The Federal
Reserve System's recent public endorsements of electronic banking will
not produce large contracts immediately, being designed to give banks
the lead time to plan for such asystem. The FRS sees the transition to a
full system taking perhaps 10 years.
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Washington commentary
For want of anail
Meanwhile, back in Japan, aseven-year proIn Japan not long ago, Shigeo Shima, the direcgram to develop new PIP applications and retor of the Sony Research Center, told some vislated hardware was begun in 1972. It is funded
iting editors from Electronics a story. It conat $100 million. In the opinion of Maryland's
cerned a 1952 visit to the United States by the
Kanal, "unless the United States gets going, it
head of the company that later became Sony.
will not only wind up using Japanese patternThe trip was made to complete a licensing
recognition equipment but the related informaagreement with the developers of the then-new
tion-processing systems as well." It is an opintransistor for its manufacture in Japan. When
ion that was widely shared at EIA's small Washthe Americans learned that the Japanese
ington symposium last month on automatic
planned to use transistors to build inexpensive
imagery pattern recognition.
radios, recalled Shima with undisguised relish,
they were astonished.
Automating autos
Since then, America has been surprised on a
Though NASA's Earth Resources Technology
number of occasions by the Japanese electronSatellite may be America's most widely publiics industries. Now there is evidence that Japan
cized application of pattern information prois moving to surprise the United States once
cessing to date, there is growing industrial recmore in that segment of technology called PIP—
ognition of its promise. For example, General
pattern information processing.
Motors Corp., which has aPIP research effort of
If the promise that PIP holds for developing
new markets in industrial automation and ro- its own, sent an observer to the EIA sessions.
botics is realized first in Japan, it will be ironic GM's man is convinced that P1P's time will come
in automobile manufacturing, probably beginindeed. Much of what is known of pip technology was developed first, like the transistor.
ning as an inspection tool. "There is enormous
money-saving potential in being able to recogin the United States. Unlike the transistor, hownize small dents in a car—what we call 'inever, most pattern-recognition devices and their
applications have been shrouded in acloak of pings' and 'out-pings'—before it gets paint. If
they can be spotted and corrected before paintmilitary secrecy. The reason: PIP is the backing, that makes agreat deal of difference." The
bone of America's aerospace intelligence and
reconnaissance operations. One consequence of principal reason that PIP is not already in use
by auto makers, he explains, "is because it's
this has been that free exchange of PIP techstill alittle bit too costly." Yet Gm's conviction
nology is severely limited in the United States.
that pattern information processing has potenIndeed, there is no available assessment on the
state of the American art, much less ameasure tial gets strong, if silent, support from the fact
of the 17 major markets already identified. that the United Auto Workers is also monitorApart from manufacturing automation, these ing industry symposia on the subject.
include aircraft identification, agricultural crop
Bring nails
monitoring, medical imagery. mineral analyses,
If this is then the case, why cannot industry
pollution control, and voiceprint recognition.
get its pittance from the National Science
Contrasting efforts
Foundation for its beginning study? At atime
The Electronic Industries Association wants when there is much despair in Government
to change that and has petitioned the National over America's soaring trade deficit, declining
Science Foundation for a$16,700 grant to con- productivity, and threatened technological
duct just such a study. According to Laveen leadership, it is ludicrous that funds cannot be
Kanal, the University of Maryland's PIP spe- found to assess what looms as a major new
cialist who would conduct the study, the funds world market. At the moment, EIA's languishwould be used simply to visit U.S. manufac- ing request for $16,700 to make its study seems
turers in the field and prepare areport summa- like the unavailable horseshoe nail which led to
rizing America's capability and its potential. As the loss of horse, rider, battle and, ultimately, a
a Federal outlay, the amount requested is pea- kingdom. Nevertheless, the message from ananuts. Nevertheless, EIA's Government Products tional Administration anxious to curb Federal
division has got no action on its petition thus outlays seems clear: those interested in putting
far, and, as Honeywell's George Swanlund together new markets in areas such as pattern
recently put it to the membership, "the request information processing had better bring their
own nails.
—Ray Connolly
could be killed completely."
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Godzilla Meets
The Linear Monster
Godzilla, alias Bob Widlar, is
the well known king of the
linear IC underworld. Teledyne, on the other hand, is
known as the semiconductor
and IC producer of monstrous
proportions. We compete in
just about all areas of IC's.
When we started out to do
battle in the linear market, we
came up against Godzilla's
forces; the 101, 101A, 105, 107,
108, 108A, etc. Now that's a
formidable line. You see, Teledyne, though big, is friendly.
To oppose such aline would
be contrary to our normal
cordial, compatible, helpful

Just to prove how friendly we
really are, we'll give you absolutely free one of the above
(1 only) IC's ... plus asigned
picture post card of Godzilla
.if you send us anote on
your company letterhead and
tell us why you want one free.
Note: Bob Widlar; inventor of
the 709,101,105, and 108;
does not work for Teledyne
Semiconductor. Bob Widlar
does not work.
I'll drink to that!
nature. So the only thing to do
is join Godzilla's forces. After
all, Teledyne can do it in avery
big way.
Now, here's the line-up and
we're ready to take on all
comers:
101
Operational Amplifier
101A Operational Amplifier
105 Positive Voltage
Regulator
107 Operational Amplifier
108 Operational Amplifier
108A Operational Amplifier

the challenger

WTELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR
1300 Terra Bella Avenue
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Mountain View, California 94040

(415)968-9241

TWX: 910-379-6494 Telex: 34-8416
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DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE

1090

MOOEL
NICOLE I INSTRUMENT COIPIINATION

SIGNAL

111 MET 1090

STORAGE

C011101

TRIGGER
'Resole

•
We sink Mill C111101

ASTORAGE
IISCIMSCOPE THAT
CAA ACT AS ACOMPARATOR

The digital 1090 can compare up to 4 waveforms simultaneously and
with at least 10X the resolution of other storage oscilloscopes.

Standard. You can store a standard
Comparison. Then you can measure
in one quadrant of memory ... and
and store one, two, or three addiretain it as long as desired . . . tional waveforms for superimposed
comparison with the standard.

The 1090 digital storage oscilloscope has a non-volatile
magnetic core memory with the capacity to store a
waveform to a resolution of one part in 4096 on both
voltage and time axes. Moveable crosshairs are used
to select any region of the stored waveform for closer
inspection. This selected area can then be expanded in

Standards. In another application
you may wish to store upper and
lower limit waveforms in two memory quadrants ...

Comparison. And then compare
these standards with a measured
waveform to see if it falls within
the prescribed time and/or voltage
limits.

voltage and/or time dimensions, in steps of two, up to a
factor of 64X.
The selected region of the waveform is automatically
centered on the expanded display. Time and voltage
values at the intersection of the vertical crosshair are
displayed numerically.

NICOLET INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Your unique measurement or display
needs may be resolved by a 1090.
Phone or write Nicolet for details.
5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711
Phone 608/271-3333
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Electronics international
Significant aevelopments in tectaioiog ,
, ii b;.s.ess

Merger of European
semiconductor makers stalled
Europe's fragmented semiconductor
industry, basking in the warm sunshine of a seller's market, is bothered by a nagging feeling that the
prosperity may be short-lived. The
cycle of zig-zags—that since 1969
has brought periods of big profits,
huge losses, and now more profits—
is becoming accepted as an ill of the
industry.
Ironically, at the same time, the
upward swing in orders has helped
provoke the downfall of European
efforts to pool their resources and at
last meet the American giants on
their own terms.
The merger effort by semiconductor divisions of Germany's AEGTelefunken and the Thomson
Group of France, finally put on ice
last month, is being explained today
as "less and less urgent" because orders for everybody are backing up
as much as three months. depending
on the product.
"We didn't walk out and slam the
door," says Thomson executive Philippe Giscard d'Estaing. "But it is
clear that rapid creation of a new
joint company is not now necessary." "We have set the project
aside to think about," adds Thomson president Paul Richard.
Combine. U.S. firms such as
Texas Instruments, Motorola, National Semiconductor, and Fairchild
can only rejoice at not having to
confront the new combine—which
would have had sales of $80 million
ayear at the outset and prospects to
reaching $100 million, the level
most industry observers accept as
the self-sufficient minimum.
Since the collapse, post-mortems
have revealed that virtually all the
major European semiconductor
products manufacturers were invited at one point or another to become partners. But only Thomson
and AEG-Telefunken went on to
serious negotiations, which would
continue for eight months. "I hate to
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think of the money and man-hours
that went into this," says one Thomson official.
Thomson and AEG-Telefunken
saw themselves as best-matched
anyway, both being diversified companies with consumer products as
well as components interests. They
felt a full-fledged merger of their
semiconductor operations, under
the name "Eurosem," was the best
route to quick rationalization.
Leak. The talks settled product
distribution questions, most of the
financial niceties, and the marketing
structure. By November, high officials at Thomson were leaking word
that Eurosem would be created by
the end of the year.
Asked now what caused the
about-face, Sescosem director general Olivier Garetta says an unexpected culture clash arose in November over how to run the
company. "We felt a strong president was needed, especially in the
first years of the operations," he
says, to avoid decision-making delays that plagued previous transnational link-ups in Europe.
"The Germans have their way of
doing business, which is with a
board of directors making joint decisions. We have ours, which allows
the president a tie-breaking vote,"
says Garetta. This disagreement, in
light of the improved market, led
both partners to "take a break for
reflection," before seeking other formulas for cooperation.
111

Sweden

Alarm system
watches over elderly
For years, specialists involved with
the elderly have wanted a simple,
inexpensive, passive alarm system

for aged people living alone. Now, a
Swedish company has developed
such a system—and it was given a
standing ovation recently when
presented at a conference on the
aged in Oslo.
A group of researchers—including
aprofessor of gerontology, adoctor,
a psychologist and an engineer—
studied the problem. and came up
with an electronic alarm system,
named The Watchman. Now, the
unit is being manufactured in the
newly established Elektrium Utvecklings AB, which runs the world's
most northerly electronics plant. It's
located in Kiruna. the Swedish iron
ore mining city, about 100 miles
north of the Arctic Circle. Elektrium's headquarters, however, are
in Luleaa, 75 miles south of the
Arctic Circle.
Automatic inputs. The system is
ingeniously simple. A control unit is
connected to electric switches that
are frequently used—such as the
bathroom or refrigerator light, the
stove, or a bedside lamp. When the
switch is turned on, an impulse is
transmitted over a separate wire to
the control unit, which has an electronic timer built into it. The pulse
sets the timer to zero. If the timer is
not re-set within a predetermined
time—I2 hours, say—an alarm goes
off.
Included in the system is aspecial
manual alarm button—for bedside
use if necessary. There is also a
switch that enables the system to be
turned off.if the person goes away
from the house for a long period.
The system starts operating again
automatically as soon as an electric
switch is turned on.
One extra device that can give a
sense of added security to many
people is asensor that would signal
if the electric stove were left on. In
its simplest form, the hardware costs
about $60—and it will cost roughly
$40 to make the installation.
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Design out hybrids and discrete assemblies.
Design in Monochip.
Here's why.
Monochip is aone chip custom bipolar IC. Nothing fancy or
expensive. But it gives the superior performance you need
without circuit tradeoffs or sacrificing reliability. Plus, you can
forget about huge development costs and long waits for evaluation parts. 51,800 gets you 50 packaged units in 3short weeks.
That's apromise. And no matter how many production units you order, they'll
cost less than hybrids or discretes of equal complexity. We can do it because we
inventory diffused wafers with only the interconnect metalization left unfinished.
Each Monochip die has hundreds of active and passive components that can
interconnect into afantastic variety of linear and digital circuits. Almost any
circuit configuration is possible, even with the most complex performance
requirements. Excellent component matching and tracking are present too. And
Monochip is available in any IC package or in dice form. There is an Interdesign
Design Kit that contains everything you need to breadboard and simulate exact
performance, including stray effects. Easy-design rules. Large Monochip drawings
to determine interconnect patterns. 16 DIP kit parts. All for 539. Or, we can do
all the evaluation work for you for free. Just send in your circuit -drawing and
specs. Either way, Monochip makes alot of sense.

wi
raimetsmi

1190 Elko Drive, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
(408) 734-8666

1
\ ILIMESIGN, INC.
1190 l
i
jko Drive, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
Li Ruslibine the complete Interdesign Design Kit.
kfor.99 is enclosed.
CI Here's ycircuit drawing/specs. Please evaluate as
sen as
ssible.
0 Send me
ditional information on Monochip.
Name
Title

Phone

Company
Address
City
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International newsletter

European calculator
makers are hurting

Japanese competition in electronic calculators is tightening the squeeze
on the Europeans, forcing aFrench calculator off the market just after
Philips withdrew and Facit of Sweden cut back [Electronics, International Newsletter, Nov. 20]. Schneider Radio-Television has killed off
the Exactronique, which was selling at the rate of about 6,000 units a
year and held about 15% of the French market.
A Schneider official cites Japanese competition, incompatibility with
Schneider's consumer-oriented products, and low profits as main reasons for dropping the Exactronique. He denies that Philips, which controls the largest block of stock at Schneider Radio-Television, imposed
the decision in coordination with the October closing of its own electronic calculator manufacturing plant in Bremen, West Germany. "We
are grown-ups here," the Schneider official says. "We make our own
decisions."

10 nations join

In an admirable display of cooperation, flight safety engineers from
nine European countries and Israel have recently formed an organization known as the International Federation of Air Traffic Safety Electronics Associations, the IFATSEA, for short. Some of the goals of the
federation are to make recommendations to individual government on
how to improve air traffic safety, to exchange operational know-how and
technical information and, eventually, to swap personnel between member countries. Other goals are to elevate the status of the flight safety
engineering profession and to further its image in the public's mind.
According to the Association of German Flight Safety Engineers, a
member of IFATSEA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are expected to join the 10-member federation soon.

new air-traffic
safety group

Marconi markets

International plans to have four transmitters in the Omega very-low-

Omega receiver , frequency navigation chain working on full power by autumn this year
is fostering development of new receivers. In England, Redifon Ltd.
with minicomputer recently introduced a marine receiver, and now Marconi Co. has an
airborne system. Following a concept initiated by Northrop Corp.,
Marconi's receiver is integral with a minicomputer, which has an alterable read-only memory containing the correction factors that have to
be applied continuously to receive and process the Omega signals. The
pilot has to punch in only the date and the time at switching on—all
correction and updating are automatic. There is digital read-out of normal navigation data.
Marconi believes that aviation authorities will certify it as accurate
enough on the longest ocean routes, making aqualified navigator unnecessary. In this respect it will be on a par with inertial systems, and
one up on doppler systems. At $40,000 installed, Marconi's entry is a
lot cheaper than an inertial system. Thus Marconi maintains that it can
be sold as original equipment, although at present major airlines are
leaning towards inertials. But the biggest initial outlet is retrofit in
long-distance charter transports, where operators would like to dispense with aqualified navigator and don't want to pay for inertial retrofit.
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International newsletter
West German railroad
completes freight
data network

Color TV exports
from Japan
climb 15%

Japan readies
1973 budget
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West Germany's federal railways, one of the country's biggest single
computer users, has just completed the last link in what it calls anation-wide "data bridge" for freight-charge calculations. This EDP network now includes some 225 computers installed at 45 freight yards, all
tied to alarge data-processing center at Frankfurt. The network, said to
be unique in Europe, enables the railways to automatically determine
all national and across-the-border transport charges and other data pertaining to freight shipments. The computer scheme replaces older
methods, in which freight costs were manually calculated at individual
freight yards.

Japan's color TV exports exceeded $325 million last year for the first
time, according to estimates by industry sources. The number of sets
exported have increased about 15% from 1971 to some 1.8 million
units. Japanese producers of color TV sets had originally expected a
drop of 30% to 40% in their 1972 exports in view of the U.S. economic
slump and the impact of the yen's revaluation in December 1971. But
the American economy recovered faster than expected and exports to
Western Europe rose more than four times.
Meanwhile, Japan's tape recorder exports last year are estimated to
have been about 36 million sets worth about $1.1 billion. This represents afour-fold increase in volume and athree-fold increase in value.
Exports to the U.S.—the largest single market for Japanese tape recorders—rose about three times in volume and about two times in value.
Much of the increase was fueled by the highly popular and relatively
new category of popularly priced radio-recorder combinations.

Electronics projects figure prominently in the draft for Japan's 1973
budget. Subsidies from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
for promotion of electronic computer development totals $39.67 million,
of which $36.33 million is for three industrial groups developing main
frames and the rest for peripheral equipment.
Other MITI projects include $5.43 million for continuation of apattern-processing project, $670,000 for the first year of a$16.67 million
project for exchange of information between vehicles and group stations to reduce automotive congestion, and $4.56 million for development of electric automobiles.
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications gets about $4 million
for development of communications and broadcasting satellites and for
development of repeater electronics and antennas for communications
satellites. Approval is to be granted Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Corp. for abudget of $3.98 billion, which includes installation
of 29 computers for subscriber services applications, electronic exchanges, undersea cable system development, and large-capacity transmission systems.
Electronics-related development projects approved for the Japan
Defense Agency include $3.5 million for air-to-air missiles, $3.63 million for electronics for asupersonic close-support jet, and $1 million for
airborne antisubmarine electronics. Approval of development is the big
battle because up to now funds for procurement always were forthcoming once development was approved and successfully completed.
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because we use the same packages
you use for I.C.s; plus you get
ceramic dependability at plastic
prices.
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898-5-R220/330
Pulse squaring rm., terminator.
Price 11,000-4.9991 $4.45

To request technical data, call
your local Beckman/Helipot
representative. Or write to
Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
Helipot Division, 2500 Harbor
Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634.
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899-5-R220/330
Pulse squaring TTL terminator.
Price (1,000-4,999) 81.35
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899-1 113 resistors)
Price (1,000-4,999) 8.81
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898-1 (15 resistors)
Price 11,000-4,999 I$.85
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898-318 resistors I
Price 11,000-4,999) 1.76
STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES
I± 2% or ±211 )
62'
110
330
1.0K
2.2K
6.0K 15.0K
68
150
470
1.5K 3.3K
6.8K 22.0K
100
220
680
2.0Kt 4.7K
10.0K
•Standard in 898-3 only.
tStandard in 898-1 only.

899-19
DIP interface network providing resistors
for uA711 core sense amplifier configuration.
Price 11.000-4,9991 81.18
899-3 (7 resistors)
Price (1,000-4,999) 1.72
STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES
I±2%or ± 2i] i
22
62
180
510
1.5K
4.3K
24
68
200
560
1.6K
4.7K
27
75
220
620
1.8K
5.IK
30
33
36
39
43
47
51
56

82
91
100
110
120
130
150
160

240
270
300
330
360
390
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470

680
750
820
910
1.0K
1.1K
I.2K
1.3K

2.0K
2.2K
2.4K
2.7K
3.0K
3.3K
3.6K
3.9K

5.6K
6.0K
6.2K
6.8K
7.5K
8.2K
9.1K
10K

11K
12K
Ile
15K
16K
18K
20K
22K

899-40
DIP network provides six line terminators
and the threshold setting divider for the Intel
3208A sense amplifier.
Price (1,000-4,999) $1.35

Beckman
HELIPOT DIVISION
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Anyone can find fault with
the Teradyne 1100.
YOfl PO,ITIVE

PROBE EEP11*
PROBE E6P8*
PLEASE MAKE BETTER CONTACT
RECHECK EEP8*
PROBE E5P2*
PLEASE MAKE BETTER CONTACT
RECHECK E5P2*
FAULT DIRGNOSED
CHECK ADJACENT POINT OF
E6P8

If you're testing afair number
of digital circuit boards without
benefit of automatic fault isolation,
you're probably spending much
more money on troubleshooting
than you have to. Consider:
Board testing usually ends
and board troubleshooting begins
once you know that an output pin
is in the wrong logic state. TRACE.
available with Teradyne's L1 00.
picks up the trail at that point,
automatically telling the operator
where to probe, step by step, until
the source of trouble is reached.
Instructions are in plain English. in
terms of specific pins of specific
ICs. The whole TRACE procedure
might take less than aminute,
even with acomplex board. Best

of all, it requires no special
technical skills.
Maybe you think all this
diagnostic power adds up to one
big programming headache. Not
at all. The same probe you
troubleshoot with, you program
with —simply by letting the system
learn the logic on aknown
good board.
To learn how you can find
fault with the L100 Automatic
Digital Circuit Test System, write:
Teradyne, 183 Essex Street,
Boston. Massachusetts 02111.
In Europe: Teradyne Europe S.A..
11 bis, rue Roquepine, 75 Paris 8*.

IN THE US CHICAGO (312) 298-8610 /DALLAS (214) 231-5384 /NEVV ENGLAND (617) 245-5340/ NEVV YORK (201) 871-4052 /PALO ALTO (415) 493-2340
IN EUROPE LONDON (093-28) 61111/PARIS 265 72 62 /ROME 59 47 62 /MUNICH (0811) 33 50 61
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Core memories are still on top
The booming memory market is still overwhelmingly dominated
by cores; semiconductor units will not draw even before 1976
by Paul Franson. Los Angeles bureau manager

A few facts seem lost in all of the
noise about semiconductor memories replacing cores in computers.
For one, cores still hold 90% of the
sockets in traditional mainframes
outside the IBM captive market.
Also, both cores and semiconductors
are enjoying unparalleled growth,
which, though limited by capacity,
is expected to continue through at
least 1976. After that, semiconductors should overtake and pass
cores—a bit later than many semiconductor people had predicted.
One reason the semiconductor
takeover has been slower to come
than the chronically optimistic semiconductor houses had predicted is
that the present standard semiconductor memory, the 1,024-bit pchannel metal-oxide-semiconductor
memory, doesn't appear to be the
part for mass mainframe storage.
Users are looking for the 4,096-bit
n-channel product, just now appearing in sample quantity, to solve their
demands for low cost and high
speed. While fast semiconductor storage is finding widening use in mainframes, core is being used more and
more for massive bulk storage that
is itself encroaching on traditional,
but slower, electromechanical
memories. Semiconductors are also
uncovering applications in which
cores have never been used: smart
terminals, calculators, and some peripherals are examples.
The total random-access-memory
market is sizable, with estimates
putting it at $300 million, excluding
IBM. In 1973, between 30 billion and
40 billion bits are expected to be
sold, with cores now accounting for
90% of shipments. By 1976, however, the ratio should change dramatically: in amarket for 90 billion
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to 100 billion bits, semiconductors
and cores will split 50-50. Semiconductor usage is doubling each year
from its present low base, with core
rising at 15% to 20% annually. The
growth rates will slow, but even core
is expected to grow in number of
bits through at least 1976.
Present large-quantity prices-perbit at the systems level are typically
0.7 to 1cent for core, and 1to 1.7
cents for semiconductors. Costs are
higher if power supplies and enclosures are included, but they're dropping, in any case.
Robert Lowry, president of Technology Marketing Inc., Costa Mesa,
Calif., designers of custom computer
systems, says the large-volume core
user can purchase a complete 600nanosecond system of 8,192 bits by
18 words for about 1cent per bit, or
buy core stacks and assemble the
electronics for under 0.5 cent per
bit. Buying raw cores at 0.1 cent and
stringing them brings the cost down
0.1 cent, and the company that

makes its own cores can end up paying as little as 0.35 to 0.38 cent.
These figures, which also are
quoted by others, explain why such
large core users as Data General
Corp. of Southboro, Mass., and Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard,
Mass., have recently set up their
own plants to manufacture cores.
"Data General should be able to
pay off its half-million-dollar investment in ayear by making a billion
cores," says Lowry. A Data General
spokesman agrees: "Don't look at us
as being committed to cores. We are
committed for two years, and the facility will pay for itself by then."
Similarly, Graham Tyson, president
of core maker Data Products Corp..,

Observers. Watching the memory battle are

IMO

Ti's Jerry Moffitt, MOS marketing manager
(right), Data Products' R.D. Miller, marketing
vice-president (below), and Ampex' Thom
Harleman, manager of marketing.
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THE DATA I/O p/ROM PROGRAMMER

PROMOTES THE FUTURE

For info.
on How

Contact:
DATA I/O CORP.
1840 130th Avenue
Suite 10,
Bellevue, VVa.
Tel. (206) 885-7737
Circle 70 on reader service card
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$3950.00 (quan
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PLUG COMPATIBLE

PLUG A LINC TAPE INTO YOUR NOVA.
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
• Most Reliable Tape System in the

Industry
• 100,000 Tape Passes Guaranteed
• 8,400 Bytes/Second Transfer Rate
• Block Addressible Disc Format for True Random Access
• 204,800 or 335,872 Bytes/Reel in Blocks of 512
• Slave expansion units $1700.00 per drive
• Data Channel I/O Optional for $850

PLUS

A complete operating system to expedite program preparation
through a powerful text editor, assembler, two loaders, and 7 file
utilities. Completely eliminates paper tape. All files, source, object, and image, are stored on LINC tape. Up to five times improvement in throughput over high speed paper tape. Full support
for FORTRAN IV Compiler and Runtime I0 on LINC Tape.

Computer Operations, Inc.
10774 Tucker St. • Beltsville, Md. 20705 • 301-937-5377
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says. "We paid off our last capital
expenditure for cores in 28 weeks."
Ampex's Computer Products division in Marina del Rey. Calif., and
Electronic Memories and Magnetics
(Em&m). Hawthorne, Calif.. are the
two largest core producers, each
shipping about 200 million bits per
week, with Ampex probably ahead.
After them come Data Products,
Mountain View, Calif.. with 125
million a week: Fabri-Tek. Minneapolis. Minn.. with 70-80 million
a week; and Lockheed Electronics,
not necessarily in that order.
Semiconductor memory costs are
much harder to pin down. Figures
that are confirmed by users, however. come from Intel Corp. in
Santa Clara. Calif., which developed the 1103. the most popular
1.024-bit mos memory. Mike Markkula. Intel's U.S. marketing manager for components, says "Minicomputer guys are paying about 0.4
cent per bit for I,024-bit RAMS. On
top of this, the other systems costs
are from 0.7 to 1 cent per bit."
Memories being ordered (but not
built) today, he says. are somewhat
cheaper, with the semiconductor
part at about 0.3 cent per bit.
Markkula says that 350,000 1103s
are being shipped per month, and
with other 1,024-bit parts (Advanced Memory Systems 6002,
Mostek 4006, and National Semiconductor 5260), 10 billion bits will
be shipped in 1973. He also feels
that the 1.024-bit RAM will reach a
peak in 1977, with the 4,096-bit
RAM passing it in 1976.
The great 1103 race. Intel and
Canada's Microsystems International Ltd. (MIL) are jockeying for
first place in 1103 business, with MIL
probably ahead. Behind them in
1.024-bit mos memories come Advanced Memory Systems, Mostek,
Texas Instruments, and a host of
others.
The most popular semiconductor
memory after the 1,024-bit mos unit
is the 256-bit bipolar RAM, which
now has 20% of the market, according to Jerry Moffitt, mos marketing
manager at Texas Instruments in
Houston. compared to 70% for the
1,024-bit MOS RAMS. Fairchild Semiconductor is biggest here, with In-
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tersil, Intel, Motorola, National and
also shipping.
Most experts don't see the 1,024bit MOS RAMs reaching the 0.1-centper-bit chip cost level required to
cause a really strong movement
away from cores. That honor seems
destined to fall to the 4,096-bit
n-channel RAM now being introduced by various companies, which
project systems costs of 0.5 cent by
1976. Intel and Mostek first showed
parts last year, and MIL has introduced a product. But the big RAMS
are not expected to have a major
impact until 1974, says Phillip
Harding. director of marketing for
the Electronic Memories division of

semiconductor memory, but he expects that to change to 50% before
long. Sullivan says that users are
buying more memory in general.
Improvements expected in semiconductor RAMS include, besides the
higher density and lower cost expected from the 4,096 n-mos chips,
easier-to-use, lower-power chips.
MIL expects to have an eight-chip
32,768-bit memory module in a
single 1.5-by-2-inch dual in-line
package by the fourth quarter.
Tape and stacks. Meanwhile.
among the major improvements in
cores in recent years are the tape
method of making cores used by
Lockheed and Data Products Corp.
EM&M.
of Mountain View, Calif., and the
Who uses what. Semiconductor substitution of planar "stacks" for
memories are now used only in the earlier three-dimensional ones.
some IBM equipment and a few Core makers are continually stuffminicomputers, but most new major ing more cores on one board, and
mainframes are being designed sharing drive and sense circuitr
around semiconductor storage. At among more cores.
Honeywell Information Systems in
Common are 8,I92-bit mats, with
Waltham. Mass., for example, a work being done in 16,384 bits. R.D.
spokesman says that. all new prod- Miller of Data Products points out
uct development is committed to that, in the core business, twice as
semiconductors. However. HIS, like many bits does not mean an autoNCR but unlike all the other major
matic doubling in price. Instead,
computer makers, has no core capa- doubling the bits usually costs only
bility.
20% to 25% more.
At Digital Equipment Corp., the
Smaller cores are also in the
largest minicomputer company, works, as are improved materials,
vice-president Andrew Knowles like the Ampex TIN (temperature insays that DEC is shipping more ma- dependent) core that eliminates
chines with semiconductor memo- temperature-compensating circuitry.
ries than ever, but core shipments Ampex also has reduced kiln time
are growing even faster. He attrib- from 8hours to 45 minutes, and imutes the growth to the fast-growing proved yields from 20% to 80% over
demand for small computers, which past years. All core makers are takstill use cores, and to the higher cost ing advantage of dropping semiconof semiconductors.
ductor prices; only part of the sysAmong other companies, Control tem cost is in the cores. And more
Data Corp. is still holding out for exotic developments yet may lie in
cores. However, according to Curtis store. Thom Harleman, manager of
W. Fritze, vice-president for corpo- marketing at Ampex Computer
rate planning, if forced to choose, Products division, points out, "It's
CDC "tends toward the more sophisbeen known for some time that it's
ticated bipolar memories. Even- possible to store more than one bit
tually they will provide an order of in each core, but the uniformity of
magnitude cost advantage over present cores allows us to do things
cores," he says. And Univac hasn't that weren't practical before."
decided whether to go with semiStill, there seems to be alimit to
conductors or the plated-wire how far core prices can drop. Richmemories it has been using.
ard Egan, marketing vice-president
At Varian Data Machines, Irvine, of Cambridge Memories in ConCalif., Warren Sullivan, director of cord, Mass., referring to today's
product management, says only 20% larger mats with their longer sense
of the orders for the Varian 73 are lines, states, "I think the string is
for the more expensive but faster running out on core memories. The
(330 nanoseconds versus 600 ns) handwriting is on the wall."
TI
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Government electronics

Navy to pick tactical MLS
Kearfott, competing with Bell for Marine Corps scanning-beam microwave
landing system to be selected by year-end, uses stationary structure
by Alfred Rosenblatt. New York bureau manager
After the Marines have cleared a
jungle airstrip, they need an instrument-landing system to guide in the
combat jets under Category it landing conditions: ceiling 100 feet and
runway visibility to 1,200 feet. The
way things stand now, a heavy ILS
would have to be transported on the
ground to the strip, but the Navy
Electronics Command is working to
change that.
The Navy is funding work on a
new compact, lightweight, mantransportable microwave landing
system that can be dropped to remote areas and set up in minutes.
The Ku-band MRAALS—for Marine
Remote Area Approach Landing
System—will be the first tactical sys-

tern that can handle Category it
landin gs.
Two companies. both with scanning-beam approaches. are working
on II-month contracts that will lead
to a competitive tiv-off. scheduled
l'or the last quarter of the year. One.
the Textron Corp. Bell Aerospace
division. Buffalo. N.Y.. has been
awarded $475.000: the other. the
Singer Co. Kearfott division. Little
Falls. N.J.. has acontract for somewhat under $700.000.
Usually at this juncture in atechnical runoff competitors are reluctant to talk at all about their design
approaches. This is certainly true of
Bell. And Kearfott hasn't said a
word since late last September.

From the air. Kearfott's Ku-band MRAALS deployed in scaled-down mockup without DME
antenna. Azimuth reflector is at top, elevation beam is projected through vertical supports

when the awards were made, but
now it is willing to talk—at least to a
point—about what it regards as a
breakthrough in ground-station design for instrument-landing systems.
The system is probably so different
from what Bell has in mind that
talking about it will not matter, says
George Henf, program manager,
now that designs are "pretty well
settled in to meet the delivery target
date."
Kearfott is relying on stationary
energy-radiating structures instead
of on the two nodding or rotating
antennas—one for azimuth data,
and the other for elevation—generally used in a scanning-beam system. "We use only one moving
part—a rotator with two sets of four
feeds each—and sequence the
energy automatically for proper interlacing in the elevation and azimuth apertures." Henf explains.
"Synchronization between the two
beams is no problem because it's
machined into the antenna so you
can't lose it."
Pop-up. One set of horns presents
energy to a localizer reflector that
pops up atop the ground station
package to produce a 2° azimuth
fan beam. The other set has its
energy rerouted through a pillbox
and out the front of the station for a
2 elevation fan beam. Right now,
the system operates with the equivalent of five scans per second and
could probably go as high as 30 per
second. impossible for mechanically
rotating antennas, says Henf.
Scanning systems similiar to this
one are certainly not new. On tracking radars, for example, they're used
with signal nulling techniques to
lock onto targets. But because
scanning radars rely on signal nulls,
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The FAA and MLS
On the civilian MLS front, concept-definition studies from six industrial
teams are being evaluated by the Federal Aviation Administration. The decision is imminent as to who will push on into the next feasibility definition
phase, in which up to four contractors may be chosen [Electronics, July 5,
1971, p21]. Four of the proposals involve scanning-beam systems—from
AIL division, Cutler Hammer Inc., with Collins Radio; Texas Instruments with
Thomson-CSF; Raytheon with Sperry Phoenix; and Bendix Corp. with Textron's Bell Aerospace division. The remaining two studies employ dopolerscan approaches—from Hazeltine Corp. with Marconi of Canada, and from
ITT Gilfillan with Honeywell Inc.
Ultimately, the development program could take as long as five years.
cost $50 million, and lead to commercial buys in the late 1970s and 1980s.

the actual pattern of the signal in
L-band distance measuring transspace—that is, whether it's distorted
ponder, operating in aTacan (tactior not—is not important. Unfortu- cal air navigation) mode, as part of
nately, signal integrity is vital in the ground station. Airborne disscanning-beam landing systems, tance-measuring equipment (DME)
which have each position of the will also be provided. Kearfott is
beam coded. Pattern distortions calling on Hoffman Electronics
here are troublesome, if not down- Corp. to supply the ground-based
right dangerous, because the data
and airborne DME, adigital indicaencoded on the beam enables an
tor, and an airborne DME interaircraft to locate itself with respect rogator.
to the ground station.
Bell Aerospace, on the other
Package deal. According to the
hand, is tackling the job alone. But
Navy requirements, MRAALS, ready 'other than saying that it has some
to be dropped from an aircraft,
"cute concepts" for the MRAALS anmust weigh less than 80 pounds, tenna, a company spokesman deand be contained in a single pack- clines to give any details of the deage that's part of the station struc- sign. The company is relying, he
ture itself. Henf says the Kearfott
points out, on its previous experipackage resembles a card table.
ence in military programs. This inSetup time in the boondocks is said cludes experience in its role as
to be less than 10 minutes.
prime contractor for the Navy's KaBy way of comparison, Kearfott's band AN/SPN-42 automated carKu-band Talar (tactical landing ap- rier landing system, and distanceproach radar) fixed-beam micromeasuring equipment for a targetwave landing system for civilian locating system aboard an Arm\
use, which is certainly not meant to helicopter. Unlike an ILS, the SPNbe airdtopped, weighs 60 lb, but its 42 derives steering signals on shiptraveling case weighs a whopping
board computers and transmits
them to the aircraft.
130 lb. And the Navy's own groundFeatures. Other operating feabased AN /TRN-28 scanning beam
tures of the Kearfott system include
landing system, developed by AIL
division, Cutler-Hammer Inc., has a peak output power. using a magnetron, of 2.5 kilowatts, with a
two transmitter-antenna units, each
power consumption of less than 200
weighing some 500 lb.
In operation, MRAALS will cover watts. Range information is trans±
20° in azimuth, and 0° to 20° in
mitted up to 40 nautical miles, while
elevation. Glide slopes are to be se- the limit for azimuth and glide slope
lectable in the aircraft from 3° to data is 20 miles. Except for the
12°, and the signals are to be com- power tube, the unit is of all-solidpatible with the AN/ARA-63 re- state design, and that includes the
L-band DME. Mean time between
ceiver/decoder systems. Usually, the
failures is calculated at 1.000 hours.
glide slope is permanently set by
physically aligning the station on
Internal power conditioning and
the ground; the new system need distribution systems will operate
from either 28 \I dc or 45 to 420
only be aligned with the vertical.
MRAALS will
also contain an hertz ac power.
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Commercial electronics

Computers switch traffic signals
Cities from Baltimore to Chula Vista, Calif., automate intersection
control; fast-growing market is estimated at $100 million in 1973
by William F. Arnold, Aerospace Editor

Traffic engineers have been looking
hungrily at electronic traffic-control
systems for years, hoping that someday those systems would prove to be
the ultimate weapon against jams
and snarls. That day appears to be
just around the next curve, now that
the digital computer is moving into
the fight to speed the weary commuter home in his car. In what promises to be a big market, automated
traffic-control systems that control
signs and signals according to traffic
demand are going to work in more
and more municipalities.
Even differences of opinion about
hardware—some experts say the
minicomputer's lower price and
flexibility make it ideal and others
prefer the large computer's capacity—haven't slowed the action.
"There must be 40 cities or so actively engaged in these traffic systems in one form or another," says
Jun iRaus of the Federal Highway
Administration. Raus is program
manager, urban traffic control sys-

tem/bus priority system, Office of
Research. Rockne Lamber, manager of computer systems and software for the Econolite division of
Altec Corp., Anaheim, Calif., an
equipment supplier, estimates the
1973 market to be about $100 million, half of it in computers, and
growing at 20% to 30% a year. Another supplier, Sperry Rand's Systems Management division, forecasts $200 million worth of business
over the next five years, says Harold
Whalen, marketing manager, traffic
and transportation systems.
Cities big and small are turning to
computer systems. After a hot industry contest, Baltimore recently
selected TRW Systems group to
build a mammoth 900-intersection
system, costing "in excess of $3.8
million," reports Hugo O. Liem,
transit traffic commissioner. If expected Federal approval of 50%
funding is received, the three-year
job will begin this year. The city
plans to install the 1,000 pavement-

embedded vehicle detectors and
new controllers for traffic signals to
pare costs, he says.
In Washington, D.C., the Federal
Highway Administration late last
year unveiled the urban traffic-control system (urcs), a$5 million operational testbed built by Sperry
Rand. UTCS controls 112 intersections of the downtown area, and
it is to be turned over to the nation's
capital after evaluation. "The development here will provide guidelines," says the highway agency's
Raus. "The intent is to try to reduce
the development costs for cities."
Two for L.A. In the Los Angeles
area, well known for its almost total
reliance on the auto, one large system is working, and a second is to
be opened soon.
In operation is the area freeway
surveillance and control project.
Run by the state division of highways, it covers a 42-square-mile
triangular area of the incredibly
busy Santa Monica, San Diego, and

Merrily they roll along. Heavy traffic moves freely in Campbell. Calif., at intersection controlled by Eagle Signal's ET-800 controller. At right,
William G Wren. director of public works, inspects the unit. It's believed to be the first minicomputer to control asingle intersection.
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Carpenter Kovar glass sealing alloy:
we make it better by making it the same.
Kovar was once made by Westinghouse. Now
it is made exclusively by Carpenter. And improved, too, because we are making it consistently uniform ...Carpenter uniform, time
after time. And so today, more than ever,
Kovar is the single most widely used glass/
ceramic sealing alloy. Anywhere.
Kovar is available in bars and sheet, in all
popular sizes. Bars are stocked in 21 different
sizes ranging from 0.40" to 2" round. Sheets
are standard 13" x72", readily available in
seven thicknesses from 0.015" to 0.125". It's
also available in wire and strip as well as in
other sizes for special applications.
For complete information on Kovar, or its
equivalent: Nicoseal, or .on any of your electronic alloy requirements, call your Carpenter
Service Center. The one nearest you is listed
in the yellow pages. Or, write Carpenter Steel
Division, Carpenter Technology Corporation,
Reading, Pa. 19603.

CARPENTER
C aRTeC1-1 TECHNOLOGY
CARPENTER STEEL DIVISION
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tract which is to provide half its fee
on completion, then the rest on the
basis of performance in improving
Harbor freeways, monitoring traffic flow up to 15%.
Small cities join. But such systems
700,000 vehicles aday and 56 interchanges. Inductive loops embedded
aren't being used only in big cities.
in the pavement every three miles
Econolite also is putting in miniper lane feed about 900 sensors;
computerized traffic-control systems
these telemeter data to a Xerox Inat 43 intersections in Chula Vista,
formation Systems Group Sigma 5 Calif., and 15 intersections on an
computer. Sampling each sensor artery in Pomona, Calif., all using a
every 15 seconds, the computer
Ling Electronics LDP-1800 comanalyzes the data to spot slowdown
puter with local controllers and teleor breakdown and alert highway pa- metry. Econolite has delivered one
trolmen and change traffic-condito the city of Los Angeles for an intion signs. TRW, Econolite, and Systersection, and 50 to the state to retem Development Corp. are in- place standard controllers. Built
volved in the program. The state around Data General Nova minis,
highway department coordinated these are stand-alone systems for
the $1.5 million project and pro- each intersection.
vided 40% of the funds. The U.S.
Among the other cities installing
provided the rest.
systems are Shreveport, La., WorThe other big Los Angeles system cester, Mass., Denver and Boulder,
is TRw's $1 million Safer (for sys- Colo., and Oklahoma City. The lasttematic aid to flow on existing roadnamed uses aSystem Development
ways). It is designed to improve trafCorp. traffic-actuated computerized
fic
flow
by
controlling
112
signal (Tracs) system [Electronics,
intersections on South Bay area
Oct. 23, 1972, p. 291 Other comstreets on a real-time basis, which
panies competing in the automatedmakes it unique. Other systems ustraffic field include the Automatic
ing computers change flow on the
Signal Division of Laboratory for
basis of predetermined programs,
Electronics, Computran, IBM, and
but this system, in effect, has an infiEagle Signal division of the E. W.
nite number of patterns, says M. R.
Bliss Co.
Stanford, project engineer for the
In traffic systems, "the offsets are
Los Angeles County road departimportant," says the FHA's Raus. By
this, he means the timing of lights at
ment. Its funding is 71% Federal,
22% county, and 7% state.
adjacent intersections to ensure deThe layout. The system includes a sired flow. With the UTCS in WashSigma 5 computer and display
ington, for example, "we can change
board in another part of the county,
the offset patterns to get what we
voice-grade telephone connections
want." Besides being able to change
to 10 intersections, and lines from
the electromechanical relays in the
there to the individual intersections
signal boxes, the UTCS also has a
and about 400 road sensors. Combuilt-in fail-safe system, Raus exmunications flow through 1,200-bitplains. "When a detector fails, the
per-second modems.
computer waits until the next green
TRW is doing the work on aconlight before dropping it off-line," he

Probing the news

Past is prologue
Some measure of the progress being made by electronic traffic-control systems can be estimated by what has happened in the Los Angeles area.
There, a freeway system is operating, and a city-street system is to start
soon. This is a radical change from the attitude only five years ago, when
'Los Angeles found such systems wanting [Electronics, April 15, 1968,
p.157]. Then, a 28-signal system on Sunset Boulevard was switched back
to time clocks after a two-year trial, as were systems on three principal
east-west arteries. The problem, said one city engineer, was that the computer, on the basis of insufficient data, would change signal patterns for the
main artery, as well as all cross streets, as often as every foúr or five minutes at peak periods.
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says. "It will turn back on with electromechanical operations."
Although Sperry integrated the
UTCS, there is no Sperry equipment,
Raus says. "Because Sperry was acting as systems manager, everything
was on a best-buy basis." He adds
that, for example, "we felt that the
Sigma-5 was the best computer, so
Sperry bought Sigma-5s."
The UTCS can give its operators a
variety of performance parameters
on the display board, on console
cathode-ray tubes, and on printouts.
Among these measures are numbers
of vehicles per hour, numbers of
cars delayed at intersections, and
average vehicle speeds at each intersection. The UTCS, which also incorporates a bus-priority system,
employs 79 leased pairs of telephone lines, 112 intersection controls, 500 vehicle detectors, and 144
bus-detector lines, Raus says.
Raus describes the UTCS in four
basic parts: the detectors, detector
and controller communications,
computer system, and displays and
controls. Dual Sigmas with sufficient capacity to control the entire
network are the heart of the system.
The computers, one of which does
bus-priority computations, share the
memory of 65,536 32-bit words.
The display equipment includes a
traffic-control panel, an illuminated
wall map, and an alphanumeric
CRT, permitting the operator to
exercise all the necessary control
and monitoring functions, Raus
says. The supervisor can examine
the over-all operation of the network or study in detail the operation
of a particular intersecton, and he
can control all aspects of the system.
Minicomputer controllers. Nextgeneration traffic control system
processors will probably be minicomputers, say some. Campbell,
Calif., a city of 30,000, bought an
Eagle Signal ET-800 mini for its
busiest intersection, reports William
Wren, public works director. Wren
says that the system has reduced delays in traffic, and it has reduced accidents.
Roy Matthews, assistant traffic
engineer for the California Division
of Highways in Sacramento, says
that the minis tested by his agency
have reduced accidents and delays.
He concurs that the main advantage
of the minis is their flexibility.
D
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9t40

Smarter than the average terminal.
Meet GT40. Our brand new
intelligent terminal.
What makes it so smart is its
computer. A PDP-11. The most
popular line of small computers ever
made. With the full PDP-11 instruction set. And the exclusive UNIBUS
architecture.
Add to that alight pen, 4K memory,
aprogrammable display with a
complete range of hardware functions, ROM bootstrap loader,

serial communications interface, full
ASCII keyboard, and real-time clock.
Now you've really got something.
Use it as astand-alone system. Or
plug it into computer networks.
Either way is fine with the GT40.
You can put alphanumeric and
graphic information on the GT40
display, then modify it instantly,
using the light pen. You concentrate
on design. The computer does the
calculations. And when you're finished, the computer checks to see if
you've left anything out.
And when you're not designing,

you can use the computer for all
kinds of computer things. Add on
memory, logic, PDP-11 peripherals,
software. If you want, you can push
the performance up high enough to
compete against medium scale
computers.
You can get as smart as you want.
Just as long as you start out right.
With aGT40.
Prices start at $10,900. Write LDP
Group, Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main Street, Maynard,
Mass. 01754. (617) 897-5111. European
headquarters: 81 route de l'Aire,
1211 Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50.
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Probing the news

Consumer electronics

TV makers intensify quality quest
Manufacturers, goaded by consumerism and competition, try new technologies
and shuffle engineering departments to exploit solid-state reliability
by Gerald M. Walker, Consumer Electronics Editor

The already competitive television
manufacturers' world is turning to a
new emphasis on reliability, once
formerly associated mostly with big
aerospace projects. Spurred by intense Japanese competition, setmakers are converting to solid-state
design in color-Tv receivers and
reorganizing their engineering departments to increase the sophistication of their approach to reliability. In fact, hardly a company has
not revamped its engineering procedures or organization—a couple
more than once—since the advent of
solid-state components, especially
since the extensive application of
linear integrated circuits began.
Some companies, such as Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, and Magnavox Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind., have
shifted personnel and changed titles.
Others, including GTE Sylvania's
Entertainment Products group, Ba-

tavia, N.Y., have boosted engineers
higher on the organization chart.
But for most, including RCA Consumer Electronics division, Indianapolis, Ind., Philco-Ford Corp.,
Philadelphia, and the General Electric Co. TV Receiver Products department, Portsmouth, Va., the
changes have meant, as with their
competitors, new approaches to design and quality assurance, but
without organizational switches.
These changes were made partly
to open channels for applications
advice from semiconductor suppliers, amove Motorola's Consumer
Products division in Chicago made
very early in leading the industry
toward solid-state receivers. Other
important goals were:
• To react to the increased pressure
on reliability created by the consumerism movement and intensified
by a marketing gamble to extend

warranties. The one-year warranty
has forced a number of alterations
in engineering procedures to try to
weed out part failures before they
cause expensive repair bills.
• To keep up with Japanese competition, which, although blunted by
yen revaluation, is still largely a
price-performance battle. Such
Japanese firms as Hitachi, Matsushita, and Sony have large consumer-product research and devel- •
opment efforts, and American engineering departments have been
scrambling to keep pace.
• To prepare for such other television innovations as the more complex ICs, new in-line gun tubes and,
for some, possible expansion into
home video players. Engineering
departments have always had to anticipate innovations, but today the
stakes are higher than in the past.
At RCA Consumer the new direc-

Two from one. Zenith split TV design organization into two parts (bottom) to push solid state and development of video players.
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Out there, away from the crowds and You can have an ideal climate, meteorologically and otherwise. Still you can be
the problems and the hassles, there is
abetter life. In the smaller towns of
close to your resources, close to your
Georgia. And alot of companies have
markets, close to the cultural, financial
and distribution center of the Southeast.
already found it. For the same reasons
Georgia. If it's a
that people have.
beautiful place for
In the smaller towns
of Georgia, you can be Where acompany can live like ahuman being. people, it's abeautiful
somebody.You can get Georgia Department of Community Development place for companies.
Industry Division, Dept. EL-15, Box 38097
To live productive,
around easily. You
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
unharassed lives.
can find eager hands
Please tell my company more about Georgia.
Which your
to help with whatName
Title
company
will learn,
ever's to be done. You
Company
once it mails in the
can put aroof over
City
coupon. It's the
your head for less than
State
Zip
human thing to do.
you'd spend elsewhere.

GEORG1A.
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SHAPE
UP AND
SHIP
OUT

In Rochester, N.Y.
Here in this dynamic 9-county
area of Western New York, you
can shape up your business with
raw materials and ship your
finished products out. Take
your choice. You can ship by
air, by rail, by truck ... even
ship by ship. Did you know we
are aseaport?
Could you use some solid information on transportation...
or any aspect of site or plant
selection? If so, shape up and
call collect or write to Bob Hall,
Director of Area Development,
Rochester Gas & Electric, 89
East Ave., Rochester, New York
14649. (Telephone: 716-5462700).
Nobody knows more about this
area than we do. And we're
eager to tell you more about
it. Shape up and ship out to
Rochester.
Rochester is Shaping Up.

Probing the news
tion involves a computer-based
reliability-prediction program. Organized in August 1971 as a separate entity, a12-man product-analysis and control group has stored in a
time-shared computer a history of
field failures, quality-control data
from incoming inspection, and supplier-performance information. The
objective was to provide a base for
predicting reliability, as well as
identifying failure mechanisms or
individual parts.
M. H. Glauberman, director of
engineering for the Consumer Electronics division, says that the group
has come along way in establishing
in-house confidence in its predictions and thereby gaining cooperation from product designers.
A typical example of how the
computer program helps is in deciding whether to install a transistor
without a heat sink at 25 cents, the
same transistor with heat sink for 35
cents, or another transistor with a
higher rating but without heat sink
at 40 cents.
Pressure. The program stresses
another aspect of the move to solidstate design. There's more pressure
on the engineer to design for reliability because engineering-related
failures have become more important than production-related failures since the advent of the oneyear warranty (excluding picture
tube) in 1970. For example, the
analysis and control group discovered that field failures attributable
to manufacturing and quality deficiencies. that is, assembly-line mistakes, were 90% during the first 90
days of TV receiver use. However, in
the first year, 50% of all failures
were from design stresses, attributable to engineering mistakes. And
in the first five years of use, 80% of
the failures were directly related to
design stresses, the responsibility of
the engineering, rather than the production department. Thus, during
the 90-day warranty period, the
onus for living up to performance
was on the production line. Now,
one-year warranties have shifted the
major burden to the engineer.
At General Electric in Virginia,
the arrival on the scene of solidstate technology has also prompted

formation of a separate evaluation
group to predict product reliability
and to track failure mechanisms for
specific parts.
"Eventually we expect to transfer
more engineering to the component
suppliers," comments Donald Garrett, manager for design engineering, "But in the meantime, we had
to get IC competence, just to learn to
specify." GE also went to the lot-tolerance-per cent-defective (LTPD)
mode of incoming inspection rather
than the more-familiar acceptablequality-level (AQL) technique. Since
the vendor has agreater burden to
achieve acceptance of parts under
LTPD than AQL, he must take greater
pains to control his processes.
Philco-Ford devised a computer
model to simulate performance of
every component in its 1973 line of
solid-state chassis. Here, too, the
idea was to use computer projections to isolate possible end-product
failure in the predesign stage. The
company has previously used computer-aided design programs in development of other consumer products, but this color-Tv line
represented the most extensive CAD
program to date.
The pressures of longer lead time
for designing solid-state chassis, of
reliability during extended warranties, and of bringing on new
products were all part of the
changes in the Zenith engineering
department late last year. Last
spring, when George Schupp became engineering vice-president, he
observed that application of ICs and
development of home video players
represented his major challenges.
This view was borne out in less than
ayear, when Schupp was appointed
vice-president for video-player and
audio engineering and Leonard
Dietch, formerly director of color-Tv
engineering, was made executive director for television engineering.
Thus, Zenith divided into separate
jobs the two major engineering challenges that Schupp had identified.
Says Schupp: "The problem facing engineering is reliability. The
computer spits out analyses of failures so we can knock them off one
by one. These techniques are not the
ultimate. As technology changes,
engineering must be able to change,
and this has not always been recognized in consumer electronics."
D
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They're doing wonderful things
with MOS/LSI...
today's hot technology.
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Maybe you should know alot more about it.

4

Fantastically complex circuits
...like the "one-chip calculator"...
with the equivalent power of tens
of thousands of discrete components. Programmable logic arrays. Huge memories. New lows in
system costs.
These developments, and others, are pushing MOS/LSI into design after design— and offer
enormous potential for the creative engineer.
If you want to know more about
MOS/LSI, from basic principles to
practical system applications,
then you should have a copy of
"MOS/LSI Design and Application." Produced by the Texas Instruments Learning Center, and
written by Dr. Jack Mize and Dr.
William N. Carr of Southern Methodist University, this single volume covers MOS/LSI with concise,
yet thorough information.

Among subjects discussed are:
device physics • reliability • inverters •static logic • flip-flops •
shift registers for data delay, logic
and memory •the MOS/bipolar interface • memory applications •
programmable logic arrays •analog circuitry • economics of
MOS/LSI.
Practical, up-to-date and comprehensive, this book will help you
(1) evaluate the usefulness of
MOS/LSI in your applications, (2)
weigh the advantages of its many
options, and (3) plan cost-effective
system designs.
Use the coupon and order your
copy now. 331 pages, 270 illustrations. McGraw-Hill Book Company.
TTI. book also available.
Here's a look from the bipolar
side—the first book devoted exclusively to the transistortransistor logic family of in-

tegrated circuits. "Designing with
TTL Integrated Circuits" covers
design philosophy, economics, basic descriptions, device performance, and practical applications
in digital systems. Order
below. 322 pages. 399 illustrations. McGraw-Hill
Book Compay.
To: Texas Instruments Learning Center
P. O. Box 3640, Dallas, Texas 75221
Please send:

D
D

"MOS/LSI
Design
and
Applications". Price —$18.50.
"Designing with
TTL
Integrated
Circuits". Price — $18.50.

Enclosed is check or money order for

Name
Street
City
State

Zip

f
11211

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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nbtributors

Arizona: Hamilton, Phoenix
(602) 269-1391
Compar, Scottsdale (602) 9474336
Californ(a: Hamilton,
Mountain View (415) 961-7000
Culver City 1213) 870-7171
San Diego (714) 279.2421
Compar, Burlingame 1415) 347-5411
Gardena (213) 327-6550
Colorado: Hamilton, Denver
(303) 433-8551
Intermark Electronics, Denver
(303) 936-8284
Florida: Hamilton. Hollywood
(305/925-5401
Georgia: Hamilton, Atlanta
(404) 44BIllinois: Allied Electronics,
Chicago (312) 421-2400
Hamilton, Schiller Park (Chicago)
(312) 678-6110
Kansas: Hamilton,
Prairie Village (Kansas City)
(9131 362-3250
Maryland: Hamilton, Hanover
(Baltimore) (301) 796-5(»)
Pioneer, Rockville (301) 427-3100
Compar, Baltimore (301) 484-5400
Mamadnnettts: Electrical
Supply, Cambridge 1617) 491-3300
Gerber, Dedham (617) 329-2400
Hamilton, Burlington 1617) 273-2120
Compar, Newton Highlands
(617) 969-7140
Mia-higan: Hamilton, Livonia
(313) 522-4700
format% Utica 1313) 781-39M
Minnesota: Hamilton,
Bloomington (612)8544800
Compar. Alinneapolis (612) 922-7011
Missouri: Hamilton,
Ha:elwood 1St. Louis) (314) 731-1144
New (ersey: Hamilton,
Cherry Hill (609) 662-9337
Cedar Grove (201) 239Comp.,, Clifton 1201) 546-3660
Haddonfield (609) 429-1526
New Mexico: Compar, Albuquerque
(505) 242.3633
Century Electronics, Albuquerque
(505) 265.7837
New York: Semiconductor
Concepts, Inc., Hauppauge
(516) 273.1234
Hamilton, Syracuse (315) 437-2642
Westbury, LI. 1516) 333-5812
Compar, Albany (518) 489-7408
Arrow, Farmingdale 15161 6944800
Summit, &Mato 1716) 884-3450
North Carolina: Campar,
Winston-Salem 1919) 723-1002
Pioneer, Greensboro 19191 273-4441
Ohio: Arrow, Dayton
(513) 253.9176
Team: Compar, Dallas (214) 363-1526
Hamilton, Dallas 1214) 6311-2850
Houston (713) 5264661
Utah: Alta-Land
Electronics. Inc., Sall lake City
(801) 486-7227
WattlingIon: Hamilton,
Seanle (206) 624.5930
Compar, Kirkland (206) 8224191
Canada: PreIca Electronics, Montreal
(514) 389-8051
Ottawa (613) 237-6150
Oman Sontc Ind. Sales,
Toronto 1416) 924-9301
Hamdlon, Montreal (514) 381.9127
Toronto 1416) 677-7432
L. A. Varah Ltd.,
Vancouver, B.C. 1604) 716-6411

Representatives

Alabama: Twentieth Century
Marketing. Huntsville (205) 772-9237
Arizona: Q. T. Wiles 8. Assoc.,
Scottsdale 1602) 947-5791
California:
Celtec, Inc., San Diego
(714) 279-7961
Trident Assoc., Mountain View
(4151 967.7031
Q. T. Wiles & Assoc,
Los Angeles (213)649-1232
Colorado:
Parker•Websier, Denver
(303) 770-1972
Florida:
W. M. & M. Assoc.,
Altamonte Sprtngs 13051 831-4645
Clearwater (813) 726-8871
Pompano Beach 1305) 943-3091
Illinois: Coombs At::::.
Dec Planks (312) 824-0104
Maryland:
Me/1100110 Saks, Inc.
Rockville 1301) 622-2420
Massachusetts: Contact Sales,
Inc., Lexington 46171 861.1550
Michigan:
Greiner Assoc. Grosse Pointe Park
(313) 499-0188
Minnesota: Cornstrand, Inc.
Minneapolis (612) 560-5300
Missouri: Coombs Assoc.,
St. Louis (114) 567.3399
New Mexico: Electronic Marketing,
Albuquerque (505) 265-7837
New York: Win-for Electronics.
Manhasset (5161 627-9474
Tritech, DeWitt (315) 446-2881
North Carolina:
Candor Co., Inc.
Winston-Salem (919) 924-1480
Ohio: EMA, Inc., Centerville (Dayton)
(511) 433-2803
Aurora (Cleveland) (216) 562-6104
Pennsylvania: G. C. M.. Ambler
(215) 646-7535
Texas: Semiconductor Sales,
Richardson 1214) 231-6181
Houston (713) 461-4197
Virginia: gurgin-Kreh Assoc.,
Lynchburg (7o3) 845-5600
Washington: Cornpar,
Kirkland (206)822-4191
Canada: Cantronics, Montreal
(514) 733-0749
Ontario 14161 636-8311

THE GRAND ISOLATIONISTS:
MOIZ, SHEUNG-MING
AND DAVE

We're stubborn isolationists—that's what makes us first. Yes sir, first with the optimum line of
photo-transistor and photo-darlington opto-isolators. Over two years ago, we started out with the
IL-1. It sported a2,500 volt isolation capability. Since that time, we've produced beaucoup parts
and expanded the line. Here's where we stand today:
Minimum
Isolation

CTR

2,500
2,500
1,500
1,500
1,000

50%
20%
12.5%
6%
2%

2,500
2,500

100%
100%

1,000 Piece
Price
IL-5
IL-1
IL-74
IL-15
IL-12
ILCA2-30
ILCA2-55

$1.75
1.55
1.29
1.25
1.19
1.70
1.95

Here's what you can do with our line: Opto-isolators can replace relays and reed relays, giving
faster switching speeds, no contact bounce, better reliability and, of course, better isolation.
And because opto-isolators can transmit DC signals and low frequency AC, they are more efficient
than transformers. They can also replace line receivers and eliminate ground loop problems, and
common mode noise when driving long lines. Our new IL-74 is optimized for going in and out
of UL—so you can see how useful opto-isolation can be in adigital system.
Moving along to our photo-darlingtons, the ILCA2-30 and ILCA2-55 are second source for the
MCA2-30 and MCA2-55. Both are isolators in the grand tradition of our opto line. They can drive up
to 100 mA DC load current. That means you can drive power relays, solenoids, triacs, SCR gates
or even power transistors, yet.
So write to Moiz, Sheung-Ming or Dave, they'll send you afist full of application notes and afree
part—if you ask nice, and tell them how you plan to use it. Company letterhead only. And
remember, Litronix First!

the bright guys

litronix
Litronix, Inc. •19000 Homestead Road •Cupertino, California 95014 •(408) 257-7910 •TWX: 910-338-0022
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Technical artick...

Leadless, pluggable IC packages
reduce fabrication and repair costs
Device and socket makers team on new packaging technique that eliminates
both leads and solder mounting to give promise of lower device prices,
cheaper on-line debugging, and streamlined field-maintenance practices
by Stephen E. Grossman,

Packaging & Production Editor

D Both

socket and package manufacturers are tooling
for production of leadless, pluggable, dual in-line package systems to join the edge mounts already being used
by several equipment builders. The new packages eliminate the problem of breaking or bending beyond repair
the slender, vulnerable leads of traditional ows (Fig. I).
Yields are therefore increased at each step, from the
start of device fabrication, right through to shipment of
a fully operational printed-circuit board with the integrated circuits installed. Proponents also point out that
the new packages eliminate the delicate and time-consuming job of unsoldering defective ICs from expensive
pc boards. Therefore, pluggability speeds both in-house
and field debugging, since a suspected device can be
quickly and safely replaced by one known to be good.
Both device manufacturers and users have recognized
the benefits of the leadless, pluggable approach. Tom
Dyer, program manager for custom LSI at Fairchild
Mos Products division, Mountain View, Calif., phrases
it strongly: "The really key argument for going leadless
and pluggable is the horrible cost now encountered with
soldered, leaded ics in arriving at aclean [debugged] pc
board."
Another advocate of leadless packaging is Bob Foster
of Xerox Corp., Rochester, N.Y., who lives closely with
next-generation design, producibility, and field-service
considerations. Says Foster: "Leadless LSI packaging offers promise for the large-volume user. The main advantages will accrue in both the manufacturing and
field-service areas. Another advantage will develop in
field revision. With some forethought at the design
stages, including selection of pluggable, leadless
such field revisions may be accomplished without the
expensive scrapping of numerous pc boards. The breakthrough is awaiting the initiative, incentive, and direction from the major users—and in reality, this appears to
be ayear away."
But despite what proponents claim are obvious advantages of leadless devices, universal acceptance is still
along way off. In the first place, cost reductions are not
directly obvious. And secondly, users now have aheavy
investment in the ubiquitous conventionally leaded DIP.
Tom Dyer at Fairchild reports: "We are prototyping
for a number of people, but quantities are preproduc-
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tion." However, Richard Grubb, vice-president of marketing at Augat Inc., Attleboro, Mass., believes that the
conventional dual in-line device with leads has alot of
staying power. Says Grubb: "The configuration has
been so well received that we know that's the way the
industry is going, and it will be locked in for some time.
There is just a host of packages coming out with the
dual in-line lead configuration."
Go the route?
As in most design decisions, whether or not to go
pluggable and leadless requires careful scrutiny of the
technological and economic factors. Going leadless
means ridding the fabrication sequence of the cost of
the lead frame, the cost of lead attachment, and the
losses that result in device manufacturing from lead defects alone. These losses occur during device manufacture, testing, shipment, and handling. Yield losses as
high as 20% have been cited. Such a figure is not surprising, since each lead of the ceramic package is but a
slender member that will bend or break in the event of
mishandling. Merely sliding such devices through han-

1. Leadless contenders. Burndy's face-contact receptacle and du
Pont's companion substrate are representative of leadless IC packaging, rivaling the traditional dual in-line device with leads.
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TABLE 1 — GALLERY OF LEADLESS PACKAGE RECEPTACLES

Contacts

I
Type

Edge-mount

Manufacturer

AMP, Inc.
Harrisburg. Pa. 17105
(717) 564-0101

Number

40 (31

Material

Plating

Contact
Interface
Resistance

Normal
Contact
Force

I

Device
Insertion
Force

Life
Cycle (i)

Berylliumcopper or
stainlesssteel

Gold 30 pin.
on contact
area) over
nickel' e

9 milliohms
avg contact
resistance

40 gmin

10 lb

100 min

40

Copper
alloy

100 min.
wrought gold
over 300 pin.
nickel

4.5 milliohms
max constriction
resistance

50 gmin

10 lb
max

100

Cinch Connectors
Elk Grove, III. 60007
(312) 439-8800

64

Berylliumcopper

50 pin. gold
over 50 pin.
nickel or cupronickel plated

1.8 milliohms
avg contact
resistance >

Not
available

10 lb
max

100 min

Winchester Electronics
Division of Litton Systems
Oakville, Conn. 06779
12031 274- 8891

40

Berylliumcopper

30 to 45 pin.
gold over
nickel plate

14 to 20
milliohms
contact
resistance (9)

Not
available

8.5 lb

500

Dual in-line
side-contact

AMP

40' 5)

Berylliumcopper

Gold (30 pin.
on contact
area) over
nickel

9 milliohms
avg contact
resistance

40 g
min

4 to 6 lb

100 min

Dual in-line
face-contact

Amphenol Industrial
Division

40

Berylliumcopper

20 pin. gold
min over 50
pin, nickel
min

5 milliohms (7)

50 g
min

Zero

50

Stainlesssteel

Gold (30 pin.
on contact
area) over
nickel ie

9 milliohms
avg contact
resistance

40 g
min

Zero

100 min

Copperbased
alloy

Tin-alloy
plate

5 milliohms
max constriction
resistance

150-300 g

Zero

40 min

Texas Instruments
Metallurgical Materials
Division
Attleboro, Mass.
(617) 222-2800

Chicago, Ill. 60650
(312) 242-1000

AMP

40 5)

Burndy Corp.
Norwalk, Conn. 06856
(203) 838-4444

40 )5)

Notes
1. Inscrirons and volt hdrawals.

4. Starnless contacts may be obtarned %nob a un plate.

2. Dr menuons are rounded off.

5. Also available in 24- and 28-contact versrons.

3. Also available In an 80-contact vars.°,

6. Herghi (0.40 In.) voth cover closed Includes 0.020-m. stand-off.

dling tubes is bound to cause some losses.
If the leaded device is destined for asocket, it will be
subject to plugging and unplugging and will encounter
anumber of chances to be damaged or destroyed. A 40lead device requires 15 pounds to insert. At insertion, a
lead may buckle because of misalignment with its pin
socket, or the lead may break off.
•
A principal deterrent to going pluggable is the widespread apprehension regarding contact system reliability. At the heart of this matter are the durability of the
contacts and the stability of the contact resistance across
the contact interface.
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Contact resistance is the ohmic value of the film
resistance on each of the mating contacts plus the constriction resistance, as it is called by contact specialists.
(See "Which resistance?" p. 87). The constriction resistance of aso-called "good" gold-to-gold contact ranges
from 0.5 to 5 milliohms. But most system designers
agree that the exact value is not nearly so important as
over-all contact-resistance stability. Stability of the contact resistance depends on how much contact degradation occurs from repeated removal and replacement of
the device and from exposure to hostile environments.
Proponents of going both leadless and pluggable say
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I

Body
Dimensions

Material

I

Manufacturers
of Companion
Packages
(See Table 2)

2.73 x0.25 x0.80

Glass-filled
nylon

Metceram, Kyocera

2.90 x0.25 x0.82

Glass-filled
nylon

Kyocera, Metceram

2.45 x0.88 x0.24

Glass-filled
polyester
thermoplastic
(self-extinguishing)

Metceram

2.65 x0.30 x0.67

GlassAilled
phenolic

Metceram

2.12 x0.83 x0.23

Glass-filled
nylon

Plessey, du Pont,
American Lava,
SCS, Kyocera,
National Beryllia,
U.S. Electronic
Services

2.05 x0.80 x0.40 16)

2.50 x0.78 x0.38

Glass-filled
nylon

2. Two postures. Texas Instruments sockets for edge-mount substrates are designed for stand-up (high-density) or prone (low-pro-

Metceram

The first edge-connect to be developed, was introduced
by Texas Instruments Metallurgical Materials division,
Attleboro, Mass., working in conjunction with Coors
Porcelain Co., Golden, Colo., and American Micro-systems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. [Electronics, Sept. 13,
1971, p. 106]. The TI device is a40-termination, singleline edge-mount connector, which can be mounted either vertically or horizontally (Fig. 2). In the vertical position, the assembly closely resembles the socketmounted pc board and enables high packaging density
at the sacrifice of profile. The contacts are on 0.050-inch
centers, with staggered solder contacts on 0.100-in. centers. Substrate thicknesses of 0.035 to 0.044 in. can be
accommodated. Texas Instruments employs contacts
made of copper-nickel-zinc alloy with a 100-microinch
wrought-gold stripe metallurgically bonded in the contact area.

Glass-filled

American Lava,
Kyocera,
U.S. Electronic

du Pont,
U.S. Electronic
Services

7. Calculated value of constriction resistance.
8. Measured with probes immediately adjacent to the contact interlaces.
9. One ampere test current.

that substituting aleadless 1c package and acompanion
socket for asoldered leaded device will yield an over-all
cost reduction, despite the fact that a 40-lead socket
costing 40 to 80 cents will be added. Their reasoning is
based on two factors. The price of the package is reduced by elimination of the lead frame, and the yield
will rise at each step of the fabrication process: package
assembly, handling, device assembly, device testing,
shipping, equipment assembly, and debugging (see
"Some economics of going leadless," p. 86).
The leadless ic-package systems divide into two general categories: edge-connect and dual in-line (Table 1).
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STAGGERED
HOLE
PATTERN

file) mounting. Price is about 40 cents in production quantities.

nylon

Thermoset
material

0.083 IN.
SUBSTRATE
CLEARANCE
TO PC BOARD
SURFACE

American Lava,
du Pont,

Services

2.30 x0.79 x0.26

PRINTED
CI RCUIT
BOARD

Tests are encouraging

Because the edge connector is aclose cousin of the pc
connector, the reliability of its contact interface has
been questioned. Consequently, Texas Instruments investigated reliability and performance. 1 Following 100
repeated insertion and withdrawal cycles, TI found
constriction resistance changed little and remained between 1.0 and 4.5 milliohms. Contact force at the end of
the test cycles still exceeded a45-gram minimal value.
Better than 50% of the original gold remained on the
contacts. Similar connectors are being marketed by AMP
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Economics of going leadless
The following is ayield analysis based on an assumed
yield loss of 10%, due to leads alone:
1. Assume that a40-lead device costs $8 to make.
2. Also assume that the 10% fallout occurs at final
test and inspection. So if one starts with 1,000 devices, 900 are marketable.
Each marketable device costs $8 x $1,000/900 $8.89. If leadless, each device would cost:
8 x 1,000 = $8.00
- .20 value of unused lead frame
+
.80 value of leadless socket
$8.60
Going leadless therefore, saves $8.89 - $8.60 $.29 at the device-fabrication level.
The savings in this example are probably conservative because there have been reports of yield losses of
20% due to leads alone. The price of 80 cents for a
leadless socket is approximate for a gold system; 40lead tin-alloy sockets are being quoted at about 40
cents each.
Finally, the ultimate cost to the user will depend on
how much of the savings is passed on to him.

wire-bond pads are long. This may be objectionable in
certain high-speed switching applications.
Face-mount, side-contact
AMP, working with Fairchild and Kyocera International Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., devised a face-mount
side-contact dual in-line socket (Fig. 4). Since contact is
made along the sides of the package, no metalization of
the contacts is required on top, and so the surface can
be laid out to accommodate the larger chips (300 mils
square or more).
The latest version of AMP'S side-metalization receptacle requires an insertion force of about 6 pounds
[Electronics, Jan. 4, p. 132]. About 2pounds of force is
required to dislodge the package. An optional snap-in
hold-down strap may be used for high vibration requirements. The price for AMP'S socket, with athermoplastic polyester body, is 40 cents to 60 cents in production quantities.
Others tooled for aside-contact, dual in-line package
are listed in Tables land 2.

Go tin?

Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., and Winchester Electronics division, Oakville, Conn.
Another edge-mount package and connector pair is
being marketed by Metalized Ceramics Corp., Providence, R.I., and Cinch Manufacturing Co., Elk Grove
Village, Ill. (Fig. 3). The 64-line version provides 32
leads to aside on 50-mil centers. Metceram's package is
constructed of layers of metalized "green" or unfired
alumina tape, laminated and high-temperature-fired to
produce amonolithic ceramic body, complete with diceattach cavity and lead fingers. No metal lead frame or
seal ring is required. An alumina screened dielectric
layer protects lead runs on the rear of the package. The
basic package is designed for asingle chip, but Metceram is prepared to provide custom multichip hybrid
versions.
One of the problems of the edge-mounted systems is
the lack of symmetric metalized fan-out about the die
cavity. This means that the connections to some of the

While most of the leadless designs center on innovations in packaging geometry, Burndy Corp., Norwalk,
Conn., mounted asubstantial research effort in quest of
a reliable base-metal contact system that would do
away with gold. Gold accounts for 30% to 50% of the
cost of agold-contact socket, and currently, gold prices
are hovering at about $70 an ounce. When prepared for
plating, gold costs an additional $5. Working in conjunction with E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., Burndy developed aface-mount, face-contact
dual in-line socket using tin-alloy contacts. The key to
the reliability of the contact interface is agas-tight connection. which prevents entry of air that could degrade
the connecting interface.
The tin-alloy contact technique is an extension of
work done on wire-wrapped posts. Experience here indicated that wire, wrapped about a tin post, broke
through the brittle oxide formed on the post to make
the gas-tight connection.
While the gold-to-gold contact attempts to avoid
plastic deformation, the tin-alloy technique deliberately
seeks it. Each chisel-tipped contact in the Burndy socket

3. Pint-sized. Metceram's edge-mount package is marketed in both
a 64-pin, 1.7-by-1-inch version and a 40-lead, 1.08-by-0.95-inch
version. Cinch makes acompanion socket for the 64-pin version.

age, developed by Fairchild, which metalizes the edges for electrical
connection. A hold-down can be inserted for high-vibration use.

4. Side-contact. AMP's socket serves as areceptacle for apack-

penetrates the corresponding solder pad on the device
package and displaces the brittle surface oxides, thereby
forming the gas-tight connection (penetration is about
0.5 to 1mil). Contact pressure ranges from 150 to 300
grams. A force of approximately 15 pounds is required
to snap the package retaining clip into place. Contact
resistance remains below 2milliohms for at least 40 replacement cycles. In contrast, agood gold-to-gold connection runs about 0.5 to 5 milliohms and a wirewrapped connection about 0.5 to 0.8 milliohm. The contact is rated at 3amperes (10°C contact rise).
As for environmental tests, after temperature cycling
over the range of -55°C to + 125°C, Burndy reports that
no significant degradation of performance was noted
when tests exposed the engaged contact to nitric acid,
which attaCks tin alloys, and ammonium sulfide, which
attacks copper. Such results have led Michael D. Lazer,
of Burndy's Advanced Development Laboratory, to
claim: "Our tin-alloy system is as good as agood goldto-gold connection and enables the fabrication of the
lowest-cost separable connector."
Throughout the history of tin-alloy contacts, instances
have been reported that tin from one contact has coldwelded to its mate so that, upon separation, plate was
stripped from one of the contacts. Says Lazar: "You al-

5. Gas-tight. Burndy's receptacle with chisel-tipped tin-alloy con
tacts and du Pont's package enable a 40-line price of approximately
40 cents for the socket and 58 cents for the substrate, in volume.

Which resistance?
When connector people discuss contact interface resistance, there is often no telling just which resistance they
have in mind. There are at least three components of interface resistance that are reasonably agreed on: constriction resistance, contact resistance, and over-all
resistance:
LOCALIZED CURRENT
DENSITIES J (AMPERES IN')
IS HIGH THROUGH
CONSTRICTED INTERFACES
PACKAGE METALIZATION

RCONSI FilC IION
RCONTACT
MAGNIFIED
VIEW

METALIZATION

RECEPTACLE
CONTACT
RECEPTACLE
BODY

RoVERAI

PC BOARD

Mqa
SOLDER<e

PC BOARD
METALIZATION

Constriction resistance
When the surface of a pair of contacts mate, the true
connecting interface is merely a small fraction of the
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gross contact area. Because the surfaces are not microscopically smooth, they contact at a number of localized
points termed asperities (A spots). This total contact area
is, in part, dependent on deformation (plastic and elastic). The resistance measured across this interface is
called constriction resistance.
A relationship for evaluating constriction resistance R,.
is:
R = Ki)P 1r
2/
F"
K = constant for surface roughness lbo ,-1 /
21
p = bulk resistivity (ohm-in.)
P = contact pressure causing plastic flow (psi)
F = force normal to the contacting interface
(pounds)
n = constant exponent for the surface (determined
experimentally)
Constriction resistance is commonly measured by a
pulse technique, or by a non-linearity technique:2.
3 The
value of this resistance at an IC contact interface is typically 5milliohms or less.
Contact resistance
If the contact is coated with any contaminating film,
then the contact resistance is the resistance of the film in
series with the constriction resistance. Sometimes the
term contact resistance includes a certain amount of the
bulk materials on both sides of the contact interface. A
representative value for contact resistance, which includes constriction, film, and bulk resistance, is 30 milliohms. For comparison 1 inch of
20 A.W.G. annealed
copper wire has a resistance at room temperature of 0.87
milliohm. For further discussion of contact resistance,
see reference 4.
Over-all resistance
The term over-all resistance usually includes the resistance due to connections with the outside world (metalization on the substrate and copper on the pc board).
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TABLE 2 - LEADLESS PACKAGE ROSTER

Type

Edge-mount

Dual in-line
side-contact

Mating
receptacle

AMP, Texas
Instruments
& Winchester

Package
manufacturer

Number
of
contacts

Dimensions il)
(inches)

Die
cavity
(inches)

Construction

Contact
metalization

Coors Porcelain Co.
Golden, Colo. 80401
(303) 279-6565

40

2.00 x 1.00
x0.04

0.270
dia.

Co-fired
Laminated
Alumina

60 pin. gold

Metalized Ceramics Corp.
(Metceraml
Providence. R.I. 02904
(401) 331-9800

40

2.00 x 1.00
x0.04

0.270
sq.

Screened
Dielectric
Alumina

80 pin. gold

Kyocera International, Inc.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
(408) 736-0606

40

2.00 x 1.00
x0.04

0.270
sq.

Single-layer
Co-fired
Alumina

60 pin. gold

Cinch

Metceram

64

1.70 x 1.00
x0.04

0.270
sq.

Two-layer
Laminated
Alumina

80 pin. gold

AMP

American Lava Corp.
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37405
(615) 265-3411

40

2.00 x0.59
x0.08

0.300
sq.

Laminated
Co-fired

60 pin, gold

E.I. duPont
de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington, Del. 19898
(302) 774-7672

40

2.00 x0.59
x0.06

0.2000.310
sq.

Alumina
Substrate,
Thick-film
Construction

Thick-film
metalization

U.S. Electronic Services Corp.
Clifton Heights, Pa. 19018
(215) 626-5200

40

2.01 x0.58
x0.08

0.300
sq.

Metalized
Plastic

60 pin. gold

National Beryllia Corp.
Haskell, N.J. 07420
(201) 839.1600

40 12 i

2.00 x0.52
x0.10

0.225
sq.

Ceramic-glass
Laminated
Co-fired

100 pin. gold

Kyocera

40

2.00 x0.58
x0.08

0.250
sq.

Multilayer
Co-fired
Alumina

60 pin, gold

Plessey Ceramic Division
Frenchtown, N.J. 08825

40

2.00 x0.57
x0.08

0.250
sq.

Pressed
Alumina

100 pin. gold

SCS Corp.
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 272-5481

40

2.00 x0.59
x0.10

0.275

Dry-pressed
Alumina

60 pin.
min. gold

American Lava

40

2.00 x0.50
x0.06

0.240
sq.

Laminated
Co-fired

60 pin, gold

Kyocera

ao' 3'

2.00 x0.50
X 0.06

0.240
sq.

Multilayer
Co-fired

60 pin.
gold min

U.S. Electronic Services

40

2.01 x0.52
x0.08

0.250

Metalized
Plastic

60 pin, gold or
60-40 solder

American Lava

40

2.00 x0.56
x0.04

0.200 x
0.220

Single-layer
Alumina

60 pin, gold

American Lava

40

2.00 x0.56
x0.06

0.220 x
0.240

Three-layer
Alumina

60 pin, gold

Metceram

40

2.00 x0.59
x 0.08

0.320
sp.

Multilayer
Co-fired
Alumina

80 pin.

du Pont

40

2.00 x0.59
x0.06

0.2000.310

Alumina
Substrate
Thick-film

Thick-film
metalization

du Pont

40' 3'

2.02 x0.59
x0.06

0.2000.310

Alumina
Substrate
Thick-film

Thick-film
metalization

U.S. Electronic Services

40

2.01 x0.59
x0.06

0.275

•

(201) 996-2121

Dual in-line
face contact

AMP

Amphenol

Burndy

Notes:

•

60-40
solder

1. Dimensions are rounded oft

2. Aiso
3. Also
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Metalized
Plastic

gold

available in 24-contact versior
available in 24- and 28 -contact versions.
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not necessary for contact alignment. A polarization key,
offset about the longitudinal center line, in conjunction
with the proper corresponding notch in the package, determines whether mounting will be chip-up, or chipdown. Pads mounted on the bottom of the receptacle
raise it 20 mils off the board so that solder does not
bridge the pins, spaced 100 mils apart. A contact preload of 50 grams sets alower limit on the contact pressure.
When the cover is closed by a force of about 4
pounds, each contact deflects vertically a minimum of
12 mils. The cantilever construction provides for ahorizontal cleansing wipe of 10 mils. Individual contacts can
be replaced in the field (contact retention force is one
pound minimum).
A unique feature of the design is its end-for-end and
side-by-side stackability. In other words, no lateral
space around the perimeter of receptacle is required for
the lid to be raised. Closed-package height is approximately the same as that of a package plugged into a
conventional DIP socket. Pin spacing is the same as that
of conventional sockets, 100 mils between contacts and
600 mils between rows.
The Amphenol socket contacts the existing pad areas
6. Planar plug-In. Amphenol's receptacle, teamed with an American
on the top or bottom surfaces of the ceramic package—
Lava Corp. package, has gold-to-gold face-contact system. User sethat is, the pads formerly employed to braze the lead
lects single or multilayer substrate with chip-up or -down mounting.
frame become contact pads.
American Lava is marketing three ceramic packages
ways have some cold-welding when two contacts are
that mate with the Amphenol face-mount, face-contact
contamination-free and are in intimate contact under
receptacles. A single-layer version with ascreened alupressure. What is really crucial is do you have actual
mina insulation layer provides maximum economy.
transfer of materials? We believe we have no transfer in
This device requires "down-hill" bonding and a cupour nonwiping, gas-tight high-pressure technique."
shaped lid. ("Down-hill" describes the attitude of awire
Burndy's 24-, 28-, and 40-lead packages are priced at
joining achip to asingle-layer substrate. Die-attach and
about 1cent alead.
metalization are on the same plane; consequently, each
Despite Burndy's use of tin alloy, which enables the
wire comes down-hill from the pellet to the wire pad on
company to offer alow-cost receptacle, the current verthe substrate.) Contact pads are on the top of the subsion requires 15 pounds to close the lid. This means that
strate.
the pc board will also be subjected to this force, and it
A second model has three-level construction for conmay have to be supported during insertion.
ventional wire bonding and sealing; contact pads again
DuPont is marketing leadless packages for Burndy's
are on top. And finally, athree-level structure is availsockets that have chip cavities ranging from 200 to 310
able with contacts on the bottom so that normal lead
mils square, and construction is similar to their leadorientation can be maintained with regard to lead No. 1
frame-last series with leads. The body is 95% alumina,
placement. Forty-lead versions are available; other verand the user can opt for metallurgical, glass, or adhesive
sions are undergoing development. Sizes of die cavities
seal. Thick-film construction enables independent selecare specified in Table 2.
tion of chip bond, seal, and lead metallurgy. The packAMP also has a face-mount, face-contact receptacle
age may be purchased either in planar form or with a
that houses top- or bottom-metalized substrates. Mechip cavity depth of 15 mils. Price for a40-lead package
chanical and electrical characteristics are similar to
is about 58 cents in volume.
those for the face-mount, side-connect socket, except
The Amphenol Industrial division, Chicago, working
that
nylon clamps, fastened by self-tapping screws or
with American Lava Corp., Chattanooga. Tenn.. has
plastic cams, secure the package in the receptacle. In
developed face-contact sockets for 40-mil-thick dual inone version of this connector, the nylon hold-down has
line, single-plane chip-down packages and 60-mil mulwindows so that a package mounting seven-segment
tilayer chip-up and chip-down packages. Termed planar
light-emitting-diode displays may be accommodated. D
plug-in connectors, the two variations use the same connector body and contacts. Only the lids differ. The
glass-filled nylon device is aone-piece assembly with a REFERENCES
1. Arruda. Joseph A . Reliability of Edge-Mount Connection for Leadiess LSI Packages '
snap-lock lid—metal hinge pins are not used.
delivered at 4th Annual Connector Symposium. Cherry Hill, N J .Oct. 20.1971.
Round and oblong locating posts perform two func2 Russakoff, R ,and Snowball R F . Measurement of Contact Resistance" Review of
Seeetifie Instiu•nents. 1967
tions: they provide partial polarization, and they align
3 Whitle,/ J H
A Measurement of Constriction Resistance Based on its Non-Linearity "
Presented at the Third international Research Symposium on Electrical Contact Phenothe plated contact pads on the substrates with the conmena. University of Maine Orono. Marne. June 6.1966
tacts of the connector. The over-all ceramic-package di4 Harper Chartes. editor-In-chi&
Handbook of Wiring. Cabling. and Interconnecting for
Eiectronics.'' McGraw-Hill B )ok Co 1972 pp 3-126
mensional tolerances may be relaxed because they are
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Truly the finest DPMs you can buy!
•13 Plug-In Voltage and Current Ranges
•Big, Bright "Field-Effect" Liquid Crystal Displays
•Bi-Polar Operation — Standard
•Cool Operation — Less than 1.5 Watts
Total Power Consumption
•Outstanding Noise Immunity
•Shielded Transformer Power Supply
•Input Isolation — 220 V RMS
•Highest Quality All-Metal Case
•Fully Isolated Parallel BCD — Optional
— and much. much more!
For complete details and specifications,
ask for our new 8page brochure. Call or write to —

Unbelievable!
— hut also true!

TEIFCELEC. INC.
31829 W. La Tienda Drive, Westlake Village, California 91361
Tel: 213/889-2834 TWX: 910-464-1910
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Hall-effect magnetic sensor
reads data at any speed
Thin-film technology makes possible micrometer-thick sensor that can be
guided by hand to read densely packed recorded data, thereby eliminating
the need for constant-speed mechanism and uniform head-to-track spacing
by Masayuki Murai, Data Products and Devices Division,
For a number of years, the electronics industries
have been developing devices that can read price tags,
credit cards, and similar documents as avital first step
to the long-awaited computerized, cashless, checkless
society. Some optical readers are available to read
color-coded data, but they can be misled by stains. A
conventional magnetic head could be used, but that
would require the reading medium, such as ahand-held
wand, to be moved at exactly the right distance from
the magnetic code at exactly the right speed—obviously
an unrealistic demand for amanual operation.
Variations in distance or speed of magnetic reading
heads produces signals that are distorted, low in amplitude, or otherwise unsatisfactory. But if these obstacles
could be overcome, such areader would also make possible reading of higher-density digital magnetic tape
than has been feasible in the past. Some designs of
magnetic recording heads have overcome the constantspeed requirements, but only at the cost of sophisticated
circuits to compensate for the distortion.
Now, however, the classic Hall effect, which is relatively immune to speed variations and relatively uncriti-

Pioneer Electronic Corp., Tokyo, Japan

cal of the distance to the magnetic recording medium,
has been teamed with thin-film semiconductor technology to produce aread head that is suitable for such
equipment as hand-operated wands like those in Figs. 1
and 2 to read price tags for point-of-sale devices. The
sensor is amicrometer-thick deposit of indium antimonide in a 21
/-µm gap between two ferrite pole pieces
2
(Fig. 3). Fabricated right on one of the pole pieces in
much the same way as a hybrid integrated circuit, the
Hall-effect sensor is recessed well into the gap. The top
can be filled with sapphire-hard glass, which protects

2. Another wand. This probe, another in Pioneer's "Digisensor"
line, has the same type of Hall-effect head as would be used in a
cassette tape drive. Its maximum output is as high as that of a tape
head when it is perpendicular to the magnetic material being read.

1
(/////

7/7

/////

7//////////

READING
HEAD
1. Digisensor wand. This Hall-effect probe was developed for reading magnetically encoded merchandise labels and price tags in

/U/// //./
MAGNETIC
TAPE OR
STRIPE ON
CARD

HALL
GENERATOR

point-of-sale applications, as well as for the credit-card application
shown here. The thin-film Hall-effect head is in the "pen point,"
which has a circular gap around its tip. The head is insensitive to

3. Hall-effect head. This cross section of the type of head used in

variations in reading speed, unevenness of the coating on the mag-

the wand of Fig. 2shows the open magnetic circuit and the Hall gen-

netic stripe, card warping and other factors that in a conventional

erator. The head is recessed into the gap to protect it from wear and

coil-wound head would be likely to produce a lot of inaccuracies.

to permit front electrode connections.
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4. Read heads. Recently developed Hall-effect heads include four multitrack cassette read write heads (left) and two heads for magnetic
credit-card readers (right). The multitrack heads combine coil-type recording heads and Hall-effect heads in the same block, closely enough
that they may be used as high-density read-after-write heads. The combination minimizes crosstalk problems.

the edges of the ferrite parts from chipping.
Unlike the conventional coil-wound readin head,
the sensor can put out a strong digital signal under
practically any reading conditions. Because it is so thin.
the sensor is highly sensitive. It has avery long life and
can tolerate surface irregularities in the magnetic medium. as well as other imperfections.
Using thin-film wiring, the film can be etched into arrays of sensors so that many read heads can be packed
into amultitrack block no wider than high-density magnetic tape (Fig. 4) in order that the device can be readily
adapted to reading digital magnetic tape. Density as
high as 30 tracks per inch of tape width is feasible.
Therefore, with the development of high-density digital
recording techniques, it's no longer necessary to depend
upon mechanics for reliability of cassettes, recorders,
and other electronic devices.
In one application, the increasing use of digital magnetic tape cassettes in recent years frequently has been
accompanied by great effort in mechanical design of
cassette drives to ensure that the tape in the cassette
moves past the read/write head at constant speed. The
complexity of some of these designs make it appear that
they come from the brain of the late Rube Goldberg.
More recently, cssette-drive design has discarded
constant speed and put more sophistication in electronic
circuits to compensate for the irregularities caused by
speed variations. Use of Hall-effect heads in such drives

HALL HEAD
— — —COIL HEAD

RELATIVE OUTPUT
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•
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•
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I
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5. Spacing loss. The Hall-effect head tolerates wide gaps between
the head and the magnetic medium. This allows it to tolerate irregularities in the surface being read, as well as gaps, and allows considerable head wear before sensitivity drops appreciably.
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would eliminate the need for much of the electronic sophistication. not to mention mechanical complexity.
Hall vs gauss
Under normal conditions, the performance of aHalleffect head and acoil-wound head are comparable. In
the Hall-effect head, thin-film sensors generate an electromotive force of about 7 millivolts when reading a
standard saturated tape, while the output of a typical
channel in amultitrack Hall-effect head is about 2.5 mv
with anoise level of about 2.5 tiv. Coil-wound heads do
as well—under normal conditions.
But when conditions are not normal—as when the
tape slows down, or bounces momentarily off the head
because of an external shock or a dust particle on the
tape—the coil-wound head's signal deteriorates sharply.
Since the signal is the differential of the recording waveform with respect to time, it depends on the motion of
the magnetic flux. The flux may be moved past the head
too slowly to generate an adequate output because of an
incremental motion of the tape or because of a steady
motion at low speed that is required to read very densely recorded data at ausable rate. On the other hand,
if a densely recorded tape is advanced too fast, the
waveform's differential nature and the very short time
between its peaks may cause loss of data unless special
tapes are used.
Furthermore, in many machines, read and write
heads are combined in a single structure. These heads
have two sections, or gaps, for each track of recorded
data; the gap that the tape or other medium crosses first
writes the data on the tape, and afew milliseconds later,
the written data crosses the other gap, which reads it
and returns it to the source, where it is checked for accuracy. Such two-gap heads are necessarily very compactly built, and as aresult of their compactness, crosstalk is severe. To record at high density, the writing gap
of the combined head uses high-intensity fast-rising pulses. The nearby reading part of the head picks these up,
and the pickup is difficult to attenuate without greatly
degrading read sensitivity. In fact, the read output can
fall below the noise level when the tape moves slowly.
A Hall-effect head suffers none of these problems because its output amplitude is affected only by the magnetic-flux density. Other factors in the Hall voltage
equations [see "Lorentz and Hall started it all," p. 94]
are constant, and the tape velocity isn't involved at all.
Thus, the tape speed can be high, low, or variable
without affecting the output amplitude. The output
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8. Configuration dilemma. A coil-wound head usually has awide-faced gap in the rear (a), which seems to be agood place to put the Hall
generator (b). However, the Hall generator requires both a low reluctance, and thus wide faces, and a concentration of flux, and therefore
narrow, tapered faces (c). This dilemma cannot be resolved with conventional head shapes, and requires acompletely new approach.

waveform also truly reproduces the recording waveform, not its differential. In a high-speed, high-density
application, the output pulses are well defined, and specially processed tape is not usually necessary to overcome data dropout problems.
Because the signal output is consistently high, any
crosstalk in aread-after-write application can be easily
attenuated at all speeds. Furthermore, because the thinfilm multichannel Hall-effect reading heads are tiny,
they can be mated with the recording heads in one
small structure to minimize the time between writing
and reading.
Another important advantage is that the Hall-effect
head, because it contains no inductors, can be considered a simple resistor. The amplifier's optimization is
therefore simpler because the read amplifier doesn't
have to be designed to cope with the inductive load
presented by the coil-wound head.
Again, design innovations in the thin-film head
makes it relatively insensitive to the distance between
the magnetic recording medium and the head. Figure 5
shows this characteristic in terms of typical spacing loss
of a Hall-effect credit-card reader and a coil head at
densities of 75 and 210 bits per inch.
Design dilemmas
At the beginning of the development effort, several
design dilemmas had to be overcome. The most important of these were:
• The best head shapes do not concentrate magnetic
flux in the way that aHall-effect generator requires it.
• The best shapes for Hall-effect generators cannot be
used in the best head configuration.
• The thin, high-sensitivity generators also produce
large noise voltages.
The first dilemma is created by the configuration of
the coil-wound heads used in most tape systems, which
have been built by well-advanced techniques. A Halleffect head would be built most simply if it could have
similar shape. A coil-wound head is shaped like adistorted ring (Fig. 6a), with an air gap that interrupts the
otherwise continuous flux path. To detect densely
packed individual binary digits or the highest recorded
analog frequency, this front gap must be very narrow,
but to divert the magnetic flux through the winding instead of across the gap, its reluctance must be high.
Therefore its faces are also narrow. For easy assembly,
coil-wound heads usually have a second gap opposite
the first one; because this gap should have low reluc-
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tance, it is built with wide faces. (These faces may be in
contact, but that doesn't make the reluctance zero because the contact is not as intimate as acontinuous mass
would be.)
If the Hall-effect head is to have the same configuration as the coil-type head, the Hall generator should be
placed in the rear gap (Fig. 6b). However, the Hall voltage is proportional to the reluctance of the front gap
and inversely proportional to the sum of the reluctances
of both gaps:
VH = kRi.g/(Rfg R„)
In this equation, k is a constant of proportionality.
Thus, the Hall voltage approaches its maximum value if
the reluctance of the rear gap is made as small as possible, approaching zero, as in the coil-wound head; but
[as shown on p. 94] the Hall voltage is also proportional
to the flux density, which calls for aflux concentration
and therefore an increase in R„. By tapering the faces
of the gap (Fig. 6c), this increase can be achieved without widening the gap appreciably, but it nevertheless
adversely affects the sensitivity of the head.
An alternative is the simple front-gap design (Fig. 7).
This structure is more or less horseshoe-shaped instead
of ring-shaped, a better shape because the magnetic
flux is to be directed through the front gap, with the
Hall generator in it, instead of away from the front gap,
to pass through acoil.
But the simple front-gap design brings up the prob-

7. Simple front-gap design. Here the Hall generator is brought
close to the tape, while the horseshoe-shaped pole pieces act as an
open magnetic circuit and concentrate the magnetic flux in the generator and perpendicular to it, if the gap is narrow. But the design
laves no room for an electrode at the top of the generator.
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Lorentz and Hall started it all
More than a century of research has gone into the Halleffect head. The basic phenomena involved—the effects
of magnetic fields upon the motions of charged particles
and electric conduction—have been studied in various
laboratories since 1870.
First came the Lorentz force, named after Hendrik A.
Lorentz, who won the Nobel Prize in 1902 for work in
magnetics and radiation. This force, exerted by a magnetic field on a charge carrier when the latter moves perpendicular to the field, changes the path of the carrier.
The force, at right angles to the magnetic field and to the
original motion, is defined by the vector expression:
F = -e(E + V x B)
where e is the charge on the carrier, E is the electric field,
V the electron velocity, and B the magnetic-flux density.
The Lorentz force, exerted on the electron in a vacuum, causes it to move along a semicircular path as
shown below, left. If the cathode weren't in the way, the
electron would move in acomplete circle. The magnetron
tube uses this effect.
In a semiconductor, an electron moves in a series of
arcs, shorter than semicircles, as shown below, center.
The net motion is inclined away from the electric field,
creating a current in a direction opposite to the electron
motion. The inclination, or Hall angle, is
0 = tan - le
where tis the mobility of carriers in the semiconductor. If
it is constant, the electromotive force is a measure of the
field.
In a vacuum, the Hall angle is 90'; in a semiconductor,
it is the average of the inclinations of the paths of a great
many electrons over a substantial period of time. It is less
than 90° because each electron bumps into impurities
and the crystal lattice, stops, and then starts up again.
The current, at an angle to the electric field, has acomponent parallel to the field and one perpendicular to it.
The perpendicular component is accompanied by a voltage across the semiconductor—the Hall voltage.
Hall generators. The practical use of the Hall effect is
in a sensor made of a thin semiconductor plate with current and voltage electrodes mutually perpendicular to the
magnetic field, as shown below, right. Several factors de-

termine the magnitude of the Hall voltage:
VII = [R il l
c B/d][f(11w)] x 10- 8
where R11 = the semiconductor's Hall coefficient, afunction of the charge carrier density and the charge per carrier;
I
C = control current in amperes;
B = magnetic flux density in gauss;
d = thickness in cm; and
f(1 ¡w) = ageometry factor, ideally 1.
This equation shows that with a given semiconductor
and controlled current, thickness must be minimized to
make the sensor sensitive to B.
Modern history. Marvin Camras, of Armour Research
Institute of Chicago (now Illinois Institute of Technology
Research Institute), in 1952 was the first to apply the Hall
effect to playback heads. Others in the United States,
West Germany, and Japan began working on the technique at about the same time.
Siemens-Halske AG, of Munich, Germany, made the
first commercial Hall heads. Much later progress has
been made, but the thickness problem has limited applicability of heads made with bulk semiconductors. (Incidentally, coil-wound heads were also first made in Germany, by E. Scribner, in 1932.)
Thickness became the limiting factor because of the
relationship:
V111 „,„„ 1/B = (2R 11 µ..1Tkid) 112
where T is the allowable temperature increase and k a
heat-transfer coefficient.
R11 and !I are parameters of the semiconductor material; InSb and InAs have the highest known values. Temperature increase due to the Joule heating effect in semiconductors prevents the control current from being very
large. Thus the thickness is the only truly variable parameter.
Pioneer Electronic Corp. began a research project in
thin-film Hall generators in 1967. Four years later, the indium-antimonide element was successfully developed
and reported in a paper to the Japan Institute of Electronics and Communications Engineers. The company is now
manufacturing the thin-film heads commercially for numerous applications.

ANODE

E (ELECTRIC
FIELD)
B (MAGNETIC
FLUX)

CATHODE

tern of generator shape. The generator. or plate. must be
very thin and as close to the top of the gap as possible
so that the maximum magnetic flux passes through it.
But in this position. it is subject to wear. The best materials for Hall plates are indium antimonide and indium
arsenide, but both are relatively soft.
Also, in the ideal Hall configuration [see above], one
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of the electrodes should be attached to the plate at the
exposed end of the plate. but it cannot be put there because the moving magnetic medium is close to the head.
if not in actual contact.
Various plate shapes without front electrodes have
been tried. But most of them have unbalanced outputs.
poor channel separation in multitrack designs. less sen -
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R: HALL
p: CARRIER MOBILITY
d: THICKNESS OF FILM

purely aphysics standpoint, would be better in ahead.
But it isn't practical to laminate a bulk single-crystal
element into agap less than 2to 5 mils wide, whereas
the thin film can be deposited in agap only 2.5 gm-0.1
mil—wide. Besides, in a production environment, the
bulk crystals would have to be machined; machining
would damage them and cause severe performance
losses. And surely some valuable crystals would be lost
or broken, increasing production cost.
Film on ferrite
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8. How thin is too thin? The semiconductor film composing the Hall
generator must be at least a micrometer thick; otherwise the Hall co
efficient and the carrier mobility decrease rapidly (top) and the noise
voltage sharply increases (bottom). These effects are the result of
the thin film's irregular crystal structure.

sitivity than the ideal configuration, high noise voltages,
and other disadvantages. Wear further degrades their
performance.
Synergistic solutions
A solution to these dilemmas is athin-film plate with
agood Hall coefficient and athickness of 1gm. This is
inserted in a ferrite structure with a front gap only
about 2.5 gm wide. Since the structure is an open magnetic circuit, the flux is concentrated in the single gap
and is perpendicular to the plate. The Hall generator
mounted in the structure is so sensitive that it can be recessed deep enough in the head to allow a front electrode to be connected and awearing-surface glass to be
inserted in the top of the gap.
Recessing the generator in this way slightly degrades
the output, but the loss is not serious. The recess depth
is not critical—there is aleeway of tens of micrometers,
while manufacturing tolerances of 10 gm can be held
easily. The design also retains immunity to spacing loss.
noted in Fig. 5. If necessary, the head surface can be
ground down to optimize the recess depth.
Thus, each aspect of the solution reinforced the others and helped make possible production of the heads at
reasonably low cost.
Single-crystal plates have a more nearly linear Hall
voltage than do deposited films, and therefore, from
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The remedy is to use a thin film of indium antimonide. While its carrier mobility isn't as good as that of
the bulk material, it approaches half the bulk value if
the film is at least 1gm thick. The mobility and the Hall
coefficient actually level off at about 0.7 gm, as shown in
the top part of Fig. 8, while the noise generated by the
passage of current through the film remains insignificant for thin films 0.9 gm or more in thickness, but it
skyrockets for films under 0.5 gm (Fig. 8, bottom). With
the total gap width of 2.5 gm, the 1.0-gm film leaves
about 1.5 gm for substrate preparation, electrodes, and
a coating to protect the Hall elements from scratches
and other handling damage during head assembly.
During deposition, the granularity of the film must be
well controlled for good linearity and low noise. The
difference between agood film and apoor film is indicated in Fig. 9. The film at the left has too great avariation in crystal sizes. Its thickness is uneven, and, if
pressure were applied to the large crystal (6 gm high
and 20 gm in diameter), the stresses in the film would
cause more noise and might fracture the film. The one
at the right, though it looks more ragged, actually has
an almost uniform height.
Making the crystal grains smaller reduces the mobility somewhat. However, these properties, in combination with the benefits of minimum thickness, are more
than adequate for magnetic heads.
Two types of ferrite are suitable—manganese-zinc
and nickel-zinc. They have the necessary magnetic
properties, and since they are also dense and hard, they
are good head surfaces. However, like all other ferrites,
they give off by-products when heated to deposition
temperatures. These by-products would make the film
unstable, so they must be eliminated by pretreating the
ferrite—depositing a thin layer of a nucleating agent.
volegoir7m,

-114

t1211:0ÇLj ele\

sle

9. InSb films. In these vacuum-deposited films, shown x 10,000,
the one at left has higher mobility but also higher noise than the
other. Furthermore, pressure on the large crystal in the left photo
creates a stress that in turn generates more noise and might even
fracture the film. All-around performance of film at right is better.
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Also, MnZn has low electrical resistivity, requiring an
insulating substrate coating of silicon oxide or aluminum oxide. NiZn doesn't need this insulating coating,
making it more useful for very-narrow-gap designs.
In fabrication, the ferrite surface is first polished to a
smooth finish with diamond dust. (Rouge and similar
abrasives would give amore mirror-like finish, but cannot be used because they would contaminate the surface.) Then, if the substrate is MnZn, a 1-gm-thick layer
of insulation is sputtered on. Next, a thin nucleating
agent is deposited to promote uniform crystal size.
Then, the working layer of InSb is deposited for
about four minutes while the substrate is heated to
about 480°C, the crystallizing temperature. An elec11. Circular-gap head. Shown in cross-section, this is one type of
trode coating of aluminum or gold on chromium and a head configuration for card- and tag-reading wands. The angled
protective coating complete the film. The InSb and subcircular gap allows the user to rotate and tilt the reader as he pleases
sequent layers are shaped to form a single element or
and still get aconstant output.
several of them for a multitrack head which is shaped
by adeposition mask or by photoetching, depending on
formation as stock number, size, and color, which can
the complexity of the plate design. Both methods proalso be used for inventory purposes. This data will be
vide Hall plates down to about 2mils square.
fed to apoint-of-sale terminal, and adistant computer
Elements for two-, four-, and eight-channel heads are
will handle billing details. Or the purchase may be paid
shown in Fig. 10. The eight-channel array, designed for
for on the spot by using acredit card in areader.
/-inch tape, goes into a block about 0.5 by 0.6 by 0.6
4
1
In such an application, variations in the speed with
inch. Hall heads as compact as 30 in-line channels, each
which the clerk passes that wand over the tag and in the
of which independently reads a channel on a 1-inch
distance between the wand and the tag must be tolertape, are feasible.
ated. These irregularities will arise because the tag or
card may be plastic-covered or warped and because the
At the point of sale
operator's hand is likely to waver while moving the
In the expected cashless society of the future, appliwand. Yet none of these irregularities or any of ahost of
cations will be developed that only Hall-effect reading
others should result in any bit dropout—otherwise, the
heads can handle. For example, the clerk at alocal emcustomer might go home with an electric mixer and be
porium will record a customer's purchase by passing
billed only for an eggbeater.
over the price tag a magnetic wand similar to the proThe "penpoints" of these magnetic wands may have
totypes, called Digisensors, shown in Figs. 1and 2. In
either straight gaps or gaps especially configured for the
addition to the price, the wand will also pick up such inapplication. The circular-gap design shown in cross-section in Fig. 11, which is still experimental, allows omnidirectional reading over wide angles. However, it is
not as sensitive as the straight-gap head used in the
Digisensor in Fig. 2. This wand reads a 1-mm track.
With a 3-v dc input, reading data recorded at 75 bits
per inch, its minimum output is 2mv peak-to-peak. The
output drops to about 40% of its maximum value when
the wand is tilted 20 degrees from the vertical position.
Another innovation being considered is a swivel
mount for the penpoint. This would keep the read head
perpendicular to the magnetic recording while the user
holds the handle at the most comfortable reading angle.
Perhaps the next step will be to mount an integrated
line amplifier, transmitter, or decoder in the handle of
the wand. Then the Hall effect could perform such services as helping the blind keep up with the news. A
braille-like code printed in magnetic ink in the margins
of an ordinary newspaper or magazine could be read
with the pen, translated into an audio signal, and fed
into an earplug.

10. Sensor arrays. These thin-film arrays are for multitrace read
heads, reading two, four, and eight channels respectively. With the
sensors oriented as shown here, the plane of the tape is horizontal
and its path is perpendicular to the page.
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TRW's SVT Series Darlingtons.
All the power you need
to get things moving.

TRW's Monolithic High Voltage Darlington Family
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Rue René-Magne, Zone d'Entrepôts, 33 Bordeaux-Nord, France.
Telephone (56) 297870. Telex: 842-57179.
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Designer's casebook _
Programable monostable
is immune to supply drift
by Mahendra J. Shah
UniverSity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

A monostable multivibrator with an output pulse width
that is digitally programable is, for all practical purposes, independent of power supply variations. The circuit's output pulse period varies only -0.0055% for a 1%
change in the positive supply voltage and only
+0.0031% for a 1% change in the negative supply voltage. The monostable is useful in computer-controlled
test systems and real-time control systems where digit-

ally controlled pulse width or time delay is needed.
The circuit consists of a low-cost eight-bit digital-toanalog converter (one that does not have an internal
reference), an integrator, acomparator, aflip-flop, and
the necessary set-reset circuitry. Amplifier A1 and capacitor Ct form the integrator, amplifier A2 is the comparator, and NAND gates G1 and G2 make up the flipflop. Transistors Qi and Q2 allow the integrator's output
voltage to be reset to the positive saturation voltage of
amplifier A1, while transistors Q3 and Q4 enable the
flip-flop to be set and reset.
Initially, the monostable's output is low, transistors
Qi and Q2 are fully on, and transistors Q3 and Q4 are
off. Voltage el is at (minus) the forward voltage drop of
the diode at the converter's output, voltage e2 is at
+VsAT, and voltage e
3 is at -Vs AT .
The current, i
t,
flowing through timing capacitor Ctis zero and:

Voltage-stable one-shot Digitally programable output pulse width of monostable multivibrator drifts less than 0.005% for 1% change in either positive or negative supply. The table shows that product of input number N and output period T is nearly constant over broad range of
values. Amplifier AI acts as integrator, amplifier
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I2 = i
l + Jo
where I. is the output current of the d-a converter.
When atrigger input is applied at t= 0, it is differentiated, and transistor Q. is momentarily turned on
fully. This sets the flip-flop, the monostable output goes
high, and transistors Qi and Q2 turn off, making currents i
1 and i
2 zero. Now current i
t is equal to -I., causing voltage e2 to become a linear ramp that descends
from +VsAT towards -Vs AT at arate of -I./C tvolts per
second. Voltage el is maintained at virtual ground.
Once voltage e2 reaches zero at t= T (where T is the
monostable pulse width), the comparator (A 2)output
switches from -VsAT to +VSAT. Transistor Q2 now turns
fully on, resetting the flip-flop and causing the monostable output to go low.
Transistors Qi and Q2 then turn fully on, producing a
reset current of:
it = VEE/Ri -Io
This current causes voltage e2 to rise linearly towards
+VsAT at a rate of (VEE/Ri -La/Cc volts per second.

Voltage e2 reaches +Vs AT at t= T + TR,where TR is
the monostable recovery time:
TR ne VSATCt/(VEE/R1 -I0) •
The monostable is now ready to accept the next trigger.
The output current for the d-a converter is given by:
10 =- kV IN
where kis aconstant that equals 0.68 micromho, Vi is
the converter's supply voltage, and N is the binary input
number. The monostable pulse width can be written as:
T = Vs AT /0 0/Ca = (V 2 -0.5 v)/(I./Ca
where V2 is the integrator's positive supply voltage.
Substituting for current I. in this equation yields:
T = (V 2 -0.5 v)C i/kV iN
Since V1 and V2 are 15 v—a much higher voltage level
than 0.5 v—this equation can be approximated by:
T = Ct/kN
which indicates that T should be very nearly independent of the power-supply voltage.
The table in the figure shows the product of N x T to
be almost constant over arange of input numbers.
D

+30V

Getting power and gain
out of the 741-type op amp
by Pedro

160 12
C1 3
2N5876

/31(12

P. Garza. Jr.

a,

General Electric Co.. Apollo and Ground Systems. Houston. Texas

2N3642
3kI2
11

The popular 741-type operational amplifier can be used
as the basis for a high-voltage power amplifier that is
capable of delivering 22 watts of peak power at an output voltage swing of 60 volts. Voltage gain for the amplifier is 10, and its frequency response is flat from de to
30 kilohertz.
Most integrated-circuit op amps are not designed to
accept more than 36 v across their power pins. Here,
therefore, transistors Qi and Q2 protect the 741-type op
amp by maintaining a 30-v differential across the device's power pins. The base of transistor Qi is biased at
15 v by the voltage divider network formed by the
3-kilohm resistors, while Qi's emitter is at 15 vminus its
base-emitter voltage drop. The biasing arrangement for
transistor Q2 is similar.
Since a39-ohm resistance (resistor RI)is connected to
the op amp's push-pull output, substantial currents will
be drawn by the device. Currents j
1 and i
2,which appear at the collectors of Qi and Q2,are used to generate
the base drive voltage for the power-output stage, made
up of transistors Q3 and Q4.The power-output stage has
awider frequency response than the 741-type op amp.
The negative feedback path through capacitor Ci provides afrequency roll-off characteristic similar to that of
the op amp, thus assuring unconditional stability.
The resistance ratio of resistor R3 to resistor It, determines the amplifier's voltage gain. If the op amp's input-offset voltage is nulled out and resistors having tolerances of ±0.25% are used for R2 and R3,the power
amplifier's linearity error will be within 0.4% over the
output voltage range of +29.8 vto -29.8 v.
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Power amplifier. Widely used 741-type op amp is heart of 22-watt
power amplifier that supplies 60-volt output swing. Transistors 01
and 02 keep peak-to-peak voltage across op amp's power pins at 30
V so that device's 38-V rating is not exceeded. Using low-value load
resistor (R 1)at op-amp output produces currents (i 1 and i
2)large
enough to drive output power stage of transistors

03

and Qi.

Output voltage swings of more than 60 vare possible
if transistors with higher collector-base breakdown-voltage ratings are used along with higher power supply
voltages.
D
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Solid-state dpdt switch
provides current reversal
by Don DeKold
Santa Fe Junior College. Gainesville. Ela

When the dc current flowing through a load is periodically reversed, the alternating square-wave voltage developed across the load has a peak-to-peak amplitude
that is twice the magnitude of the power-source voltage.
A circuit that provides periodic current reversal is useful
for driving loads that otherwise might become polarized
by the steady passage of aunidirectional current.
Dc-to-ac inverters may be used for periodic current
reversal, but they usually require a power transformer
of relatively large size and weight. Additionally, these
circuits frequently have sizable standby currents because they generally contain saturating transformers,
making them inefficient under light load conditions.
The solid-state circuit in the diagram solves these
problems. It acts as adouble-pole double-throw switch
that periodically reverses the current through its load
resistor, RI,.
Transistors Q1 and Q., are the active elements in an
ordinary astable multivibrator. They alternate between
saturation and cutoff at the multivibrator's basic pulserepetition rate. Transistors Q3 and Q4,which are driven
by transistors Q1and Q.), respectively, also alternate between saturation and cutoff, but are 180° out of phase
with Q1and Q2.
The load-driver section of the circuit is made up of
four Darlington pairs, labeled transistors Q5 through Q8
in the figure. A single pnp pair, such as the one designated transistor Q5,is connected in complementary
fashion to an npn pair, such as the one identified as
transistor Q6.Each Darlington pair is an output stage
that is either saturated or cutoff, depending on the operating state of transistors Q1through
Diagonally opposite output stages (such as transistors

Q5 and Qs)are switched on at the same time as the two
other diagonally opposite pairs (transistors Q6 and Q7)
are switched off. This condition holds for half of the
multivibrator's period and reverses for the other half, as
indicated by the table.
The circuit's efficiency is very high because practically
all of the supply voltage is applied across the load during each half of the operating cycle. The transistor states
change at the pulse-repetition rate of the multivibrator,
producing an alternating current through the load. In
effect, the circuit is a solid-state double-pole doublethrow switch that is toggled at the frequency of the multivibrator. If the multivibrator stalls or does not start
when power is applied, both transistors Q1 and Q2 will
saturate, cutting off the other devices and preventing
any load current from flowing.
With the components shown, the circuit supplies an
alternating current of 1.6 amperes to a 24-volt load.
Standby current is about 25 milliamperes, and the multivibrator frequency, which is unaffected by loading, is
57 hertz. If desired, a heavier load can be driven, since
the type HEP245 and HEP246 transistors are rated at
3 A. The supply voltage, of course, may be any value
that does not exceed device-breakdown voltages.
Operating frequencies in the kilohertz range can be
achieved by merely decreasing the values of the two
multivibrator capacitors. If a higher output voltage is
wanted, the circuit can directly drive a step-up transformer, but arc-suppression diodes must be placed
across each output stage. Loading of the output must
never short either terminal to ground.
El
Designers casebook is aregular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuits operating principle and purpose We'll pay $50 for each item published
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Four Darlington pairs, labeled

through ON,make up the output stages. Diagonally opposite pairs are on while the other two pairs are off.
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Here's aversatile new IC for
portable or battery-powered instrumentation

150 ;Notts powers
Triple Op Amp
The Siliconix L144 is alow-power

Other features:

monolithic IC with three complete

• Internal compensation provides

op amps and acommon bias network

stable operation for any feedback

on the same substrate. The circuit

circuit—including capacitive

operates over apower supply range

loads >1000 pF

of ±1.5 to ±15 V, with asupply cur-

• 80 dB gain with 20K11 load

rent set by an external bias resistor.

• Typical slew rate 0.4 V/µsec

With a±1.5 V battery, only 50 µA

• Military or commercial versions

is required for all three op amps!

available

teall

ke.
Instrumentation amplifier for
high input impedance with
differential operation.

7:737g---7
-0 •

Precision phase splitter with
good gain, high input impedance.
low output impedance.

Active filter with high Q
and excellent stability.

Applications? Above are three suggestions.
There are more: Low-drift sample-and-hold,
inverting amplifiers, voltage comparators, and so on.
Call us if you have aspecific design problem.
Vo

r rite

for data

Applications Engineering: (408) 246-8905

Siliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, California 95054
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Product development profile

The HP-35:
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wanted ascientific calculator
that would fit into his shirt

4

pocket. Hewlett-Packard got
into a new business, with a lot
cf help from its MOS suppliers

o
HEWLETT •PACICARD

by Gerald M. Walker,

Associate Editor

For ashirt-pocket calculator, the HP-35 has already
piled up enough charisma to get a spot on a Tv talk
show—if it could talk. Fortunately for the Hewlett-Packard team of designers and the vendors they brought in
to help, company president William Hewlett did not ask
that the little calculator talk. He did, however, set the
basic objectives for the HP-35 which were to provide its
personality.
Like any popular new star, it has had both triumphs
and tribulation. The first triumph was for the designers,
who got it to the market in less than ayear and ahalf.
The second has been asales success of more than 50,000
units since the machine went on sale ayear ago. While
the first version has been aimed at the engineer and scientist, another model, the HP-80, has recently been announced for financial and accounting applications.
The tribulation was an embarrassing discovery late
last year of a programing error, since corrected, in the
LSI memory. Discovered by auser, the error triggered a
recall letter to customers, but because the probability
that the error would foul up acalculation is very small,
not many units have been returned for alteration.
The idea for the HP-35 was originally conceived in
March, 1968, when the company introduced the HP9100A calculator, atable-top, programable machine for
scientific and technical uses. At that time Bill Hewlett
wondered if the next calculator developed couldn't be a
tenth the size and cost of the 9100A. (It could.) Later he
refined the goal to be abattery-powered, hand-held unit
capable of being carried in his shirt pocket. (It can be.)
Work had begun in earnest at the Advanced Products
division by the fall of 1970, acritical year to be thinking
about the hand-held calculator market. At the time,
Japanese manufacturers dominated the business-type
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field, and the first signs had appeared of a consumer
market pitting U.S. and Japanese companies in aprice
battle. Nevertheless, H-P debated whether its first entry
should go after the business-machine trade. But by the
time that design plans were under way, H-P had decided
to stay in the scientific market more familiar to it.
Hewlett had presented asmall machine with atall order to fill. To be ascientific/engineering calculator, the
35 had:
• To perform trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential,
and square-root functions, as well as the standard four
math functions of other hand-held calculators.
• To have a full two-hundred-decade range, allowing
numbers from 10-9"to 9.999999999 x 10+" to be represented in scientific notation.
• To have a 15-digit display.
Finally, with all these added functions, it required adifferent type of keyboard if every key and contact was to
be fitted into alimited space.
Far and away the greatest challenge presented by the
HP-35 was the design and development of the necessary
metal-oxide-semiconductor large-scale integrated circuits. These consist of three identical instruction readonly memories, an arithmetic-and-register (A&R) chip,
and acontrol-and-timing (c&T) chip. On top of the requirements for high density and high speed imposed by
the scientific nature of the machine was the need for low
power imposed by its size and portability. Four hours of
battery operating time was the goal, yet the shirt-pocket
size of the calculator limited the 35 to few and small
batteries.
Thomas M. Whitney, section manager for the HP-35,
recalls, "To get the right function density we went to a
totally serial design, which reduced interconnections
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both internal to the chip and between chips. The complex algorithms to compute transcendental functions require many multiplications, which forces a high clock
rate. To get a l-second-maximum computation time for
any function, we felt a 200-kilohertz bit rate could do
the job."
Help from outside
At this point, the design team made an important decision: to have the mos design done outside. HewlettPackard has some experience in mos, but the high-density, low-power circuit design was too demanding for it
to tackle in the short time Hewlett had allowed for completing the task. This decision created atextbook case of
successful vendor relations with the two MOS LSI suppliers eventually chosen for the HP-35: Mostek Corp.,
Carrollton, Texas; and American Microsystems Inc.,
Santa Clara, Calif. Each company took a different approach to meeting the mos requirements, yet the result
more than satisfied H-P's specifications.
Whitney points out that one of the requirements for
vendor selection was that the firm have alow-threshold
process for production. He also avoided companies that
had plans to market their own calculators, to dodge any
conflict of interest.
After preliminary discussions, seven companies were
asked to quote: one dropped out because the part could
not be offered to other buyers; two said it couldn't be
done with the three-chip partitioning demanded by H-P;
and four submitted bids. Mostek and AMI were selected
on the basis of acombination of past performance and
H-P's belief that the ion-implanted, p-channel mos process, which they both proposed, was the best route to
low-power, high-density chips.
Two vendors were chosen in an effort to insure rapid
development, a dual supply source, and competitive

Product development profiles
Of the hundreds of high-technology products introduced each year, many fail to catch on. many are
moderately successful, and a few are outstanding hits
in both their conception and ultimate acceptance.
These product "stars" are not just accidents, but
the result of anticipating a need, designing to fit the
need, and timing the introduction. This article
launches a continuing series that will examine the
evolution of exceptional electronic products to show
how they were designed and developed. Each installment will attempt to tell how such a product came together.
The HP-35 calculator illustrates one of the major effects of integrated-circuit technology—the increasing
interdependence of customer and vendor in getting a
job done. Other articles in the series will cover components, instruments, and complete systems.

prices, says Whitney. Once H-P had picked the suppliers,
relations with them were remarkably free. Both were
allowed leeway to rework the logic diagrams and the
performance specs. And for relaxing its attitude toward
vendor suggestions, H-P was rewarded with better-thanspec chip performance.
The degree of freedom permissible in vendor relations was a touchy subject, particularly in view of the
time crunch imposed by Hewlett's direct interest. The
issue was how much the LSI developers should be
allowed to change H-P's original logic design. On the
one hand, if a supplier thoroughly understood the requirements, he might be able to suggest improvements.
But on the other, there was danger of slowing the project while the engineers wrestled over differing viewpoints or else bogged down production schedules with
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1. Insides out The HP-35 block diagram above shows the MOS LSI circuits manufactured by Mostek and AMI —three ROMs, acontrol and
timing circuit, and an arithmetic and register circuit. Three bipolar ICs developed by H-P drive the LED display. H-P also makes the keyboard.
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vendor changes that in turn would require design alterations by the customer.
In this case, AMI chose to work within the H-P logic
diagrams by adapting to the requirements. Mostek
chose to suggest changes to optimize its own production
scheme for meeting the power requirements. Each company claims to have the better approach. Both had
problems, fortunately on different portions of the design, so that between the two of them, first delivery
dates were met and the first prototype had amixture of
parts from the two vendors.
The first chip AMI produced successfully was the control-and-timing circuit, while it was the last Mostek
completed. Mostek's arithmetic-and-register chip
worked the first time, while AMI had to redo its version.
Neither had trouble delivering the ROMS. Production
models are either all-Amt or all-Mostek because the two
suppliers' chips don't really run well together. Though
the parts are the same electrically, the different locations of the precharge make it impossible for the
Mostek A&R to operate with the AMI ROMS. (Actually,
H-P did not specify that the chips be compatible in all
respects, though this could have been done if the demand had been made.)
Another important decision made by H-P was to develop acomputer simulation program to check the system design and the mos circuits. It was felt that two or
more months could be saved using the computer simulation approach rather than abreadboard because engineers could work in parallel, rather than serially on a
breadboard.
H-P used a general-purpose simulation program to
check out each gate, each circuit, and each chip (apart
from the Rom), and finally all the chips together, including the ROMS. Each mos circuit is designed as anetwork of gates and delay lines. For each gate output, an
algebraic equation was written as afunction of the gate
inputs. This produced alarge set of algebraic equations
to be evaluated every clock time. A printout was available so the operation of any of the gates or delay outputs could be checked as if with an oscilloscope probe.
The general-purpose simulation program was too
slow to handle the algorithms on the ROMS. For these,
H-P used ahigher-level simulation in which only the input/output functions of each subsystem within the ROM
had to be specified. If anything went wrong, it was possible to stop the program and step through it to find the
trouble. Changing apunched card or two then fixed the
problem.
Thanks to the simulation programs, it was possible to
set up patterns for testing the completed ICs. A complete test pattern was generated by running aprogram
and recording all the inputs and outputs on tape for final test of the IC. Nevertheless, H-P found many errors
in the first ROM programs, in some cases because the
simulation did not exactly duplicate the hardware.
Reprograming fixed the simulation. Other minor errors
in the algorithms have been found since, requiring additional alterations.
Perhaps the biggest benefit to Mostek as a supplier
was that Hewlett-Packard was not only flexible in accepting suggestions for changes, but had done its homework in mos design. Says Robert J. Paluck of Mostek,
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AMI AND MOSTEK CHIP SIZES COMPARED
Final size (mills)

Circuit type

AMI

• Mostek

Instruction ROM

116 x 108

126 x 134

Arithmetic and register

138 x 167

156 x200

Timing and control

163 x 169

150 x212

consulted its own mos facility and learned what
the mos designer wants to see on the logic diagram—it's
different from TrL, and engineers used to TFL usually
don't know how to produce the logic diagram. We had
to redesign only to optimize the circuit. H-P is an exception in this respect, they gave us what we needed to optimize the logic and power supply." Paluck feels that if
Mostek had gone ahead without questioning the H-P
logic design, the end product would have required twice
the power with larger chips than actually proved necessary.
"H-P

What Mostek did
Mostek engineers took the H-P award as more than a
routine contract, and planned accordingly. They set up
three concurrent projects under the direction of a program manager—design and layout of the three mos
chips, construction of ahardware system simulator, and
construction of a computerized production tester. An
mos design engineer assumed full responsibility for
each circuit's logic, electrical implementation, and layout, and eventually for its transition into production.
"A hardware simulator of the calculator was built to
verify that the proposed mos designs were not only logically correct, but also capable of properly interfacing
with the peripheral circuits," Paluck reports. "A Mostek
systems engineer was assigned to understand the entire
calculator operation and construct anode-for-node simulator, implemented with rn.. elements. This
breadboard would not only help insure system success
but also would be used to check out and characterize
prototype parts. At the same time the Mostek test equipment group began the design and construction of a
PDP-11 computer-controlled tester for the three chips."
One of the reasons for these elaborate preparations
was that the Mostek design team was apprehensive
about H-P'S computer simulator. "The first time a program is used, a computer simulator always has bugs.
Sometimes it may call out an error that doesn't exist, or
worse, or pass achip that has errors due to aprograming fault," Paluck comments. Thus, while H-P felt it
could save two or more months by using the simulator,
Mostek was of the opinion it could head off six manmonths of program debugging by building the
breadboard.
In giving Mostek the go-ahead to optimize the logic
designs, H-P at the same time made it clear that the vendor would have to take complete responsibility for the
success or failure of its alterations. In practice, however,
the working relation between the two engineering
groups was not as threatening as the language of the
contract might have implied. Most of the communi-
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cation about changes was by phone followed by documentation for H-P to check. This approach paid off.
One change achieved in this way concerned aportion
of the design for the decode section of the ROM chip.
Though H-P's design called for 24 loads, that is, 24 gates
for burning up power. Mostek was able to cut these to
four units of power consumption. In the A&R chip,
Mostek cut the bit time to output. reducing the 18 levels
of logic in the H-P diagram to 12 by minimizing the
number of circuit paths. "To reduce power. aid in minimizing layout. and meet timing specifications, propagation paths to output buffers were reduced, look-ahead
logic was added to slow paths, and various decoding
and counter techniques were changed," Paluck states.
Mostek also made allowance (as did Ami) for keyboard
bounce, which can completely destroy accuracy in calculations.
Transforming the logic into an electrical circuit followed. This required development of several special circuits, in addition to the logic gates, flip-flops, and output buffers. For instance, an internal clock generator
that reduced the area of one chip was designed to extend. attenuate, and regulate the external clocks.
Caveat vendor. Robert Paluck, Mostek team leader, explains that
H-P allowed leeway in changing logic designs, but at Mostek's risk

Another problem was integrating both the random
logic and 400 bits of memory on the A&R chip. Mostek
solved this with a high-packing-density shift register.
After completing a composite drawing of the masks
used in the mos fabrication process, all the critical parts
and individual circuit elements were simulated with the
aid of the company's mos transient analysis program.
The composite was then ready for generating the artwork for the actual integrated circuit.
The first instruction ROM turned out to have alayout
error necessitating achange in the masks and anew run
of material. "On the second try the circuit operated perfectly, with a power dissipation of only 3 milliwatts, a
value 10 times less than was originally quoted." says Paluck.
The first A&R chips worked on the first try. Power dissipation for this circuit was 20 milliwatts, 10 mw below
the original estimate. On the other hand, Mostek ran
into electrical and layout problems in the C&T circuit
which required two iterations to repair.
Paluck remarks, "The breadboard was used extensively during the check-out of this chip. With it we were
able to override internal erroneous signals that might
have masked possible problems in other sections of the
logic." The final version of the C&T circuit dissipates
50 mw.
Mostek ran into more difficulty when starting to ship
production quantities. The computerized tester was taking time to check out, but again the hardware simulator
saved the day by filling in as aslow, yet thorough tester.
The computerized tester was in full swing by February,
1972, for all five of the calculator chips.
AMI's approach
"We took a different approach from Mostek," comments Andrew M. Prophet, manager of digital products
at AMI. "We took H-P'S logic and turned it into acircuit
layout. One of the things we have learned is to keep the
chip as small as possible, thus, all of the layout was
done by hand."
However, AMI did not take H-P's logic diagrams without question. To check them out, the company used a
Satisfied supplier. Andrew Prophet of AMI feels the MOS chip size
and low power proved value of ion-implantation process.
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logic simulator. "The purpose is to simulate the customer's logic and make sure what we have in mos is the
same as what they had in software," Prophet explains.
At this point specs were also checked against the customer's original. AMI originally had some question
about the number of chips specified by Hewlett-Packard that needed to be clarified.
For both vendors, the hardest of the H-P chip set specs
was the call for 250-mw power dissipation. But while
Mostek's prime target was to hit that spec by being conservative about speed and size, AMI'S basic concern was
to meet the speed spec by conservative handling of the
power-dissipation requirement.
AMI'S final parts run at about 100 to 120 mw, considerably higher than Mostek's. Nevertheless, Prophet
feels that AMI made the correct tradeoffs on this score.
Prior to the H-P contract, AMI had only produced about
10 chips with the low-threshold, ion-implanted process.
As aconsequence there was some question about the final speed of the parts, and since there is afixed speedpower relation for a given process, the level of power
dissipation was also kept flexible—though the engineering team knew that it could come in under the specified
250 mw. The result, Prophet confirms, "is that our
power is slightly higher than Mostek's, but our devices
are faster."
Chip size is another design tradeoff that concerned
AMI as well as Mostek. The rule of thumb is that the
smaller the chip, the better the yield and thus the less
expensive it is to make the part. Prophet is satisfied with
the final chip sizes, which are smaller than Mostek's.
He adds that now that AMI knows more about the
ion-implantation process, "we could redesign the H-P
chips to consume less power." Ultimately the differences in size and power dissipation between AMI and
Mostek chips boil down to the types of gate used. AMI
employed NOR structures, which are smaller than the
AND/NOR structures used by Mostek but entail alarger
number of nodes so that the power dissipation is higher.
Unlike Mostek, AMI used its standard tester for the
finished products, amachine called PAFT (for programable automatic function tester). PAFT was originally
built to AMI specs.
And H-P did the rest
While Mostek and AMI were racing to turn around
the MOS LSI chips in the shortest possible time, HewlettPackard had tackled other critical parts of the 35. H-P'S
Whitney concedes that even though H-P had to work on
a multichip, plastic package for light-emitting diodes;
low-power, high-current bipolar display drivers; a new
type of keyboard; and the power supply, "in the end we
were waiting for mos parts." One reason is that most of
these other major parts were manufactured internally,
so "top priorities could be established and overtime authorized as necessary."
For the display, H-P developed amagnified five-digit
LED cluster which saves both power and cost and comes
in an easy-to-install 14-pin package [Electronics, Jan.
17, 1972, p. 64]. The 35 uses three clusters. Since LEDS
are more efficient if pulsed at alow duty cycle, energy is
stored in inductors and dumped into the diodes, allowing ahigh degree of multiplexing.
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H-P also developed and manufactured special bipolar
anode and cathode driver circuits for the display. The
anode driver generates the two-phase system clock signals, as well as drive signals for the segments; it decodes
the data from the A&R chip and inserts the decimal
point; it sends shift signals to the other axis of the multiplex circuitry, and it reports low battery voltage by
turning on all decimal points as awarning that only 15
minutes of operating time remain. The cathode driver
contains a 15-position shift register, which is incremented for each digit position.
Since the HP-35 design started from the outside package—president Hewlett's shirt pocket being the fundamental specification—a considerable amount of planning was necessary to fit 35 keys, an on-off switch, and a
15-digit display into the front panel. The magnified LED
clusters helped solve the size problem for the display.
The keyboard, which was to fit into an area about 2.5
inches by 4.5 in., had to deviate from the usual 3
/-in.
4
center-to-center key spacing. Reducing the size of each
key, however, made it possible to compromise on
11/16-in. center-to-center spacing for the numeric keys
and 1
/-in, spacing for the various function keys.
2
Two printed-circuit boards carry all of the circuits.
One holds the specially designed spring mounts for the
keyboard and the LED display, and the other has the remaining electronic components. A series of pin connectors attaches the two boards.
"In terms of customer response," Whitney notes, "the
HP-35 is the most successful H-P product ever introduced. The price is a tenth that of the 9100, with 1/80
the volume in size." And in terms of Bill Hewlett's shirt
pocket. H-P'S engineers and vendors are glad to report
an excellent fit.
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All together. Thomas M. Whitney, H-P section manager, points out
that the MOS suppliers bettered the original specs for power dissipation and helped meet size and cost goals for the chips. Another
helper: president Hewlett, "the behind-the-scenes project leader."
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An easy way to design
complex program controllers
With less than a handful of functional integrated circuits.
an engineer can use ageneral method to readily put together a logic
program controller to direct even the most involved operations
by Charles L. Richards,

Seaco Computer Displays Inc., Garland, Texas°

When an electronics engineer needs to design acomplicated program controller, he may well experience a
sinking feeling—it could mean areturn to the textbooks
to relearn the techniques of transfer tables, combinational and sequential logic, and component minimization. But anew general design method relieves the
engineer of these burdens and allows him to configure
and prototype even an extremely complex logic controller with aminimum of effort, time, and cost.
What's more, the generalized approach applies not
only to straightforward sequential controllers, but also
those that implement nonsequential YES-NO and multiple-choice decisions. That is, acontroller can be made

to index one state (or step) at atime, or to jump forward
or backward to any predetermined state, or to choose
which input condition out of many in the same state is
to cause it to either index or jump.
In fact, the method is so easy to learn and apply that
an eneineer using it for the first time was able to design

Closing the loop
Readers wanting to discuss this technique further with
the author can call him on Feb. 12, 13, or 14. between
7and 10

p.m. CST

at (214)272-9458.

1. Key logic elements. The state counter, multiplexer, and decoder, in color, are the main devices needed to produce asequential controller
that indexes from one step to the next. Adding secondary devices permits both nonsequential and priority control actions.
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Fig. 2. is an action that is started or stopped by the
transfer condition. As examples. the transfer function
can gate a digital counter or start a motor. As shown. a
YES transfer condition initiates one transfer function
and a NO another transfer function.
Furthermore. depending on the controller's appli-

transfer conditions can be either independent of or dependent on the transfer functions. In adependent case. for example. the transfer condition might
trigger a transfer function that starts a count of 1.000
events. The occurrence of the 1.000th count then serves
as the next transfer condition. In an independent case,
the next transfer condition might be an input from a
timer occurrin g 500 milliseconds after the count starts.
whether or not the count has reached 1.000.

cation. the

2. Transfers defined. Diamond denotes transfer condition, while
rectangle denotes transfer function. One function is the action initiated by atransfer condition of YES, while atransfer condition of NO
can initiate the other transfer function.
and prototype a controller involving 54 different states.
with many states having five decision levels. The controller required 178 integrated circuits, had no logic errors, and worked perfectly the first time power was ap-

1. Designing an eight-state
sequence controller
Probably the simplest program controller is one that sequences from one step to the next. Figure 3 contains the
flow diagram for an eight-state sequence controller.

plied.

Transfer functions are not required from any NO condi-

The three integrated circuits shown in color in Fig. 1
form the kernel of the logic-program controller. These

tions, so No-outputs are simply symbolically looped
back as a condition input. The corresponding logic

primary devices are a k-bit state (or step) counter. an n-

equations are:

bit multiplexer, and an n-bit decoder. Here. n, the num-

FUNCTION A = (STATE 0) (CONDITION A) p

ber of controller states, equals 2k. For an eight-state

FUNCTION B= (STATE 1) (CONDITION B)

controller, the three to devices in plastic dual in-line

FUNCTION C = (STATE 2) (CONDITION C) à

packages cost about $12, even when bought at their
maximum, single-unit prices.
By adding another multiplexer and decoder. shown at
the right of Fig. 1, to handle secondary input conditions,
the controller can be made to perform condition-prior-

FUNCTION D = (STATE 3) (CONDITION D) à
FUNCTION E = (STATE 4) (CONDITION E)
FUNCTION F= (STATE 5) (CONDITION F)
FUNCTION G = (STATE 6) (CONDITION G) .1
FUNCTION H = (STATE 7) (CONDITION H) à
In logic convention, the product of two terms means

ity and nonsequential—or jump—operations. Appropriate jump addressçs are fed back to the primary state

that an output will occur TRUE when each term is TRUE.

counter through AND and NAND gates. More compli-

That is, for example, FUNCTION A becomes TRUE

cated program control can be obtained simply by adding more multiplexers and decoders.
Flow diagram tells all
The desegn process starts with a statement relating
the controller's inputs to the output actions to be initiated by the inputs. The sequence of events can be represented by a flow diagram of the individual states in
the over-all program. The diagram can be readily con-

which then
clearly tell how to connect the inputs and outputs. including address jumps.
To explain how the generalized controller can be applied to three applications of varying complexity. it is
necessary to define the terms transfer condition and
transfer function. These are shown symbolically as the
diamond and square in Fig. 2.
The diamond-shaped box represents the transfer condition. which concerns aYES or NO decision. The number in adiamond is the state (or step) number for that
transfer condititin. The transfer condition can be implemented ph \sically by such two-state devices as athermostat swi wit. a14-fit-)p, or apulse.
The transfer function, denoted by the rectangles in

verted to a group of logic-state equations.
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when
both STATE oand CONDITION A are TRUE. Thus, the sequence of events is for the controller to remain TRUE in
STATE o until CONDITION A becomes TRUE, at which
point the controller initiates FUNCTION A and steps to
STATE I. Then the controller remains TRUE in STATE I

until CONDITION B becomes TRUE, initiates FUNCTION B,
and steps to STATE 3. When the controller reaches STATE
7. it remains there until CONDITION H becomes TRUE,
initiates FUNCTION H. and steps to STATE 0—ready for a
new cycle. In the equations above ,the delta denotes on
increm
' ent, or step. to the next state.
This eight-state sequence uses commercial integrated
circuits. As shown in Fig. 4. the state counter is a type
74163 four-bit counter. But only three bits are used in
this application, since k = 3 provides the eight state addresses. binary 000 to Ill. corresponding to the 0 to 7
states. The counter's outputs address the 8-to-1 multiplexer (type 74151) to select the corresponding transfer

the 3-to-8 decoder (type 7442) to
select the corresponding output transfer function.
For example. when the counter in Fig. 4outputs 101,
the counter thus simultaneously addresses STATE 5. That
is. it addresses CONDITION F. of the multiplexer and
FU NCTION F at the decoder.

condition- and address
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3. Flow diagram. Succession of transfer conditions and transfer functions represents the actions needed for the particular application. Here
the task is simple sequence control, in which the controller indexes from one step to the next in prescribed order.
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4. Sequence controller. In a step-by-step sequence controller, which can be implemented with as few as three IC packages, the multiplexer's Y-output enables the counter to increment the state address for the multiplexer and decoder to yield the required function.

Assume the counter has been RESET to binary 000,
corresponding to STATE 0 in the flow chart. This count
on the multiplexer's address inputs gates the status of
CONDITION A from the multiplexer's input to its complementary Y and w outputs. As long as CONDITION A is
NO, the Y output is low and the w output is high. The
low Y signal inhibits the counter's ENABLE-P INPUT. so
the counter cannot increment even when aCLOCK pulse
is present. The w output connects to the decoder's mostsignificant-bit output (D) which, if high. inhibits the
decoder's 0 to 7outputs. But when multiplexer output
w goes low it enables the decoder output addressed by
the state counter.
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When CONDITION A becomes YES, two things happen: the multiplexer's Y output goes high and allows the
state counter to increment on the next CLOCK pulse:
and the w output goes low and enables the decoder, addressed to 000. to produce a low output on line 0, thus
yielding asignal to initiate FUNCTION A. (Here, a lowvoltage output is defined as aTRUE FUNCTION A.)
When the next CLOCK pulse occurs, the state counter
increments to 001 (or STATE I), FUNCTION A goes back
high. and the multiplexer's 001-address then gates CONDITION ethrough the multiplexer, but FUNCTION efrom
the decoder appears only when CONDITION Et becomes
YES and the counter increments to the next state. In this
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5. Decide and Jump. Controller executes steps in sequence unless a condition is NO, in which case—as shown in color—the controller initiates a secondary function and jumps to anew slate. Inputs to state counter establish address for multiplexer and decoder.
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6. Generating jumps. Adding a secondary decoder (function generator) provides the outputs for the secondary conditions, shown in Fig. 5,
which are also fed back to the state-counter's inputs through gates to produce the new jump address for the multiplexer and decoders.

manner. the controller steps through to STATE 7 (11 I).
and when CONDITION H becomes l'ES. FUNCTION II is
generated, the state counter steps to STATE U (000). and
the controller is ready for the next cycle of operation.
Note in Fig. 4 that the address inputs for the state
counter are grounded. The reason is that in this application the required state-by-state indexing is carried out
by a CLOCK pulse each time a selected YES condition
drives the multiplexer's Y output high to ENABLE the
counter. (In more complex controllers. the counter's inputs are addressed according to program requirements.
as will shortly be explained.) Simple as it is. however.
the sequence controller can prove useful. for example.
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where eight conditions must he perlbrmed in prescribed
order to insure safe and proper operation of a production machine.

2. Designing anonsequential
alternate-function controller
More complex. and certainly more realistic, is a program controller that must trigg er one transfer function
when acondition is YES and another function it' the condition is NO. Also required is that the controller se-
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quence to the next state if the condition is YES or jump
to anonsequential state if NO.
Figure 5 contains the (low diagram for a controller
that can perform these YES-NO decisions and nonsequential jumps. Here, for example. when it is in STATE I
and CONDITION B is YES, it will initiate FUNCTION C; but
when CONDITION B is NO, it will initiate FUNCTION B
and jump to STATE 4. The logic equations. developed
from inspection of the flow diagram (Fig. 5). are:
FUNCTION A = (STATE 0) (CONDITION A) A
FUNCTION B = (STATE I)(CONDITION B)-'4
FUNCTION C = (STATE I)(CONDITION B) A
FUNCTION D = (STATE 2) (CONDITION CI A
FUNCTION E = (STATE 3) (CONDITION D)—». 6
FUNCTION F = (STATE 3) (CONDITION D) A
FUNCTION G = (STATE 4) (CONDITION E) A
FUNCTION H = (STATE 5) (CONDITION F)-› 6
FUNCTION I= (STATE 5) (CONDITION F) A
FUNCTION I= (STATE 6) (CONDITION (1) A
FUNCTION K = (STATE 7) (CONDITION H) A
FUNCTION I. = (STATE 7) (CONDITION H )

0

The horizontal arrows in the equation point to the required jump state, as determined from the application
flow diagram.
•
Here, the complement (FALSE) of afunction —denoted
by the ban over. for example. FUNCTION A—must actually be interpreted as the initiation of the required
function so as to be internally consistent with the voltage-level convention of the devices in this particular
controller. In these devices. aTRUE logic level means a
high voltage level: aFALSE logic level means a l
ow vo ltage level. 'Thus, the equations above are logically consistent with their electrical circuit (Fig. 6).
This implementation is substantially similar to that of
the simple sequence controller, except for the addition
of the secondary decoder to develop the nonsequential
addresses for those transfer functions generated by the
four NO conditions. Also required are NAND gates to
drive the state counter to the correct state address and
an AND gate to LOAD that address into the counter. If.
in Fig. 5. all conditions go YES in sequence. then the operation is the same as that for the previous sequence
controller.
Suppose. though. the controller has sequenced
through to STATE 3. CONDITION D. which it' YES initiates
FUNCTION F. However. if' CONDITION D is NO. the flow
diagram indicates the controller should jump to STATE 6.
CONDITION G. Referring to Fig. 6. all transfer conditions
are inputted through the 8-to-1 multiplexer. with the
particular condition gated through the multiplexer
(transfer-condition selector) depending on the address
produced by the state counter. Also, depending on the
counter's state address, the primary decoder will produce one primary function, or the secondary decoder
one secondary function. Here. secondai.
B occurs at STATE I. E at STATE 3. H at STATE 5. an L at
STATE 7. Thus, the controller uses the secondan Jecoder's I. 3. 5. and 7outputs.
The primary and secondary transfer functions initiate
the desired external actions mandated by the particular
application. A YES primary condition will cause the controller to index to the next state. But the secondary
functions are fed back as inputs to the state counter to
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generate ajump address and to load the state counter
with that address
Connecting jump

addresses

As shown in Fig. 5 and by the logic equations. the required address jumps are:
Function B 4; E--> 6: H
6: L
These state numbers are obtained by addressing the
state counter's binary-weighted inputs. The counter's
highest-ordered input (D) is permanently set to low
level, or binary 0. by grounding. since the A. B. and c inputs can yield the required eigrit state addresses.
In Fig. 6. these addresses are developed through two
NAND gates. FUNCTION B inputted to one NAND gate
puts a high-level signal on the counter's c input and
generates the 100 which is the jump-to-STATE 4 address
applied to the multiplexer and decoders. And FUNCTION E is fed through both NAND gates to activate the B
and c inputs to generate 110. the STATE 6address. The o
jump address occurs simply when there are no input signals on the NAND gates. Note that since only even-numbered jump addresses are used, the state counter's A input is permanently grounded. In applications requiring
odd-numbered addresses. the A input would also he accessed through a NAND gate by the odd-numbered
functions.
All secondary-decoder jump outputs serve as inputs
to an AND gate that in turn connects to the state counter
LOAD input. Because of the voltage-level convention.
the AND gate actually performs an OR logic function.
Therelbre. whenever any jump function appears at the
AND gate inputs, the counter's A. B. or c inputs LOAD
the counter to set up the jump address at its output.
A few other electrical connections are required. The
multiplexer must enable the primary function generator
for primary (YEs) decisions or the secondary-function
generator for secondary (NO) decisions. This is accomplished by connecting the multiplexer's Y-output to the
D (inhibit) terminal of the secondary decoder and the w
output to the D terminal of primary decoder. The Y output also connects to the counter's E-NABLE-P terminal.
Assume the controller state counter has been RESET
to STATE O. As long as CONDITION A is NO. the secondary-function generator's 0output is low—but this output
is not used. When CONDITION A becomes YES, the primary-function generator's 0-output goes low to generate
UN-C rioN A. At the same time the multiplexer's Y output goes high to drive the state counter's ENABLE-I' input and. on the next cLocK pulse. the counter increments to STATE I. Here, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. if
CONDITION B is YES, the primary-runction 2enerator is
enabled, because w is low. to produce FUNCTION C. and.
because Y is high. the state counter increments to STATE
2 on the next CLOCK. However. if CONDITION B is NO
the low Y signal on the secondary-function generator's
D terminal enables that decoder to yield FUNCTION B.
And the counter must jump to STATE 4. Therefore.
FUNCTION B gets fed to the counter's c input through
the NAND g ate. and to the ¡Amp input through the AND
gate. Thus, tile next CLOCK pulse loads the counter to a
count of 100. or STATE 4.
In this manner. the controller will either index to the
next state or jump to a prescribed state. As shown in
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7. Priority control. Flow diagram indicates controller must give first priority, at any state, to primary conditions, at left, but if a primary condition is NO and secondary condition—in color—is YES, then controller initiates secondary function and lumps.
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8. Dual decision. Adding asecondary multiplexer, upper right, provides gating of secondary, or low-priority, inputs, with the primary multiplexer's enable and inhibit outputs choosing whether to give priority to primary or secondary transfer conditions.

Fig. 5, initiation of FUNCTION L will bypass FUNCTION K
and reset the controller to STATE O. but if CONDITION H
is YES, the controller will first initiate FUNCTION K and
then increment to STATE O.

3. Designing anonsequential
priority-condition controller
Consider now any application in which. at one or more
states, two input conditions exist and the program controller has to choose which condition will initiate the
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next function. Thus. the controller must follow aset of
priority rules. This controller is slightly more complex,
electrically, than the previous two examples, but is still
easily put together with standard ICs.
In STATE O of Fig. 7. for instance CONDITION A could
represent athermostat switch which, if closed (YES) initiates FUNCTION A and indexes the controller to STATE I.
But it' the thermostat is open (NO). then CONDITION B
should be implemented. Here CONDITION B could be a
timer input. In STATE O the controller is to give first priority to the temperature input, but if the temperature
does not close the thermostat. then after some elapsed
time the controller will operate through CONDITION B
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and jump to STATE 2. And if' the temperature and time
are both YES. then the controller is to obey the move
dictated by the priority assignment. CONDITION A. Fig-

vided by this program controller that choose and implement a function depending on the priorities assigned to
two conditions at a given state. Assume the controller

ure 7 includes eight high-priority conditions-A. C. D. F.

has been RESET to STATE O. Here.

G. H. I. and K-and three low-priority conditions-B. E.
and J-at STATE 0. 2. and 6 with jumps to. respectively.

mary) multiplexer is addressed to select CONDITION A
and the low-priority (secondary) multiplexer to select

STATES 2. 4. and o. Also a jump is needed to STATE 6

CONDITION B.

when CONDITION G. at STATE 4. is NO.
Inspection of the flow diagram (Fig. 7) leads to the

the high-priority (pri-

If CONDITION A is YES (or TRUE). three things happen: the Y output of the primary multiplexer ENABLES

following logic equations. which indicate the connec-

the state counter to index to the next step. the w output

tions between the devices making up the controller (Fig.

of the same multiplexer removes the inhibit on the D

8). Again the delta means index to next state, and the

terminal of the primary decoder and thus generates the

horizontal arrow means jump to the indicated state.

addressed ---FUNCTION A; the Y output, connected to the
STROBE terminal of the secondary multiplexer. inhib-

FUNCTION A = (STATE 0) (CONDITION A) A
FUNCTION B=

its- through that multiplexer's w output-the secondary

(STATE 0) (CONDITION A) (CONDITION 13)-)0. 2
FUNCTION C = (STATE 1) (CONDITION C)

transfer-function generator (decoder). As required. the

FUNCTION D = (STATE 2) (CONDITION D) A

However, suppose the controller is in STATE o and

FUNCT ION E =
(STATE 2) (CONDITION D) (CONDITON E) -le• 4

shown in Fig. 7. the controller in this situation is to ini-

FUNCTION F= (STATE 3) (CONDITION F) A

tiate rUNCT1ON B and jump to STATE 2. Since CONDI-

FUNCTION G = (STATE 4) (CONDITION G) -1
FUNCTION H = (STATE 4) (CONDITION G)-› 6

TION A is NO,

that CONDITION A is NO and CONDITION B is YES. As

the low-priority transfer-function generenabled, resulting in fUNCTION B appearing on
output line 0. as required. Furthermore, this function is
ator is

FUNCTION I= (STATE 5) (CONDITION H) .1
FUNCTION J= (STATE 6) (CONDITION I)

fed back to the state counter's NAND gate which enables

FUNCTION K --(STATE 6) (CONDITION I) (CONDITION J)-›

input-terminal B to a 100 address
jumps to STATE 4, as required.

FUNCTION L = (STATE 7) (CONDITION K) A

For the case where CONDITION A and B are both YES,
the controller is to give priority to, and react to, CONDITION A only. This action is the result of the high Y output of the primary multiplexer inhibiting the secondary
multiplexer and thus preventing CONDITION B from
being gated through to the decoder. Therefore, the controller ignores CONDITION B and the primary Y output
enables the state counter to increment to STATE 1. Of
course, if CONDITIONS A and B are both NO, the controller stays in STATE O.
In some states, as for example STATE 3, the controller
is required to step to STATE 4 only when a condition
(here CONDITION F) becomes YES. Because the secondary multiplexer and decoder are inhibited, the controller indexes in the same manner as in the sequence controller in the first example.
Even without having to make apriority decision, this
controller can also perform YES-NO nonsequential
jumps. as is required at STATE 4. Here, the controller is
to generate FUNCTION G and step to STATE 5 if CONDITION G is YES, or generate FUNCTION H if CONDITION G

Here again the logic equations show that the required
function results when the corresponding decoder output
goes

low, to he consistent with device electrical levels.

Generating priorities
In Fig. 8, the high-priority conditions are the same as
the primary conditions used in the previous examples,
and they are gated through the multiplexer generating
high-priority transfer condition. Another multiplexer generates the low-priority transfer conditions.
the

Again two decoders are used, one to output the highpriority functions, the other the low-priority functions.
Since

this

application

also

requires

nonsequential

jumps. the jump addresses are obtained by the same
procedure of feeding back appropriate secondary (or
low-priority) output functions through NAND gates to
the state counter. And the presence of any one of these
jump functions and the AND gate (operating in an OR
mode) loads the address into the state counter. As in the
preceding example. the addresses developed by the
state counter drive the multiplexers and decoders.
vices are connected so that they properly assess the required priority

(if any) in agiven state, and enable or

inhibit the associated integrated circuits. The Y output
the

primary

multiplexer

connects

to

the

so the controller

is NO. In the YES, or primary condition, the primary

Of particular interest in this example is how the de-

of

controller generates FUNCTION A and steps to STATE I.

state

multiplexer inhibits the secondary multiplexer. so the
controller simply generates FUNCTION G and goes to
CONDITION G is NO. the controller must initiate FUNCTION Ft and jump to STATE 6. To accomplish
this. a YES condition is permanently connected to input

STATE 5.

counter's ENABLE-P terminal to provide sequential in-

4 of the secondary' controller. shown as the logic one

dexing when needed. This Y output also goes to the

connection in Fig. 8. Being in STATE 4, with the second-

STROBE terminal of the low-priority multiplexer. which

ary multiplexer enabled through its STROBE connection

inhibits the low-priority transfer-function selector (mul-

and the secondary decoder enabled through its D input.

tiplexer) any time the selected high-priority transfer

the controller can then "gate" this permanent YES con-

condition is TRUE. As in the preceding example. when a

dition through the multiplexer and decoder to generate

multiplexer's w output. the complement of Y. is low, it

FUNC'T1ON H. as required. Furthermore, this output is

inhibits the function output of the related decoder.

fed to the B and C NAND gates to produce the 110 corresponding to the required jump address of 6.
111

Consider now some of the alternative actions pro-
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Engineer's notebook
level compensation waveforms for television cameras.
The most useful and easily generated waveform for approximating such functions is the decaying exponential.
And using the graphical exponential approximation
technique demonstrated here permits an accurate fitted
curve to be obtained in less than two hours.
by Robert G. Durnal
To illustrate the technique, an approximation will be
Systems Development Division. Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Baltimore. Md.
developed for a typical waveform-a logarithmic voltage function that must be generated to compensate a
particular
process. The function is:
Many engineering applications require generating a
V = 2log io(tmax/t)
waveform that matches a characteristic curve of some
device or physical law. Some examples of such wave- Voltage V must be accurate to within 0.05 volt for valn,.. The curve
forms are hyperbolic ground-range radar sweeps, fast ues of time tbetween t.„„ and 0.25% of t
should
be
plotted
on
semilogarithmic
graph
paper beautomatic-gain-control functions, and automatic light__ _

Approximating waveforms
with exponential functions

TABLE 2. ERROR IN SEr
OND
miegegge"eiglee
APPROXIMATION

TABLE 1: ERROR IN FIRST APPROXIMATION

Translated
curve
(V)

Second
approximation

Difference
error
(V)

0.005

5.002

4.233

0.769

0.01

4.400

4.053

0.347

0.021

0.02

3.798

3.735

0.063

1.460

0.015

0.03

3.446

3.468

-0.022

1.200

0.005

0.04

3.196

3.240

-0.045

1.002

0.987

0.015

0.05

3.002

3.047

-0.045

0.6

0.844

0.811

0.033

0.06

2.844

2.880

-0.037

0.7

0.710

0.667

0.043

0.07

2.710

2.737

- 0.027

0.8

0.594

0.548

0.046

0.08

2.594

2.612

-0.018

0.9

0.492

0.450

0.041

0.09

2.492

2.502

-0.011

1.0

0.400

0.370

0.030

0.1

2.400

2.405

-0.005

Translated
curve
(V)

First
approximation
(VI

Difference
error
(V)

t/t,, ‘

0.05

3.002

2.384

0.618

0.1

2.40

2.162

0.238

0.2

1.798

1.777

0.3

1.446

0.4

1.196

0.5

th rna „
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cause the decaying exponential, the function to be used
to approximate voltage V, can then be drawn as a
straight line.
Voltage V is plotted as asolid black curve in Graph I.
It can be seen by inspection that this curve is inflectedthe direction of curvature reverses at the midpoint. Inflected curves are difficult to generate with a series of
straight-line approximations, which is the method to be
used here.
The difficulty can be removed by simply adding a
constant along the entire curve of voltage V. The value
of the constant is not critical, but if it is too large, the
curve will flatten out. (As arule of thumb, the constant
can be one-half to two-thirds the value of the curve at
the inflection point.)
Graph 1shows, as asolid color line, voltage V translated by adding aconstant offset voltage of 0.4 Y. In this
case, the right-hand portion of the translated curve is
nearly linear. The envelope of the ±
-0.05-Y limits is repTABLE 3 OVER ALL ERROR
Translated
curve
(V)

Third
approximation
(V)

Difference
error
(V)

0.0015

6.0500

5.833

0.217

0.002

5.798

5.696

0.102

0.0025

5.622

5.573

0.049

0.003

5.446

5.450

-0.004

0.004

5.196

5.236

-

0.005

5.002

5.050

-0.048

0.006

4.844

4.887

-0.044

0.007

4.710

4.744

-0.035

0.008

4.594

4.619

-0.025

0.009

4.492

4.507

-0.015

0.01

4.400

4.408

-0.008

0.040

GRAPH 3

3

SECOND APPROXIMATION
DIFFERENCE ERROR

0.7
É 0.6

THIRD
APPROXIMATION

0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2

0.1
0.001

0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006
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0.007 0008 0.009

0.01

resented by crosspoints (shown in color on the graph) to
aid in choosing the approximation curve.
The first approximation should cover the greatest
possible range of voltage V. Larger errors can be tolerated for higher values of t/tmax, since the tolerance
band is wider for the rightmost section of the curve than
for the leftmost. Additionally, the first approximation
should be drawn below the translated curve to avoid
negative difference errors (between the translated and
approximation curves), which are difficult to plot.
As shown in Graph 1, the first approximation is
drawn for abest fit graphically within the restrictions already cited. The exponential function of this first approximation can be written as:
V1 = 2.63exp(-U0.5 Rm..) -0.4
where the voltage intercept is 2.63 v, the added constant
is 0.4 y, and V1 = 2.63/e (here, erepresents the base for
the natural logarithm) when tit.. = 0.51.
Table 1lists the voltage levels of the translated curve
and the first approximation curve for several values of
from 0.05 to 1.0. The difference error between
these two curves is computed and then plotted (Graph
2) for values of
between 0.01 and 0.1, where the
error is largest. Again, the ±
-0.05-Y limits are inserted as
an approximating aid.
When the difference-error curve is approximated,
care must be taken not to disturb the accuracy of the
first approximation. Therefore, absolutely zero error is
introduced at th„,„„ = 0.1 by locating the straight-line
second approximation at the same point as the first-approximation difference-error curve. The best fit for the
second approximation is then determined graphically.
Voltage V can now be expressed as asum of two exponentials and aconstant:
V2 =2.63exp(-t/0.514)
+ 1.8exp(-t/0.054„„) -0.4
where V2 is the entire second approximation. The leftmost portion of this approximation, which is shown in
Graph 2, has avoltage intercept of 1.8 Y.
Table 2 shows the voltage levels of the translated
curve and the send-approximation
co
curve for values of
ttrv
ina between 0.005 and 0.1. The difference errors between these two curves are within the allowable limits
(of 1
0.05 Y) when tit.
is greater than 0.01. The second-approximation difference error curve, therefore, is
plotted (Graph 3) for thmax from 0.001 to 0.01.
The same graphical technique can now be used to arrive at athird approximation for the leftmost portion of
voltage V. The accuracy of the second approximation is
preserved by making the difference error equal to zero
at tit... = 0.01. The best fit for the third approximation of voltage V yields:
V3 =2.63exp(-U0.5 I
trnax)
+
+ 1.88exp(-U0.0064„) -0.4
Table 3gives the difference errors between the translated curve and the third straight-line approximation
curve. The desired accuracy of ±
-0.05 v is now met for
the specified 400:1 time range-from titmax = 0.0025 to
thmax = 1.0.
The circuit needed to produce voltage V, therefore,
must consist of three exponential generators and aconstant voltage.
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Built-in LED display decoder
simplifies digital-clock logic
by James Blackburn
University of Western Ontario. London. Ont. Canada

Many solid-state readouts are supplied with their own
built-in decoders, which can simplify the logic needed
to produce a blanked display. For example, the Hewlett-Packard Co. type 5082-7300 numeric light-emittingdiode indicator accepts four-line (1, 2, 4, 8) binarycoded-decimal logic inputs. An input of 1000 generates
a "1" display, while the complement of this signal
(0111) results in a blank display. Therefore, the Q and
0 outputs of aflip-flop can cause H-P'S LED display to
show either a1or blank.
This property is particularly useful in simplifying the
logic required for adigital clock to make the transition
from 12:59 to 1:00. Obviously, 13:00 must be inhibited
in favor of a reset to 1:00. Since modulo-10 counters
have integral reset-to-zero functions, the least-significant digit of the hours display must be reset to 1indirectly. Additionally, the hours' most-significant digit

must be blanked, causing the clock display to be 1:00.
Because of the display's built-in decoder, the desired
reset-to-1 operation can be accomplished with only five
dual-input NAND gates and one J-K flip-flop. The flipflop drives the most-significant digit of the hours display.
When the time is 12:59, the flip-flop is in the 1state,
and the decade counter's A and B outputs are high
while its B13;,C, and D terminals are low. At the end of
the next minute, a negative transition occurs at the
counter's A; input. Its A output then goes low and is inverted by gate GI, causing input BD; to go high so that
the display reading should be 13:00.
Both inputs to gate G2 are now high, producing alow
at its output, which is inverted by gate G3. The two inputs to gate G4 then go high, causing the flip-flop to reset to the 0state and the decade counter to reset to zero.
This generates a blank at the most-significant digit of
the hours display, and, because of the inversion at gate
GI,all is generated at the least-significant hours digit.
The clock display now shows 1:00 as the time.
The transition from 13:00 to 1:00 occurs so quickly
that the clock display indicates only a transition from
12:59 to 1:00.
Engineer's Notebook s a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
design applications and measurement ideas Well pay $50 for each item published

Digital clock display. Because of its built-in decoder, Hewlett-Packards solid-state readout reduces the logic required to blank a clock's
display when making the transition from 12:59 to 1'00. The complement of the signal that blanks the readout produces a 1.
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Whoosh! or "pouf"
Our little fans and blowers deliver just the air you need ... no more, no less.
We guarantee it.
The 105 cfm blast— or the 14 cfm gentle breeze—
delivered by a Howard fan or blower is a matter of
design. Designed to your performance parameters by
Howard engineers who test and build these hardy
little fans and blowers so carefully and to such exacting
specifications that performance is guaranteed for 5
years in writing!
Air delivery tests to AMCA standards measure the air
movement capabilities of each fan and blower. Dynamic and static air pressure tests assure that Howard

fans and blowers deliver just the amount of air your
product needs—and continue to do so over their
maximum life period.
More and more leading quality-minded firms are specifying Howard components. (Names on request). Can
you afford less than the guaranteed controlled air
movement of Howard fans and blowers?
FREE Design Engineer's Manual and Guide to help
you design the ideal cooling systems for your products.

Weee deinè
INDUSTRIES
DIVISION OF MSL INDUSTRIES, INC.

One Dixie Highway, Milford, Illinois 60953, Dept. EL
Phone* (815) 889-4105

FHP MOTORS
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GEARMOTORS

FANS

BLOWERS
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Engineer's newsletter
Double duty
saves one

Making noise?
Go digital

Think serial in
process control

New magnets
for TWTs

Hand inserter
puts terminals
in their places

Production
line goes
to the convention

If you can eliminate apassive component by letting your active device
do double duty, you save not only the price of the component but board
space as well. For example, in a typical astable multivibrator, where
you need two capacitors and two transistors, one of the capacitors can
be eliminated by using aprogramable unijunction transistor instead of
one of the bipolars. The PUT acts as agated switch for charging and
discharging the single capacitor.
Using digital techniques to generate noise instead of the old heated resistor and high-gain op amp method looks like agood way to increase
bandwidth and not spend awhole lot of money doing it. Take a highspeed shift register, connect it as amaximum-length, pseudo-random,
sequence generator, and then pass the digital output through a lowpass filter. Since it's best to cut the filter off at about one-tenth the register clock rate, by using one of the new 500-MHz ECL registers, this
method can give you anoise generator with abandwidth of 50 MHZ.

If your process control specs permit you leeway in the controller's operating speed, you might consider processing data serially rather than using the voguish parallel approach. It's slower, but it's cheaper, since
you need fewer logic functions. And by storing information in one dimension, every storage site can be used. Besides, if you're transmitting
into adata line, you'll have to get into serial form anyway.

A new magnetic compound with four times the strength of today's
magnet material is turning on builders of high-performance I'm/Ts for
the military. The material is samarium cobalt, and is distributed here
under the name of Hi-Corax by Hitachi Metals America, White Plains,
N.Y. Its small size and powerful focusing strength give TWTs the edge
over old tubes. The only rub: it presently costs over over 10 times more
than magnets made with the popular Alnico 8.

Inserting terminals into circuit boards for prototypes might well be a
least-favorite occupation for many engineers and technicians, but a
new hand inserter promises to ease the chore considerably. You simply
press the terminal with the tool until the spring in the tool trips, forcing
the terminal into ahole in the prepunched board. The spring-actuated
inserter from Vector Electronics. Sylmar, Calif., can be adjusted to give
optimum pressure. Various types of terminals can be accommodated,
and the small insertion heads can perform on crowded boards.

Here's your chance to roll up your sleeves and learn first hand what it
takes to turn your prototype design into aproduction model. On March
26-29, the Manufacturing Group of the IEEE will sponsor ado-it-yourself booth at the International Convention in New York's Coliseum,
where adesigner, working on asimulated production line, can actually
assemble on apc board and test his own pulse generator. You get to
keep what you build, whether it works or not.
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No-hitch
Schottky Comparators
,d11

Compatible multi-function plug-ins:
more speed—more output —more profits in the end.

Really bugs you,
doesn't it? Make your
move into ultra high
speed comparators—and
the penalty whistle goes
off. Currently available parts
just can't get along with TTL levels, and
input characteristics are much too stringent.
Start counting your blessings: 521, 522. Signetics'
exclusive linear breakthrough in extremely fast
trouble-free dual comparators. There's nothing else
on the market today that can touch 521/522 for
cost-conscious ease of use, over aunique range of
applications. You work with the remarkably high
speed that Schottky technology delivers, instead of
against it.
The 521 typically operates at 6ns, with 1Ons
guaranteed; 522, from 10-15ns. But you can't take
advantage of these major increments in comparator
speed if penalties keep cutting you down to size.
Use the 521/522 any place you'd snap your old
710/711/760 and you clear the board for maximized
action. Pin -for-pin replacements for 75107/108: but
Signetics' no-forfeit performance can't be matched,
while requiring fewer
auxiliary parts.
Absolutely TTL
compatible in both
strobes and output
structure. Rock-bottom
input characteristics
for industrial
applications. 20 ,HA
max input bias current
guaranteed —so low you
won't load down your input
transducers. And you no
longer add apreamplifier to
detect more minute variations of input voltage.
We built in function flexibility too. You not only
reduce parts count, you save on stock variety needs
as well. These versatile Schottky-fast dual

comparators are smooth design-in's as zero crossing
detectors, Schottky line receivers, and for AID and
DIA conversions. Plus the most popular alternate
application to date—as MOS RAM sense amplifiers.
NE522 COMPARATOR
USED AS MOS RAM SENSE AMPLIFIER
STROBE
ENABLE

le

•

10011

V REF

•—•
ENABLE 2

Optimized system performance, with lower costs
coming in and going out. That's our commitment to
you, the user. From one end of our linear line to the
other: from phase locked loops and the IC timer, to
these innovative 521/522 high speed Schottkyclamped comparators.
And they're all on the shelf at your distributor.
Now.

CLIP THIS COUPON TO YOUR LETTERHEAD
FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

D
D

Please send us afree sample of 521/522.
Include complete specs, data sheets and application
literature for ultra high speed 521/522 comparators.

Name
Title
Attach this box to company letterhead, and mail to:
Signetics-Linear
811 East Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 739-7700

Signetics Corporation. A subsidiary of Corning Glass Works.
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Who's into back planes?
You are. Cinch is.

For high density packaging, back plane connector
systems are the way to go, especially in producing
computers and peripherals.
Cinch can tell you all about back plane connector
systems ...because we wrote the book on them
(Our Catalog C-164). Cinch back plane connector
systems offer seven important efficiency and economy features:

trolled insertion forces through simultaneous !nib..
sertion of entire contact rows.
5. Selectively gold-plated contacts to reduce
costs.
6. Precision monoblock or modular connector
bodies.
7. Specially designed molded styrofoam carriers
that eliminate damage in transit.

1. Replaceable buss bars that permit removal and
replacement of individual bussing contacts.

If you're into back planes already, you've probably
talked to Cinch. If you're not into them yet, you
ought to talk to us. Call us at (312) 439-8800, and

2. Easily replaceable individual voltage plane and
ground plane contacts.

we'll fly out to see you. Incidentally the book—
Catalog C-164— is free, from your Cinch sales office

3. Preloaded cantilevered or tuning fork contacts
on .100", .125", .150" or .200" centers.

or Cinch Connectors, an Electronic Components

4.

Uniform contact alignment and closely con-

Division of TRW Inc., 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk Grove
Village, Illinois 60007.
CM-7302

TRW CINCH CONNECTORS

New products

Solid-state camera uses photodiodes
Image-sensing system for character recognition, industrial controls,
and measurements is designed around 50-by-50 array of MOS devices
by Stephen Wm. Fields, San Francisco bureau manager
Most electronics companies working
toward solid-state image sensing are
counting on the promise of chargecoupled or bucket-brigade devices
to make the solid-state camera a
reality [Electronics, Jan. 18, p. 162].
But the first solid-state camera to go
into production uses neither. Instead, it has an array of mos photodiodes.
Designated the LC600 series, the
camera is built by Reticon Corp.,
Mountain View, Calif. It is intended
for noncontact sensing in a variety
of measurement, identification, and
control applications.
The camera contains a complete
optical system, aphotodiode array—
either a linear array of 64 to 512
photodiodes or an area array that
measures 50-by-50 photodiodes. It
also has scanning circuitry to interrogate each diode in sequence and
determine whether the light intensity is above or below apreset level
and input/output circuitry that enables the camera to be used with
very simple external electronics chosen to fit the particular application.
Only moderate light levels are required to operate the camera, provided there is reasonable contrast
between the background and the
object to be measured.
Direct drive. In the simplest form
of system, all that is needed besides
the camera are a power supply and
adisplay. If the camera contains the
50-by-50 array, for example, all that
is required is ±
-15 volts at 100 milliamperes, + 5 y at 1A, and a CRT
display. The camera has three output lines—X,Y, and Z or intensity—
and these can drive the display
directly. In such asetup, the camera
is acting as asolid-state vidicon with
a2,500-point resolution. But accord-
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ing to John J. Rado, Reticon's president, "this is not the primary application for the camera," although it
provides Picturephone quality or
better.
According to Rado, in many OCR
applications the output pulse train
of the camera will be fed to asignalprocessing system. This method
would be used, for example, in text
reading, where the signal-processing
equipment would be looking for
lines and edges and then, after determining what the character was,
would enter it into asystem.
Another application is in detecting defects. "Castings, for example,"
says Rado, "are often treated with a
chemical that will show up cracks
and other defects. With the LC600,

an automatic assembly-line operation could be set up with the camera detecting the presence of the
chemical in the defect. The detection of the fault could then trigger a
machine to remove the bad casting
from the line."
Choice of array. The heart of the
camera is the photodiode array. The
camera is available with either
linear arrays of 64, 128, or 512
photodiodes, or with a 32-by-32 or
the 50-by-50 area array (which measures 250 by 250 mils). The choice
depends on the application. In systems where the object to be viewed
is moving at a constant speed, the
linear array could be employed. It
can also be used in measuring systems—systems that assess how full a

Image sensing. The families of solid-state cameras now being developed offer promising
applications in facsimile, optical character recognition, and low-resolution television.
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Give your switches
abetter-than-outside
chance.
Keep them safe
from the destructive
elements that can
stop switch performance cold. APM
makes it easy, with
molded leak-proof
seals that shrug off
dust, dirt, gas and
liquid contaminants
... stand up to pressures and temperatures that can put
undefended switches
out of business.
They're the Clean C7..
Fighters—a team of
custom-molded boots/r
that seal out trouble U
for all pushbutton,
toggle and rotary 6
switches.
THE
CLEAN
FIGHTERS

For critical
applications,
choose the MILstandard member of
the team—Hexseale
the silicone rubber
boots with amoldedin hex nut for extra
0 protection, complete
flexibility for fingertip
O operation of the switch.
Or go commercial
with Snapseelsfthe
low cost neoprene
boots that snap comfortably over manually operated switches
in seconds. Write or
call for literature and
samples:
APM-Hexseal
44 Honeck St.,
Englewood, N. J.;
(201) 569-5700.

Apm-HEKSEAL 41)

DIVISION

OF

RPM

CORPORATION
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NEW LED LOGIC CHECKER
Displays logic state of most
14 or 16 pin IC's with no external controls. Simply clip
over DIP package and appropriate LED will light to indicate a high logic state at each
associated lead. For use on
popular 5V systems.
Completely portable for shop, lab,
or field use—fully guaranteed.
Detailed instructions and handy carry case supplied. Free
set of 24 logic templates included. Post paid — $99.95.

ALEC

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. NORTH ANDOVER. MASS

Circle 162 on reader service card

MULTIPLE
POSITION
High density

SLIDE SWITCH

fr

Switch

Series designed specifically

for

P.C.

boards.

No wiring errors. Actuators have ball bearing
spring detent. Make Before Break action in 1,
2, 4, 6 and 8-pole circuits. 4 to 13 positions.

ALCCI®

ALCDSWITCH
SS Serles

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
1551 OSGOOD STREET, NORTH ANDOVER, MASS. 01845
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When you're hot, you're hot!
So you need arugged cement that really stands up to hostile heat?
SermeTel bonding product systems have
the answer to difficult applications. Can
be custom mixed to offer electrical properties ranging from non-conductors to
high conductors and bonding for temperatures from —375°F to 6000°F.
APPLICATIONS:
• High temperature
instrumentation
• Strain Gauges
• Thermocouples
• Transducers
• Steam turbines
• Heat exchangers
• Nuclear reactors

• Missile systems
•Turbine engines
• Abradable seals
• Potting and joining
compounds
• Electronic
Assemblies

For a basic introduction to a fascinating new family of proven SermeTel
products offering advantages that generate big money savings, write on your
company letterhead for a copy of the
newest in a series of definitive documents entitled "The Sciences of
SermeTel Bonding Products."
P.O. Box 187
North Wales, Pa.
19454

4111,e .

SERMÉTEIL
122
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New products
tank is or how long abolt is, for example. The area array is employed
in applications where the object to
be viewed is not moving at constant
speed, or where viewing in more
than just the X direction is required,
as with the example of the castingfault detector.
The camera itself measures 4
inches high, 2.8 in. wide, and from 6
to 10 in. deep, depending on the
electronics. The X "standard" version contains the lens (any one of 10
types of vidicon or enlarger lenses is

available), the photodiode array
(which contains the scanning circuits and the first driver stage), and
several circuit cards. These contain
the final driver stage, the video
stage, a charge-amplifier sampleand-hold circuit, which puts out a
series of "boxcar" pulses that can be
fed to an a-d converter to digitize
the display, and the sweep and interface circuits. The latter can be as
complex as is called for by the design. In fact, says Rado, "you could
put acomplete data processing system such as the Intel MCS-4 inside
the camera case, and it could connect directly to aprinter." An application would be in length-measuring, where the camera would look at
an object and print out its length.
Accurate tool. Rado points out
that unlike vidicon cameras, the
Reticon system has geometric accuracy. Each diode position is precisely defined, and this, combined
with the digital nature of the device,
makes it an accurate measuring
tool.
Samples of the LC600 camera are
available from stock. The price
ranges from $1,200 (for a camera
with the 64-element linear array) to
$4,900 for acamera with the 50-by50 area array.
Reticon Corp., 450 Middlefield Rd., Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [338]

For optoelectronics, what's your choice? Clears or transparent colors...
liquid casting formulations.., or transfer molding compounds? Hysol
offers you achoice of them all. Epoxy encapsulating materials that exactly
meet the requirements of your opto devices.
Hysol transfer molding compounds offer you elevated temperature color
stability. Resistance to moisture and temperature cycling. Non-yellowing
of clears, non-distortion of colors. Low ionic and foreign particle contamination. Excellent moldability in automated production. Available in
sparkling clears and reds.
If your choice is liquid encapsulants, Hysol has low viscosity formulations
in clears and five bright transparent colors. Hysol casting formulations
have elevated temperature stability, moisture resistance, temperature
cycling resistance, high purity and long pot life. And no color distortion.
Liquid encapsulation of transfer molding, clear or colored, HYSOL is the
right choice.
For more information, write Hysol Division, The Dexter Corporation
Olean, New York

HYSOL DIVISION

THE DEXTER CORPORATION

OLEAN, NY/ LOS ANGELES and PITTSBURG. CALIF
TORONTO /LONDON /MUNICH /TOK YO
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What the industry taught us about
cheap OEM minicomputers.
Stripped for action.
Here's afamiliar approach. El Cheapo II.
In reality, it's the good old Mod X
stripped of all the stuff that made the
old Mod X good. Instructions. Memory.
I/O facilities. Everything. But it's
cheap. It's really cheap. Only the
hum remains.

Dressed to kill.
Here's the same machine in disguise.
Now it's hiding behind all the things
you have to hang on it to make it
work. Like apower supply and a
memory and some sort of I/O kluge
so your system can talk to it.
Also hidden, of course, is the cost.
And it isn't so cheap any more.

Introducing the $3600 Interdata Model 74.
What you need is what you get.
Here's anew approach.
A $3600* general-purpose OEM minicomputer with the much-copied
third generation architecture of the I
nterdata New Series family
of minicomputers.
And that $3600 — lowest in its class — includes hardware multiply/divide,
16 general registers, directly addressable 8KB core expandable to 64 KB,
an 80-ns solid-state Read-Only-Memory and amultiplexor that provides
an I/O system for communicating with up to 255 peripheral-oriented
device controllers.
We've even made the display panel optional because most OEMs don't
need it. And what you need is what you get.
At $3600, maybe we'll teach
the industry athing or two.

litirXMEIRDAILTAIK.

2 Crescent Place. Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 (2011 229-4040. Atlanta — (404) 288.7000. Boston — (6171 890-0557.
Chicago — (312) 437-5120. Dallas — 1214) 238-9656. Detroit — (313) 356-5515. Houston — (713) 783-18.0.
•Basic 8KB Model 74 list.
With OEM discount, quantity of 18 — $2,520.00.
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Los Angeles — (2131 640-0451. Palo Alto — (415) 969-1180. Washington — (703) 525-4806. Toronto — (416) 678-1500.
United Kingdom — Uxbridge 51483. Sydney — NSW 439-4155. West Germany — 0811/160031. Tokyo — 270-7711.
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New products
Output potential is 30 y peak-topeak into an open circuit or 150 milliamperes into a short circuit, and
impedance is 50 ohms. An 80-dB attenuator is provided with maximum
step deviations of ±
-0.25 dB for each
20-dB section. At low frequencies,
the instantaneous output voltage
31
2 -digit unit provides
/
can be read; this is especially useful
multiwaveform output
for ramp outputs. Dc offset of ±
-10
volts is provided.
from 0.0005 Hz to 10 MHz
In addition to free-running and
external frequency controls, the
A common sight on workbenches is model 147 can operate as a sweep
a function generator, used with a generator. Starting point and sweep
counter for accurate frequency de- width can be set and read accurately
termination and with adigital volt- with the counter. Sweep frequency
meter or scope for an accurate indi- is adjustable, and operation can be
cation of output level. This continuous or triggered.
Counter display variation is
±0.2% ±
-1digit from 10 kHz to 10
MHz and 0.3% down to 0.01 Hz.
Time symmetry is 99.5% from 10 Hz
to 100 kHz. Amplitude readout deviation is ±5% of full output from 1
Hz to 10 MHz. Display is of the 50ohm terminated voltage. Sine-wave
frequency response is to within 0.2
inconvenience may become a thing dB to 1MHz.
of the past with a new wide-range
Sine-wave distortion is less than
sweep/function generator that in- 0.5% from 10 HZ to 100 kHz, with
cludes a frequency counter and a triangle linearity greater than 99%
peak-reading digital voltmeter.
from 0.0005 Hz to 100 kHz, and amWavetek's new model 147 has a plitude symmetry is ±
-99% about
multiwaveform output from 0.0005
ground on symmetrical waveforms.
hertz to 10 megahertz with 31
2 -digit
/
Square-wave rise and fall times for
light-emitting-diode display. The
a50-ohm load are less than 30 nadisplay can be switched to read fre- noseconds. The generator is priced
quency, positive peak amplitude, or at $1,295.
negative peak amplitude. The peak Wavetek, P.O. Box 651, San Diego, Calif.
values are more meaningful for the 92112 [351]
various waveforms than rms values
would be, and this output helps
eliminate the need for ascope to deFrequency counters
termine this information.
cover 1 Hz to 200 MHz
The frequency in the free-running
mode is set in decades, then by
coarse and vernier controls on one
A line of frequency counters is desknob, with frequency readings proignated SM-110 series. The I10A
vided instantly, even for very low operates from IHz to 200 mHz and
values. Output waveforms are sine, offers separate 1-megohm and 50square, triangle, positive-pulse, neg- ohm inputs, 10-my input sensitivity
ative-pulse and dc-voltage. Sym- and a 1-MHz-crystal time base.
metry is adjustable from 1:19 to stable to 7.5 ppm/year. The SM19:1, and the 147 provides sawtooth
110B provides range, inputs, and
or ramp output. The frequency can sensitivity identical to the SM-110A
also be controlled by an external and also includes such features as a
voltage, with a 5-volt signal excur- temperature-compensated
crystalsion giving a frequency change up oscillator time base of only 1
to 1,000:1.
ppm/year and remote programing
Instruments

Generator has

capability. The SM-110C, in addition to these features, includes a
600-MHz prescaler for high-frequency input for uhf measurements.

DVM and counter

Price of the A model is $495; the B,
$625; and the C, $795.
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments,
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022 [356]

Recording system provides
two 40-mm analog channels

MOM
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Accepting arange of industrial and
biomedical plug-in signal conditioners, the model 220 general-purpose recording system provides two
40-mm analog channels and two
event channels. Features of the unit
include a full-width response of up

to 40 Hz, 10 divisions at 100 Hz; rectilinear trace presentation; pressurized ink writing; 99.5% linearity enforced by a servo pen-positioning
system; and four pushbutton-selected chart speeds of 1, 5, 25, and
125 mm/second.
Gould

Inc.,

Instrument Systems Division,

3631 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114
[357]

Industrial panel meter offers
internal stable reference
The series 3000B general-purpose
digital panel meter is designed specifically for industrial system appli-
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New products

THE NEWEST DESIGNS
THE WIDEST SELECTION

'Limar
cLogantlynic
IF Amplifieig

cations. The display is updated five times per second.
Input semiconductor devices and stable internal reference and converter components provide a solid zero

over a O to 50° C temperature range without adjustments. Price is S198.
Electronic Research Co . 7618 Wedd Ave

Overland Park, Kan.

66204 [358]

Leakage adapter is for

GNew!
HYBRID IC MODELS
3
/")(1 7
2
1
/
1
6")( 5
/
8
"

medical, commercial uses
A portable ac current leakage adapter designated the
model 60-413 permits measurement checks of those
small amounts of leakage current between patient and
connected instruments that are often undetected in hospitals and geriatric centers. The unit can also he used to

RANGE OF SPECIFICATIONS
Center Frequency
Bandwidth
Risetime
Output
Noise Figure
Dynamic Range

LINEAR

LOGARITHMIC

30 to
MHz
to 20 MHz
to .05 gsec
IF and Video
<4 db
40 db

30 tolif4MHz
to 20 MHz
to .05 ysec
DC Coupled Videc
<10db
80 db

Over the years the industry has come to depend upon
RHG for a steady stream of innovations and improvements
in its various product lines.
This year is no exception, and in the IF Amplifier line
alone RHG is offering
•A new line with "IF output only" at $295.00
• A new line of Hybrid IC Lin & Log IF Amps
• A new line of constant phase shift limiters
•A new line of IC preamps in <1 cubic inch
•A new line of highly accurate & super stable log amps
•33 new features/improvements/reduced prices

LjIICE

RHO ELECTRONICS
LABORATORY •INC

94 MILBAR BOULEVARD • FARMINGDALE
NEW YORK 11735 • (516) 694-3100 • TWX 510-224-6493
for Reliability, Innovation and Service
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measure leakage current in commercial applications.
The unit measures from 10 /iA full scale to 30 mA full
scale, and resolution is 0.2 ,o.A on the lowest Yom range.
Accuracy is to within ±
-4
(
7( full scale. The unit, for use
with the model 801 multimeter. is priced at $30.
Triplett Corp., Bluffton, Ohio 45817 [3591
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Norden Kit Encoders.
Install ThemYourself InYour
Own Equipment.
Kit encoders cost less than conventional encoders because they
have no cases. And look at their other advantages.
Your own production people can install these optical encoders
easily and quickly into your equipment. There are no mounting
brackets, couplings or additional bearings needed. You merely slip
the disc right onto your shaft and clamp it tight. That's all.
These encoders are available in resolutions from 20 to 500
pulses per turn, their moment of inertia is lower than found in conventional devices, and they all come with light emitting diodes for
high reliability.
We call them kit encoders. You may call them naked encoders
or uncased encoders. Whatever you call them, they are the NEW
way to go.
For more information on kit encoders and their applications,
contact the Components Department, Norden, Helen Street, Norwalk, CT 06856. Phone 203-838-4471. TWX 710-468-0788.

Norden
Electronics/February 1, 1973
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Sangamo Recorders.
For people who need 32 channels of data.
And people who don't.
When you tackle ajob that calls for 32 channel recording,
you've pretty well got to come to us. We make the Sabre V,
the only IRIG all-band portable tape recorder on the market
with up to 32 channels on one-inch tape.
But not all jobs need the Sabre V, and we want you to
depend on Sangamo anyway. So we also offer the Sabre Ill,
Sabre IV and the Sangamo/Tandberg TIR 100 newest addition to our line.
Sabre III gives you lab quality and total bandwidth
convertibility in a compact all-band portable.
Sabre IV is our laboratory model that's setting new
standards of accuracy in recording and reproduction.
Both Sabre III and IV let you process data up to 2.0 MHz
in the direct mode, 500 KHz in the FM mode, and with full

serial and parallel PCM capability. They feature total
bandwidth convertibility, too.
The Sangamo-Tandberg TIR 100 does almost everything
you'd expect a $16,000 recorder to do but costs under
$4.500. It features four channels including one for voice or
data recording. a built-in CRT monitor and a portable size
smaller than acubic foot.
That's four Sangamo recorders in all. One of them is
bound to do the best possible job on your data recording job—
whatever it is.
For more information, write:
Sangamo Electric Company, Data Systems.
P.O. Box 3347. Springfield, Illinois 62714.
Or call (217) 544-6411/Telex 406-421.

ezi\cwamicip Prcipinrne
THE INNOVATORS IN TAPE INSTRUMENTATION
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New products
Microwave

Package line
is standard
8 configurations offered.
with user's choice of
four connector types
Integrated-circuit makers have the
advantage over their radio-frequency and microwave counterparts; once they make a circuit,
there is usually a low-cost package
to put it in—the DIP, for example.
Until now, building microwave hybrid circuits, a strip transmissionline device, or any other of a number of rf or microwave circuits, required custom-packaging the endproducts.
Now the Modpak electronicspackaging system, manufactured in
eight standard configurations with
up to four connectors and four feedthroughs, is being offered. The user
has his choice of any one of four
connector types—BNC, TNC, type
N, or SMA. Prices range from $9.75
to $14.75, whether the quantity is
one or 500. While this is higher than
prices for plastic dual in-lines, it is
low for microwave packages.
Developed by Modpak, which

specializes in microwave subassemblies, these packages anticipate
many of the prototyping and breadboarding problems facing microwave engineers. There are simple
clips for mounting on pc boards,
stripline circuits, or hybrids. D-holes
for all connectors and feedthroughs
are prepunched to save agreat deal
of time. Modpak packages allow access to both sides of any circuit, in
contrast to competing packages,
which usually are die castings with
the centers milled out but with a
bottom surface remaining. And
since the Modpak line was designed
for rf and microwave applications,
the company can give VSWR data on
every package-connector combination it builds. And Modpak is promising 72-hour delivery on standard
and two weeks on custom units.
Each Modpak is a nickel-plated
aluminum extrusion with circuitboard mounting chips and nickelplated aluminum covers. There are
standoffs in the bottom cover, to
which the top cover is bolted.
If one of the eight standard configurations and sizes doesn't fit a
customer's requirements, Modpak
designs to custom specifications.
Custom-order forms are included in
the company's 16-page catalog. The
set-up charge is waived, and the
user pays for ablank case ($11.50),
connectors ($3.75 each), and feedthroughs ($2 for standard types, and
$3 for filter feedthroughs). That's
for one to 24 units, but on custom
orders, Modpak gives 10% off as order size passes the 25, 50, and 100
levels.
Modpak, an Adams-Russell Company, 32
Green St., Waltham Mass 02154 [401]

continuous-wave or 75 w peak, the
output from the limiter stays below
100 mw. The limiter can also be
connected at the input of an instrument that is looking at signals from
an antenna, such as a spectrum
analyzer or receiver, and the limiter
will not constrict the dynamic range
of the spectrum analyzer. Price of
the limiter is $200, and delivery
time is two weeks.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [403]

Power-splitter handles
10 W continuous-wave power
The model 1500-3SP power-splitter
which can also be used as a powercombiner, is furnished with a load
termination for 10 watts of continuous-wave power. The unit, sealed

for outdoor all-weather use, has a
center frequency of 1.5 GHz. Bandwidth is 100 MHZ minimum. Other
specifications include a coupling of
3dB ±-0.5 dB, aVSWR of 1.25:1 maximum, insertion loss of 0.2 dB maximum, and isolation of 18 dB minimum. Price is $275.
Spectrum

Microwave

Corp.,

328

Maple

Ave., Horsham, Pa. 19044 [404]

Limiter protects sensitive
instruments from overload
Sensitive microwave instruments
can be protected from overload
damage by a limiter, designated
model 11693A, which typically introduces frequency response variations of less than :10.5 dB from 100
MHz to 12.4 GHz. Limiting action
begins at signal levels of around 5
mw; even with applied levels of 1w

Electronics/February 1, 1973

VVaveguide coupler covers
7.5 to 18.0 gigahertz
A broadband double-ridge waveguide
coupler,
called
the
WRD750D24, covers the band from
7.5 to 18.0 GHz. High 35-dB minimum directivity permits less than
1.035 residual in return-loss-measurement systems. The unit is con-
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Now...

Heat Generation

and

New products
from $95 to $125, depending on
structed of aluminum with an SMAcoupled output port and features a quantity.
mean coupling of 10 dB. Twenty - Microwave Associates, Burlington, Mass.
[407]
and 30-dB models are also avail-

Temperature Control

Double balanced mixer
covers 1to 18 GHz
Using Teflon-Fiberglass substrates
with beam-lead Schottky diodes, the
model DM1-18 double balanced
mixer covers 1to 18 GHz, and is usable to 26.5 GHz. Applications are in
surveillance, radar, and communi-

able. Price is $800.
Technicraft Division, Tech Systems Corp.,
401

Watertown

Rd.,

Thomaston,

Conn.

06787 [405]

SMA-type termination offers

.11Raki
POSISTORS®
That's right. Hot wire heating elements and bimetallic thermostats
can be replaced with one simple
solid state device. No exotic circuitry. No expensive transistors or
SCR's. Few, if any, additional components.
Murata's Posistors provide both
heat and temperature control for
small appliance applications with
heating requirements up to 100
watts. What's more, when higher
heating capacities are required,
Posistors may be utilized to
provide smooth, stepless and
extremely accurate temperature
control.
Want to learn more? Write today
for Murata's complete technical
specifications.

111111:1010,
MURATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, New York 10523

Telex: MURATA EMFD 137332
Phone: 914/592-9180

VSWR of 1.15 to 18 GHz
cations receiving systems. SpecificaA coaxial SMA-type termination,
tions include an isolation of 20 dB,
designated the T180M, measures
noise figure of 10dB and an i
-f range
0.42 inch long. Maximum voltage - of dc to 300 mHz with dc to 2.3 GHz
standing -wave ratio from dc to 18
available. Price is $595.
GHz is 1.15, and readings below 1.10
RHG Electronics Laboratory Inc., 94 Milbar
are typical VSWR from dc to 10 GHz
Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 [408]
is 1.05 maximum. Maximum power
input is 1.0 watt, and temperature
range is from -54°C to + 125°C.
Amplifier delivers 1W
Price is $15.
Engelmann Microwave, Skyline Dr., Mont-

at 1dB compression

ville, N.J. 07045 [406]

Schottky detector is for
broadband applications
Designed for all broadband applications requiring high-voltage sensitivity and small size, the model
7705B-M19 Schottky detector operates over the frequency range from
0.01 to 30.0 gigahertz. The unit has
an open-circuit voltage sensitivity of
1,000 mv/mw minimum over the
frequency range of 0.1 to 20 GHz
and of 1,500 mv/mw from 1.0 to 12
GHz. High sensitivities are available
for narrower bandwidths. The device measures 1.17 in. in length and
0.247 in. in diameter. Price ranges

The model LWA1020 in a solidstate linear class A amplifier operating over the range from 1 to 2
GHz. The unit delivers 1watt at 1dB
compression with asignal gain of 30
dB. Gain is 30 dB, and gain flatness

is ±1dB. The modular unit has a
noise figure of 10 dB maximum and
a power input of +20 vdc at 960
inA. Price is $1,950.
Microwave

Power

Devices

Inc.,

Adams

Court. Plainview, N Y 11803 [409]

A Subsidiary of
Murata Mfg. Co., Ltd., Japan
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The wraps are off-and the new
Macrodata MU-500 general-purpose
LSI test system is now a reality!
We designed it, we produced it, we field-tested it — and
now it's ready for you. It's the world's finest and most versatile, general-purpose, LSI test system. We call it the
MD-500. With both hardware and software modularized for
your selection — at last you can have a system that's built
the way you want it. Now you can put together in one general-purpose system the functions you need for your applications.
The MD-500 tests both MOS and bipolar devices up to 64
channels at data rates as high as 10 MHz, and DC parametric tests are conducted independently or simultaneously with high speed functional tests at the user's option. It
tests random logics, RAM's, ROM's, and shift registers —
both synchronous and asynchronous devices, as well. And
instead of a single pattern storage medium, it offers the
user achoice of one or more of the following: a serial data
simulator; a bipolar RAM buffer; and Macrodata's exclusive MD-104 microprogrammable multiprocessor for algorithmic pattern generation. All this provides you a testing capability well beyond that of other existing systems
with limited hard-wire pattern generators.

Also, in the tradition of being first with such innovations
as random bit masking, channel masking, I/O in a single
clock period, error delay counting, and galloping 1's and
O's, etc., Macrodata now adds such other exclusive new
features in its MD-500 as — Initial Vector Compare, Random Vector Compare, and Deterministic Vector Compare.
But that's not all. Instead of just a major and minor loop,
the MD-500 offers up to 256 loops, nested in any fashion.
And the MD-500 software system offers multi-station operation — up to two parallel stations and up to four active
stations, plus a test compiler station. Programs may be
compiled on line while other stations are testing, without
test interruption. The test pattern data base and programs
are independent of each other .... you can program off the
front panel... and, in addition, you can even talk to a
single bit.
Why wait for the me-too-ers to say — "Oh yes, we have that
too"? Macrodata — the company the others are following —
has it all now in the MD-500. Send for your free copy of
the MD-500 brochure.

Macrodata

Macrodata Corporation, 6203 Variel Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91364, Phone: (213) 887-5550, Telex: 65-1345
Sales Offices: Northern California Area Tel. (408) 247-6633 • West/Central Area — Denver Tel. (303) 934-5505 •Scottsdale Tel. (602) 947-7841 •Albuquerque Tel. (505)
299-7658 •Dallas Tel. (214) 231-2573 •Houston Tel. (713) 621-0040 •New York Area Tel. (914) 962-7797 • New England Area Tel. (617) 273-2450 • Southeast Area
Tel. (205) 883-0140 • International: West Germany — Munich Tel. (0811) 34 56 00 Telex: (841) 521-5969 •Milan, Italy Tel. 871-988/899-248 Telex: (843) 34314 •Sweden
and Norway — Stockholm Tel. (08) 87 03 45 •Switzerand and Austria — Bern Tel. (031) 22 44 81 Telex: (845) 33172 •Tel Aviv, Israel Tel. 25 55 69 •Tokyo, Japan
Tel. (03) 985-5266 Telex: (781) 272-2171 •Buckinghamshire, England Tel. 36381 Telex: (851) 837236
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When you need amulti -terminal graphic
display system. remember this price. It is
the price of the most cost effective system
you can get.
And it includes all the system hardware.
Low-cost, daylight viewable TV monitors
are refreshed by acommon disc memory
and video generator. One memory and
generator can drive up to 16 high
resolution terminals—each with an

The
graphic
4:000
terminal
for when you need more than one

independent display.
Or drive as few as 4terminals and the
system cost works out to just under
$6,000 each.
But if you don't need akeyboard, or if
you want to use adifferent TV monitor.
OK. You can buy only the video generator
and whatever accessories fit your
application.
These systems have all the capability
you need. There are over lá million
individually addressable points in the
graphic display, and you can selectively
erase any rectangular area of the screen.
Write 51 lines of 85 alphanumeric
characters. You can even combine
channels for color or gray scale displays.
And because the displays are disc
refreshed, you will not overload your CPU.
So when you need more than one
graphic display terminal, call your Data
Disc representative or contact us at
686 West Maude Avenue. Sunnyvale,
California 94086: 408/732-7330.

DATA MSC
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New products
within 1%. Typical applications include equipment for resistive measurements, and circuits incorporating lamps or light-emitting diodes.

cuitry to achieve wide-gain bandwidths of 100 MHz. Price is $59 for
the 521 and $69 for the 522.
Intronics, 57 Chapel St.,

Newton, Mass

[389]

Amplifier gain adjusted

Specifications are: an input voltage

by one external resistor

of 115 vac ±10%, adjustable current

Three

amplifiers

open-circuit voltage of 40 vdc. Price

are designated the models 312, 316,

ranges from $125 for one unit to

and 330. The gain of each is ad-

$106.26 for 100 pieces.

range of 0.1 to 3 amperes, and an
instrumentation

HDC announces a magi* netic recording head

Standard Power Inc., 1140 W. Collins Ave.,
Orange, Calif. 92667 [388]

trupicnoN

MODULES, INC.

e;>312J

Power supplies are for

INSTRUMENTATION
AMPLIFIER

small MOS, logic systems
FUNCTION
MODULES, INC.

GM>.

Designed for

small mos or op amp

and logic systems, a series of dual-

INSTRUMENTATION
AMPLIFIER

and

triple-output regulated

power

supplies provides typical outputs of
justed over a wide range by varying

±
- 12 v at 0.5 A, + 5 v at 1.2 A/-12 v

one external resistor. For other than

at 0.5 A, and +5 v at 3.2 A/+ 12 v

no gain,

at 0.5 A.

no

external

trimming is

Features include current

necessary, even on common-mode

limiting, floating output and regu-

rejection. The model 312 has an FET

lation and

input stage and a high input imped-

mos, TTL and linear systems. Price

ripple compatible with

with extended life—and
no compromise of any
other aspect of performance. The long-life head
is a replica of the industry-endorsed HDC
dual-gap head. For long
life, contact areas are
chrome plated by head
makers using the latest
advances in plating.
,Specify the long-life
heads from HDC: the
pioneer and innovator
in shieldless heads.

ance. The model 316 is a generalpurpose unit with a gain range of 1

5:1 LIFE
INCREASE

to 1,000, and the model 330 offers a
common-mode input of 1
-250 v and
can be used for industrial control
systems. Price ranges from $35 to

DUAL GAP

$69.
Function Modules Inc., 2441 Campus Dr.,
Irvine, Calif. 92664 [387]

NO EXTERNAL
CROSSFEED
SHIELD

Power source controls
current to within 1%
A

series

of constant-current

dc

ranges from $29.95 to $49.95.

power supplies designated scc- 120-

Viking Electronics Inc., 721 St. Croix, Hud-

3 is designed to control current to

son, Wisconsin [390]
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HAMILTON DIGITAL CONTROLS, inc.
2118 Beechgrove Place, Utica, N.Y. 13501
(315) 797.2370
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TELERAY 3300

At Statham
we've tamed
the component
test fixture!
\

The low cost,
silent Teletype*
replacement
Do all the CRT Teletype replacements look alike to you?
There's a big difference inside.

It's a thrilling three-ring act! Components, test
fixture, test chamber — all working together smoothly. Because ... at Statham we've tamed the test
fixture! Made it behave — cooperate — do just about
anything we ask.
We make test fixtures that cooperate fully with
our Statham SD Series Temperature Test Chambers.
Standard off-the-shelf fixtures test a broad range
of electronic components, including DIPs, TTLs,
TO5-T018, and other multilead devices with frontpanel switches for individual readout.
The operating range of our standard test fixtures is
-65 ° C to +150 ° C. Extended ranges are available to
+300 ° C.
All Statham test fixtures feature high unit capacity, quick loading, ease of accessibility — and are
designed to ensure low electrical leakage rates and
low thermal gradients.
Do you have unusual design needs? We will make

The TELERAY 3300 has all the terminal's logic on
one single, highly-integrated circuit board. Not only does
this design bring the cost down, but it gives you onecircuit-board replacement maintenance. And, that's not
all. All 106 integrated circuit chips on the single logic
board are plug-ins. Check the others for this feature! In
our 20 years of experience in electronic product design,
we've learned to build things truly maintainable.
The TELERAY 3300 displays up to 24 lines of 40, 72
or 80 characters each. The keyboard, available separate
or attached, generates 64 graphic characters plus control characters. Data retrieval is at rates from 110 to
2400 Baud. Switchable half or full duplex. Interface is
RS-232-C, TTL and 20 ma current loop. Desk top cabinet
or chassis mount. 50/60 Hz models available.
Use TELERAY 3300 anywhere you'd use aTeletype.

test fixtures to meet your specifications.
It doesn't matter how tough or complicated your
requirements are. Statham will make the test fixture
you need.
For additional information, write or call today.
Statham Instruments, Inc., Industrial Division, 2230
Statham Blvd., Oxnard, California 93030. (805)
487-8511.

SINGLE LOGIC BOARD CONSTRUCTION

TELERAY 3300

stay with
Statham 0`-'
'
4

'T.M.

ITT Co

For prices and details
call (612) 941-3300

RESEARCH INC
BOX 24064

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA USA 55424

No. 112
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New products

Packaging & production

IC socket offers
wide entry
--Test unit with flared contacts
speeds device insertion and
minimizes damage to leads
Burn-in and testing of integrated
circuits call for specialized sockets,
designed for both ruggedness and
prevention of damage to the Ks.
With these requirements in mind,
Loranger Manufacturing Co. has
developed aseries of sockets, available in 14- through 40-lead dual inline configurations. The socket.
which permits burn-in that conforms to Military Standard 883. has
a flared entry so that devices with
bent or misaligned pins can be inserted without "fishing" for the entry holes.
The leads are spaced 400 mils between rows so that the socket will
accept both standard dual in-line
and side-brazed packages. A 1
/4
inch-square groove down the center
of the socket (not visible in the illustration) permits easy removal of the
device by merely inserting arod under the fc
-,
which then pops out.
Unlike zero-insertion-type

sockets, the Loranger unit has a
wiping contact to ensure adequate
cleansing of the leads at the time of
insertion. The socket (shown gangmounted) has side ribs between the
contacts to prevent damage and lateral misalignment of the contacts.
The socket will withstand temperature cycling from -65 C to +300 C
continuously. The body is molded
epoxy. and the contacts are beryllium with 50-millionths of an inch
of gold-plating over 100-millionths
of an inch of nickel understrike.
In 1,000-piece lots, price for the
14-lead type is SI.10 each.
Loranger Manufacturing Corp., P.O. Box
948. Warren. Pa. 16365 [391]

photomasks. Users view the working
pattern superimposed over the master pattern or a multilayer pattern.
Deviations appear in contrasting
colors. Three high-aperture objectives for magnifications up to 320x
are provided.
Opto-Metric Tools Inc

Dept JR. Rockleigh,

N.J. 07647 I393]

DIP handler processes
to 7,000 devices per hour
An automatic dual in-line package
handler is capable of processing up
to 7,000 devices per hour. The
model 8020 will process 8-. 14-, 16-,

Radial-lead preformer
handles 1,800 units an hour
A completely adjustable radial-lead
preformer can process radial-lead
components accurately and efficiently at rates exceeding 1.800 per
hour. according to the maker. Manix Manufacturing of Feasterville.
Pa.
Designated T-Kut. the portable.
lightweight, 110-volt machine will
handle all components. including
transistors, diodes, rectifiers. capacitors, and resistors.
Interchangeable jaws have adjustments for cutting, bending, and
standoff dimensional change. The
radius of crimp is also variable, as
well as the distance that the leads
may extend below the board. The
design of the T-Kut ensures that
delicate microcircuitry is protected
during the lead-forming operations,
the company says. Air- and electricpowered models to process other
types of components are also available. Prices for the machines start at
$1,250.
Manix Manufacturing, Feasterville, Pa. [339]

or 18-pin DiPs directly from the
manufacturer's packing sleeve.
through a test station and back into
the packing sleeve. Rejects are
ejected into bulk. The unit links
with all IC testers and accepts every
manufacturer's single- and dualstick packaging sleeves. Price is
$3,050.
Delta Design. San Diego. Calif. [394]

Strip connectors mate with
square, round posts

Mask comparator measures
to within 8 microinches
A mask comparator measures to
within an 8-microinch accuracy the
registration of patterns on related

Electronics/February 1, 1973

Jumper strip connectors are available in strips of two to 25 contacts,
and they mate with 0.25-inch square
or round posts. The series 221 devices intermate with most pin types,
including wire-wrapped and dip-solder tails. The units are suitable for
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New products
back-plane interconnection, in addition to applications in multilayer pc
boards, socket panels, and printedcircuit connector panels. They are

Palais de la Défense
PARIS/PUTEAUX
(France)

and low power levels. A digital
timer provides timing range of 0 to
999.9 seconds with repeat accuracy
to within ±-0.05 second. Price is
$1,575. An optional adapter permits
the chamber to be purged with inert
gases.
Sage Laboratories Inc., 3 Huron Dr., Natick,
Mass [397]

Tool inserts 8- to 16-pin
DIPs in less than 4 seconds

particularly suited for data-processing equipment.

il

Amphenol Industrial Division. 1830 S. 54th

mesucora
th
5

international
exhibition

73

• measure • analysis
• control •testing
• automation

64" physics
exhibition

3ra=.
Full Information by: "FRENCH TRADE SHOWS"
1350 Avenue of The Americas
NEW YORK N.Y. 10019 -Tél. (212) 582-4960-1
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Circle

A tool developed for the manual insertion of 8- to 16-pin DIPS in
sockets and holes in printed-circuit
boards is called the DIP-Sert/16.
Operators can mount DIPS in less
than 4 seconds per package, compared with manual-insertion times
of 1
/ to 2 minutes per package by
2
1
other methods. After insertion, lead
tension holds the packages securely

Ave.. Chicago, Ill 60650 [395]

DIP sockets are available
in three configurations
For flexibility in mounting and termination options, a family of DIP
sockets. called A-OK, are available
in three configurations. The W-type
sockets press-mount directly into a
drilled board. L-type sockets provide annealed beryllium-copper terminals that may be bent. twisted, or
cut for any mounting method, and
the tvpe-U devices allow wirewrapping on the same side of the
board as components, eliminatin2
board flipping during wiring.
Robinson-Nugent Inc., 800 E. Eighth St

in place during soldering. Price is
$2.94.
Scott

Industries.

Paramount

Bldg.

N. Chelmsford. Mass 01863 [399]

Fracturer is for ceramic
substrates. wafers

P.O. Box 470, New Albany. Ind. [396]

Microwave oven cures
photoresist in seconds
The model QK600GP microwave
oven cures photoresist from 10 to
100 times faster than conventional
methods, and developing times are
typically 2 to 10 times faster than
other means. The unit operates from
110 %.7 at 60 HZ. and it offers high

138 on reader service card

An automatic fracturer is designed
for ceramic substrates and semiconductor wafers. The devices are
transported on a moving belt and
the operation is completed in seconds. The part is rotated 90'. and
the action is repeated to complete
fracture in both directions. The unit
will accommodate a range of materials and sizes. Price of the model
105 is $1.750.
Mechanization Associates,

147 E.

Evelyn

Ave.. Mountain View. Calif. [400]
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Inc.

Resin
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An electrographitic grade, number
2089, helps eliminate cracks in silicon-carbide coatings on semiconductor boats and other parts where
the high-temperature capabilities of
graphite need to be augmented with
increased oxidation and/or wear
resistance. The substrate material
closely matches the coefficient of
thermal expansion with refractory
carbide coatings, such as silicon carbide.

I l'%% -1

1MEV LINEAR ACCELERATOR
I)

OPPORTUNITIES

RECON DRONE CONTROL RADARS

AUTOTRACK
SCR-584 RADARS

A two-part thixotropic epoxy adhesive system is for staking transistors.
diodes, ICs and other heat-sensitive
electronic components to printedcirctiit boards, radiators. and heat
sinks. The material is called IraBond 2151. and it mixes to asmooth
paste with slump-resisting body. It
cures overnight at room temperature into a hard, rigid formulation
that creates thermally conductive,
yet electrically insulating bonds to a
variety of materials.
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Radio-Research Instrument Co.INC.

%mg 3Quinc St., Nomalk, Conn. 06850 • 203-853-2600
CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HELP!

HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS
noie than

1700 items—pliers,

twet.zerS, wire strippers, vacuum systems,

tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

relay

Stackpole Carbon Co.. Carbon Division. St.
Mary's. Pa. 15857 [478]

A thermally conductive, electrically
isolating silicone pad for mounting
power semiconductors or other devices requiring electrical insulation.
in addition to high heat dissipation,
is called Cho-Therm. The material
consists of inorganic fillers dispersed
in a silicone binder and is configured in sheets or die-cut forms; it
can also be molded into special
shapes as desired. Two formulations
are available: one with a thickness
of 0.012 inch and the other with a
thickness of 0.020 inch.
Chomencs, 77 Dragon CI •Woburn,
01801 [480]
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Mass

Q. How do Ireply to abox number
ad?
A. Address an envelope with the
box number indicated in the ad,
c/o Electronics, Class. Adv.
Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY, NY
10020

riPctE

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and supplies. 80 pages, 400 items. Offthe shelf delivery, quantity
prices.

lf
Q. Whom do Icontact or call to renew my classified ad or make
corrections?
A. Write Electronics, Class. Adv.
Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY, NY
10020 or call: (212) 997-6585
or 6586. Give full company
name, size of ad, &date or dates
it is scheduled to appear.

Q5? ON READER SEP.

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 83
CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Don't forget the

BOX

NUMBER

... when
answering
the
classified advertisements in
this magazine. It's our only
means of identifying the advertisement you are answering.

139

New literature
Indicator lights. The SIND series of
industrial indicator lights is described in a one-page data sheet
available from Shelly/ Datron, 1562
Reynolds Ave., Santa Ana, Calif.
92707. Circle 421 on reader service
card.

TWO

New

SCRs

from NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
featuring
• Patented Regenerative Gate
• High di/dt with low power gate drive
F-390 850 A RMS, 500-1300 V. DC motor
control and power supplies.
F-395 700 A RMS.100-600V. Fast switch—
ing, high frequency for inverter use.

@

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS

a varian

division

geneva, Illinois 60134

(312) 232-4300

Circle 140 on reader service card

Microprograming. Debugging microprogramed systems is the topic of
a four-page applications note being
offered by Signetics Memory Systems Inc., 740 Kifer Rd., Sunnyvale,
Calif. 94086. The leaflet explains
specifically how flaws can be removed from memories. [422]
Surface waves. Dynamic Research
Corp., 60 Concord St., Wilmington,
Mass. 01887. A six-page data sheet
describes methods for generating
wave masters with the option of
changing the weighting function
without changing the interferometrically divided grating. [423]
c-mos. A technical bulletin outlining the' advantages of using cmos in automotive applications has
been released by Solid State Scientific Inc., Montgomeryville, Pa.
18936. The bulletin discusses chipdesign techniques and provides data
on some circuits now being implemented in automotive electronic
systems. [425]
Substrates. National Beryllia Corp.,
Greenwood Ave., Haskell, N.J.
07420. A data sheet on Berlox K150 substrates provides dimensional
and fabrication standards, as well as
thermal and electrical properties of
the material. [426]

YOU'RE

WHISTLING IN THE DARK...

if you think that heart disease and stroke
hit only the other fellow's family.

GIVE...

so more will live

HEART FUND

Contr,bultd by ¡he Pi.

140

,

Antennas. Channel Master, Ellenville, N.Y., has published a catalog
of antennas, accessories, and electronic-reception aids. The 48-page
book contains information on products for indoor and outdoor vhf,
uhf, and fm applications. [427]
Temperature measurement. A handbook and catalog, containing tables
and listing instruments and other
products pertinent to temperature
measurement, is available from
Omega Engineering Inc., Box 4047,
Stamford, Conn. 06907 [428]
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Away from big city or
suburban costs and soaring
taxes. To alow-priced, but
prime industrial site with
your choice of economical,
long term loans. Where the
tax structure has actually
become healthier for industry
the past several years. And
where the work force is as
educated as the air, rail and
truck transportation is
uncrowded.
Would your most valued
employees care to join you in
Glenwood Springs, or in
another Colorado city equally
endowed with abundant
power and water resources?
Ask them if they'd trade in
their smog-bound life style
for the Snowmass at Aspen, or
for exciting fishing and
hunting in the White River
National Forest.
Then look into making the
"switch" to one of 127
Colorado communities—
including Glenwood Springs
—that have economical
locations for your business
and good living for you and
your people. Send for our free,
83-page Executive Portfolio.
Write William C. Hacker,
Colorado Division of
Commerce and Development,
1341 State Capitol Annex,
Denver, Colorado 80203.

MIND°

where there's room to live and breathe

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor asolicitation oían offer to buy
any of these securities. The offer is made only by the Prospectus.
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Bridge <0> Rectifiers

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner
4Gateway Center. [212] 971-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J Boyle
9Greylock Ridge, Pittsford, N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
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Look to the IBR if you have a design problem that requires a small, efficient 10 A or
25 A full-wave bridge with 100 V, 200 V, 400
V or 600 V PRV ratings, and 250 V, 450 V
and 650 V minimum avalanche voltages.

SILICON
AVALANCHE
IN
BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

Low thermal impedance, < 1° C/W (Zoe) for
full rated load operation at 100 C, Tc.

For designers who fleco

IBR cases are hermetically sealed, electrically insulated and can be mounted directly
to a heat sink.

Small size
Maximum efficiency
Greater versatility

o

When you design-in an IBA, the controlled
avalanche characteristics permit you to use
lower PRV safety factors, and if you need it,
the IBA series offers you fast recovery versions (200 nanosec, t„). The IBR is available
in press-fit, TO-3 outline mounting flange and
stud mount.

Only

S

250

ea (10 A, 200 V, TO-3 mounting
1000 qnty.).

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 N. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX. 75040 (214) 272-4551

Distributed by:
ALLIED ELECTRONICS, Chicago,
III. 312/421-2400. THE ALTAIR CO.,
Richardson,
Tex.
214/231-5166. BELL ELECTRONICS, Menlo Park, Cal. 415/323-9431. BLUFF CITY DIST.
CO., Memphis, Tenn. 901/725-9500. BRIDGEFIELD SUPPLY, Twinsburg, Ohio 216/425-4209.
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, Nationwide; Newton, Mass. 617/969-7700; Rochester. N. Y.
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HOME SECURITY

Will it be chains
and bolts, electric
eyes—or muscle?
It was 8:55 p.m., a Friday. The stranger
had cased the house and seen its owners depart at 8:40, the man wearing a
black coat, and his wife, a long skirt, indicating they would not be right back.
The stranger slipped to the rear patio
windows. Quietly and easily he cut a
pane of glass and within seconds was inside the house. He took two steps in the
dark, and froze. A table lamp had
snapped on. The intruder spun about.
He was alone. A piercing alarm wailed in
the night. The man, his eyes glazed,
stood still for a moment, then fled—into
the arms of approaching squad car officers who had been dispatched by the
station desk man who, in turn, had been
Copyright 1973 McGraw-Hill, Inc.

alerted by a red flash on his residencesignal console.
Such is the action pictured by vendors
of the newest electronics in the home
protection business—which is currently
ticking off receipts faster than a suburbanite can say, "Help—police!" "-It's a
true story—it's going on more and more
in towns like this," says Police Chief
John Orr of Ridgewood, N. J., a haven
for New York commuters. "I go for the
electronics—within limits."
Under a quick cloak of darkness, as it
were, the home protection business has
boomed since 1965. Sparked by drugrelated violence and burglaries (the latter up 70% in five years), the industry
has produced a maze of wires and hardware. A homeowner can spend from
$500 to as much as $2,000 for a "perimeter" alarm system which signals
when a window or door is opened—or
$100 for an ultrasonic space alarm
This PERSONAL BUSINESS section is written by
McGraw-Hill editors to give you helpful information on the better management of your leisure
time and money. Personal Business covers everything from taxes and investments to education and travel. We feel that today, more than
ever, personal-business planning is of prime
concern to businessmen and professionals.

which picks up anything moving within
its 300 sq. ft. field of detection. A do-ityourselfer can buy kits to cut most
prices in half.
But profusion hasn't meant that all
wires have been soldered to the right
connections. Malfunction is common
and stories about alarms triggered by
the cat and sirens that wouldn't turn off
make the rounds at local police stations
Unhappily the young home protection industry—on top of having to experiment
with new electronic tricks—is having to
contend with some fly-by-nights and
quick-buck artists with a yen for the
bankrolls of jittery suburbanites and city
apartment dwellers. Some legitimate
companies have even unwittingly employed as alarm installers men who later
turned out to have police records and
were as clever at foiling the electronic
gadgets after dark as they were at in
stalling them.
All this can lead a homeowner to won
der whether he might be better off buying a loud-barking dog. But despite short
circuits in the gadgetry, crime prevention specialists and insurance com
panies give the new electronics a strong
vote of confidence. Speaking of alterna
tives, most of these pros make it quite

clear that they vastly favor electronics,
or dogs, over the amateur's use of guns.
"Don't become weapons-minded when
you think of home protection—it can be
very dangerous," says Stanley Schrotel,
a top industrial security specialist and
former Cincinnati police chief.
How much ought one spend on electronics? This may depend on the degree
to which personal safety is a problem in
the neighborhood, and the value of art
works and other high-ticket items that
need protection.
A perimeter alarm by American District Telegraph Co. or Westinghouse averages $1,500, installed. In this system,
sensors are embedded in window and
door frames and connected to an alarm
console which is signaled if the sensors
are moved. The console sets off an
alarm on the premises, or signals police
or private security agency over a leased
wire or by an automatically dialed
phone. Automatic dialers cost $200 to
$400, installed, and leased wires. $10 to
$25 a month.
A simplified version of aperimeter system is a Magnavox unit with two window
or door sensors which signal a small
console by radio. Since it is not wired to
the sensors, the console can be hidden
anywhere, thus thwarting discovery of
the alarm ($170). Simpler yet, and less
costly, is an alarm-door-lock which is
triggered by tampering ($50 range). ADT
offers a clever twist on the idea—a pushbutton lock that sets off an alarm and
alerts police if the buttons are not
pushed in proper sequence.
Second best is scaring off a crook
once he is inside. For this, Magnavox
sells an ultrasonic space detector that
looks like a small stereo component,
while 3-M offers one disguised as a dictionary ($100 range). This is the device
that, upon sensing movement in a room,
sets off ablare of light and sound.
"Some electronic items on the market
are cheaply made, and don't work properly at all," says Ridgewood's Chief Orr.
"Those that are too sensitive sometimes
get upset by power line surges and set
off false alarms. Not to mention tripping
by members of the family. But the idea of
connecting with the local police station
is fine. We find that this works—especially when the intruder is not alerted."
In affluent Scarsdale, N. Y., another
commuter bedroom community, over
700 of the town's 5,000 private homes
have alarm systems tied into the police
station. The gadgetry pays off; the burglary rate has remained level while in
some surrounding areas it has curved
upward at about 30% a year. Scarsdale
Police Chief Donald Gray favors the
electronics—even though over 90% of
the town's home emergency signals turn
out to be false alarms.
Aware of abuses in the business, the
Scarsdale town council has passed an
ordinance requiring licensing of alarm

companies, fingerprinting their employees, and the use of interior space detectors as a backup for perimeter protection
in police-connected systems.
Unfortunately, the abuse-awareness
in Scarsdale is exceptional. Before investing in a system, a homeowner is
wise to check with local police, an insurance company, and someone who has
used the system. While homeowners are
unable to get insurance rebates, as do
commercial owners, some insurers note
that a reliable alarm system will help
keep some coverages in force in areas
where crime rates are high.
A safe piece of advice is to consider
only systems listed by Underwriter's
Laboratories; the choice is wide—there
are hundreds. Another idea is to read
Mel Mandell's new study of home security, Being Safe (Saturday Review Press).
Much hinges, of course, on obvious
measures: buying good door and window locks; using bright lights inside and
outside the house, and, of course, keeping neighbors informed of long weekends and trips away from home.
At what time of day or night need a
home be protected? The answer is, of

course, at all times—and the notion that
most burglaries occur from midnight to
dawn is entirely false.
"Hits in the late afternoon, after high
school is out, seem to be on the increase," says Chief Orr. "The phoney
delivery man or meter reader can turn up
at any time of day. And lately, most 'b
and e's' (breakings and entries) seem to
be in the early evening, from dusk until
eleven o'clock—they case houses where
people are out for dinner or ashow. Few
hits are made in the middle of the night."
Supporting such statements are statistics from the International Assn. of
Chiefs of Police. In the past five years,
says IACP, night-time residential burglaries increased nearly 90%—and daytime breakings and entries, 108%
The need for home protection in daylight and early evening hours makes the
use of complex electronics all the more
difficult. Simple devices such as automatic timers that turn lights and radios
on and off may be needed to supplement
more intricate systems. Something must
be done, and part of it by the individual
homeowner. Only 19% of reported burglaries are solved by the police.

Biter—or barker?
"For home protection you can't beat a
loud-barking dog." says Chief John Orr,
longtime head of the Ridgewood, N.J..
police department which safeguards the
homes of many affluent New York City
commuters. "Houses that have them
rarely get broken into." Many policemen
agree. They note, too. that the barkers
are oftentimes more effective and reliable than complex electronics. "A
member of the family can't accidentally
'trip' the family pet," Orr says. "And a
dog is cheaper."
There is debate, however, on what
kind of dog is best. Some policemen insist that the common. ordinary loud

K-9 Corps' ex-Capt. Haggerty and pupil.

barker is a safer bet for a family than a
professionally trained "guard" dog that
can literally tear an intruder limb from
limb.
"It's too dangerous for the average
family," says Stanley Schrotel, a top
crime specialist and former Cincinnati
police chief. Schrotel, an attorney, is
particularly aware of the legal liabilities
that can arise from owning a guard dog,
and he and others who specialize in protecting property (Schrotel is now head of
security for the Kroger Co., of Cincinnati) tend to place guard dogs for the
home on a par with hand guns.
The not-so-average family that deems
itself capable of controlling such a dog,
nonetheless, will find a growing number
of trainers in a business that has been
fattened by the national crime scare.
In the New York area, former Capt. Arthur Haggerty, who once headed up the
Army's K-9 Corps and has for 18 years
trained and sold German Shepherds and
Dobermans to protect business property
and a limited number of private apartments and houses, opts for the German
Shepherd type for home protection.
"Just any big dog. like a Husky or Great
Dane, won't do the best job," says Haggerty. "It takes apolice-bred animal, and
one that's placid to start with. If the dog
has the right temperament and training—
and proper handling by its owner—it's
safe. It won't hurt amember of the family
under normal circumstances." The cost,
incidentally, of having your own dog
trained: $350 to $750.
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Keeping home
coverage
up to snuff
The bank mails a checking-account
statement every month. The dentist's
nurse sends a reminder for a check-up
twice a year. The IRS makes April a
month to remember with its Form 1040.
But the average homeowner's insurance
policy rarely gets attention more than
once in three years—when the agent
calls to renew it.
Even then, the process has become
so routinized that the average householder cannot tell you, off the top of his
head, what's covered, what isn't, for
how much or how little. An impartial national survey not long ago showed that.
in the light of what inflation has done to
replacement prices of most things—from
restoring a room after a fire to replacing
stolen furniture—the majority of U. S.
householders are under-insured.
If you haveh't done so in the past year.
now is as good a time as any to dig out
your homeowner's policy and compare
its coverage with your family's current
requirements. Here are some checkpoints to consider:
• Scope of perils covered. If yours is
a "basic" homeowner's policy (the industry's HO-1), your property will be
protected against 11 perils, ranging from
fire or lightning, windstorm or hail, to explosion, riot, vandalism and, of course,
theft. If, after examining your policy, you
feel you also need coverage against the
damage of plumbing freeze-ups, water
or steam leakage. falling objects and the
weight of ice or snow, you may consider
stepping up to a "broad" homeowner's
policy (H0-2)—it guards against 18 perils. Of course, "comprehensive" homeowner's (H0-5) goes even further, protecting against nearly everything except
cataclysms such as earthquake, landslide, flood, tidal water or tidal wave, and
war and nuclear radiation.
• What is covered and for how much?
Typically, homeowner's insurance covers the basic dwelling (including attached garages and additions), other
structures (detached garage. guest
house, tool shed, etc.), personal property on and off the premises, and liability
for injury or damage to others. Note that
an extra garage that you might rent out
will be included in the coverage, but any
other buildings used for commercial purposes or rented or leased to others will
require additional coverage.

The amount of coverage on your basic
dwelling is all-important under homeowner's insurance, since it governs
other important elements of a policy. If a
$40,000 house, for instance, is insured
for its full value, up to $20,000 (50% of
the dwelling's coverage) is the limit on
personal property recovery. The ceiling
on appurtenant structures is $4,000
(10%), and up to $8,000 (20%) is
allowed for additional living expenses
should you and your family be forced to
live for a time in a hotel and eat in restaurants. Using those percentages, a
policyholder can quickly judge whether
he's adequately covered.
Insurance companies generally require that in order to qualify for full payment in any partial loss under homeowner's insurance, a dwelling be
covered at least to 80% of replacement
value. The difference between that and
100% is for the homeowner to choose.
Although insurance companies are
rarely called upon to pay off total value
(even in the worst fires, the foundations
generally survive in useful shape), carrying less coverage shrinks the auxiliary
benefits; in the $40,000 house example,
dropping coverage to $32,000 would
mean cutting personal property coverage to $16,000 (50%) and the other
benefits proportionately.
In deciding whether your present insurance is adequate, remember that it is
replacement value that you must cover.
This is not necessarily the same as market value of a property, which also includes value of the land, landscaping
and any out-buildings. A rule-of-thumb
that claim adjusters follow is to measure
the square footage of the house and
multiply by local per-foot cost of building
(any professional builder or real estate
rnàn can tell you what it is in your area).
It is vitally important that homeowner's
coverage be at least 80% of the current
cost to rebuild the house. If it falls below
that percentage, the insurance company
is not bound to fully restore damaged
portions of the building. It can simply
depreciate the value of the damaged
property on the basis of its age, and pay
you accordingly. To get the repair job
done, you would have to dig into your
own pocket for the remainder. That can
be an increasingly large bite as building
costs rise; a recent survey shows that, in
three years time, these costs have
jumped 31% in eastern states, 25% in
the midwest. and 20% in the west.
Certainly, if anything of value has
recently been added to the family furnishings. such as an antique or two, an
inherited oil painting, say, or new and
expensive furniture, the time is ripe for
an inventory. Figure up your total replacement cost and weigh it against your
coverage. Wisest choice is to consult an
insurance man on "floaters - and separate insurance on objects of high value.
Note, too, that it's also smart to photo-

graph such objects in their customary
place in your home, and file the pictures
away with bills of sale, appraisals or
other proof of value. Such foresightedness can save time and perhaps
many dollars if claims of loss ever have
to be filed.
Liability insurance is included in the
homeowner's package, typically
$25,000 to cover a single mishap, $500
for the medical expenses of others, and
$250 to cover physical damage to the
property of others. By today's standards
in most parts of the U. S., these are minimums, not maximums, of coverage. If
yours are this low, they deserve special
attention.
• Trimming your premiums. Homeowner's coverage is generally considered an insurance bargain, but meeting
today's protection demands can boost
premiums. One type of cost-cutter to explore are deductibles. Indeed, most
forms of homeowner's policies include a
$50 deductible—when a loss occurs, the
owner pays the first $50, collecting the
rest from his insurer. (This is the socalled "disappearing" deductible; when
a loss exceeds $50 the insurance company generally absorbs some of the deduction until, at $500, it pays the whole
loss up to the limits of the policy).
Particularly for owners of large, expensive properties, higher deductibles—
say of $100, $250 or even $500—can
materially cut premiums.
• Shopping for coverage is another
way to cut costs. While relative hazards
and property values determine much of
your insurance premium, another factor
is the casualty experience of the company that writes it—if it has had a lot of
homeowner claims, its homeowner premiums will likely be higher than those of
a company that has had fewer pay-outs.
Shopping, however, should not take
precedence with older homeowner customers—unless they feel they are really
being had. Insurance industry insiders
say that the best arrangement, despite a
few dollars difference in premium, is to
carry your homeowner's coverage with
the same agent who has your life insurance and other policies. "It gives you a
great deal more leverage," one industry
veteran notes, "when it comes to getting
any claims handled quickly and favorably. It's worth afew dollars extra."
Nowadays, insurance companies also
offer packaged homeowner-type coverage for people who rent or lease their
dwelling place. Such policies, of course,
do not cover the premises, but they do
protect against the usual hazards to the
personal property of the tenant.
That coverage, as with homeowner's,
extends to losses incurred while away
from home. Most standard policies set a
limit of $1,000 on any one theft. If you're
in the habit of carrying expensive photographic or sports gear it is smart to be
sure your loss exposure is covered.
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MONEY HOBBIES

Collector's choice:
maps, manuscripts
and Mr. Gwinnett
If a true autograph collector is given his
choice between a signed letter by Winston Churchill and the signature of one
Button Gwinnett, he'd take the Gwinnett.
Although hardly so well known as Britain's wartime Prime Minister, Mr. Gwinnett did sign the Declaration of Independence as arepresentative from Georgia.
But then he went home and, within eight
months, died. He left so few autographs
behind that a good one today might
bring over $50,000. The Churchill might
bring hardly more than $1,000.
"Also," says a Boston dealer in these
collector's items, "chances are that
Gwinnett's signature will continue to increase in value as much as 15% ayear."
Indeed, collectors are paying more attention to—and more money for—American autographs, maps, documents and
rare pieces of literature as investments
of the money-hobby type. American
items have proven to be fast appreciators and liquid in trade. Edgar Allan
Poe's Tamberlaine seemed to cap the
market for American literary items in
1945 when it brought $15,000 at auction. "A first edition of Poe's poem, depending on its condition, could easily
bring twice that now," says an expert at
Sotheby Parke-Bernet.
Reasons for the increasing prices are
two-fold: The numbers of important private collections is steadily growing, and
universities, libraries and museums are
buying and "hoarding" American historical material.
Top choice of collectors are "autograph letters, signed" (known simply as
ALS's to the initiated) of men prominent
in the formation of America. "Letters,
signed" (LS)—signed but not written in
the hand of the author—are less valuable. An ALS of George Washington, for
instance, recently topped $20,000 at a
New York auction.

Other Presidential letters that are
highly valued are those of William Henry
Harrison (signed while in office, which
was only one month), Abraham Lincoln,
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, John
Quincy Adams, Ulysses S. Grant, Andrew Johnson and Zachary Taylor. More
recent but still quite rare because of his
frequent use of the "autopen" to mechanically sign documents are autographed letters of John F. Kennedy. Depending on its content, aletter of the late
President's is worth anywhere from
$500 to $5,000. Other important figures
to collect are Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, Gen. Anthony Wayne, and
just about any of the military men
prominently involved in the War of 1812
and the Civil War.
Although their husbands' signatures
demand more, top prices are paid for letters signed by First Ladies, particularly
those of Abigail Adams and Dolly Madison. A personal letter of Jacqueline
Onassis will easily bring $300 to $500,
depending on the message.
While autographs of historic figures
remain high, those of literary people
tend to fluctuate. Rarity is again the
clue—a letter signed by Melville may sell
for $1,000 while one by Henry James
will go for $200, or one of Longfellow's,
for only $50. Longfellow, presumably,
wrote more letters than Melville. Always
in demand are the manuscripts and signatures of Thoreau, Dickens, Washington Irving, Emerson, Whitman and Hawthorne, among others.
The "innovative" authors of the 20th
Century are now in demand—$400 is
usually the asking price for an autograph
of Hemingway, Faulkner or Steinbeck.
Five years ago, such authors would have
brought one-half if not one-third that
amount. The value of James Joyce's
autograph has risen dramatically in the
past three years, having doubled if not
tripled. The 100 autographed first editions of Ulysses sold for $1,500 to
$2,000 in 1967; the 1971 price was
$5,000.
Robert Tollett, head of the Collector's
Gallery at Manhattan's B. Altman & Co.
department store, sees a rising interest
in the autographs of composers, artists,
Nobel Prize winners and notable scientists. An ALS of Mozart or Sir Isaac Newton, for instance, can now command between $5,000 and $10,000, depending
on condition and content. Beginners, it

should be noted, need not be scared off
by all those high prices, however. A recent sale at Altman's, for instance, featured along with a $2,000 "Benjamin
Franklin" the more contemporary signature of former Chief of Staff Matthew B.
Ridgway—at only $5.
Female personalities are also high in
demand, notably authors Willa Cather
and Virginia Woolf, actresses Sarah
Bernhardt, Jean Harlow and Greta
Garbo, artist Grandma Moses, and any
of the Queens of England. Autographs of
history's villains are also collected: John
Wilkes Booth is valued at $300 to $500,
Lee Harvey Oswald, at $500 to $1,000—
and a note written by Adolf Hitler can
bring $1,000 to $1,500.
Authenticity and fair prices are the
prime concern of inveterate collectors,
and most agree there's no substitute for
trading with reputable dealers. Among
names commonly mentioned are New
York's David Kirschenbaum, Philadelphia's Charles Sessler, Los Angeles'
Doris Harris, and San Francisco's Warren Howell.
Because the major portion of them are
printed, historical documents are more
available and generally less expensive.
But there are exceptions. Most notable
recent sales have involved the log written by the co-pilot of the Enola Gay, the
plane which dropped the atom bomb on
Hiroshima—$37,000—and the original
document on which votes were counted
for Andrew Johnson's impeachment—
$8,750. Also, Lincoln's draft calls for individual states of the Union sell for about
$6,000 apiece.
Another field of collecting that's gaining favor is antique maps. Single-issue
maps made of the American colonies in
the 18th Century and before are particularly popular, as are the maps of the
states made during the Civil War.
The name of the cartographer often
determines the value of a map. The
works of John Speede (1552-1629),
early British mapmaker, are considered
the rarest, most beautiful, and most in
demand. Choice items include the
charts of Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598),
the Flemish "father of the modern
atlas," and Jan Jonsson (1596-1664),
who published atlases in Amsterdam. As
collector items, though, the cartographers don't rival Button Gwinnett's
scarce autograph. About $200 buys a
top-quality map.
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All Principal Cities.

- YOU'RE IN LYON COUNTRY
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METAL
PRODUCTS

For Business, industry and Institutions

LYON METAL PRODUCTS. INC-1
275 Monroe Avenue, Aurora. Illinois 60507 I
Please send me a copy of Catalog No.100 I
gName

1

Firm
Address
ICity

State

Zip

I

Look for us in the Yellow Pages under
LYON -STEEL SHELVING," "LOCKERS" or "SHOP EQUIPMENT"
—J
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TRAVEL COMMENTARY

The times they
are a-changing
in London town
In Kensington Road, the high street of a
chic quarter of London where Sir Winston Churchill used to live, a wrecking
crew has been bashing away at an elderly but stately townhouse, making
room for a new block of high-rise apartments. A sign on the gate warns: "Danger—Demolition in Progress." An indignant
graffitist
has
scratched
out
"demolition" and scrawled in its place,
"VANDALISM."
That is the way a lot of Londoners—
and not afew visitors—feel about what is
happening to their beloved city. Skyscraper office buildings now loom above
the trees and automatically "urbanize"
once-pastoral parks. Huge, ultra-modern
apartment buildings diminish their Victorian neighbors. Even Piccadilly Circus,
which defied the Blitz, will shortly succumb to the wrecking ball of progress—
unless a worthy band of preservationists—(including comedienne Hermione
Gingold) succeeds in blocking a multimillion-pound redevelopment plan.
The school of thought that London
must never change in ways that might
make Dr. Johnson feel out of joint—or
that are too "American"—is clearly on
the defensive. What is happening is the
latter-day Twentieth Century, arriving
somewhat late and in a hurry—and it
shows in London's skyline.
Further, the pace can only be accelerated by Britain's entry, finally, last month
into the Common Market (continental
shippers are already pressuring for
wider, straighter, less Olde English -y
streets and roads for their trucks).
But before you shout "VANDALISM,"
rest assured that London, survivor of 20
centuries, is quite capable of coping with
this one. The city on the Thames, despite its share of modern-day urban
growing pains, remains one of the most
civilized of civilized capitals. The West
End theater district, raffish as it may
seem in parts, is safe to prowl at the latest hour. So, even, is most of sinful
Soho. London's fabled bobbies still rule
the streets with moral suasion, not guns.
And, somehow, London cabbies have
escaped the neuroses that seem to
plague their New York counterparts.
Of course, that worthy institution, the
pub, is still very much part of the London
scene—and still the best place in town
for an inexpensive lunch or sociable

drink. But here again, the new Continental influence of Common Market membership may shortly be felt. A government-sponsored committee has
proposed that Britain's peculiar drinking
hours (closed from 3 to 5:30 p.m., for instance) be eased, and that pubs take on
more of a "cafe" existence, catering to
the whole family, including the children.
London publicans, backed by their
"regulars," are already marshalling
strength to resist.
Most abrupt effect of Common Market
membership will be felt April 1, when a
new value-added tax (VAT) replaces the
current "purchase" tax, emulating EEC
taxation. It means asomewhat higher tax
bite for visitors on hotel and restaurant
tabs—perhaps as high as 10%, compared to the currently prevalent 3%. Car
hire (but not other forms of transport)
will also be nipped. But some things,
such as jewelry, cameras and leather
goods, now taxed at a thumping 27 1
/%
2
rate, will actually become cheaper.
Actually, the tourist demand for hotel
space is responsible for much of the new
look of London—particularly from Americans, who have been arriving nearly 1.6million strong in recent years. The rush
has inspired a hotel-building boom—and
more new peaks in the London skyline.
Last year nearly 8,000 new hotel
rooms came on the market, and by midsummer this year another batch of hotels
with 14,000 more rooms will be completed. To the dismay of visitors expecting Edwardian comforts and good, old,
bed-and-breakfast English hospitality,
the new hotels simply offer (let's face it)
all the familiar comforts of home. The
success of Hiltons around the world, after all, indicates that this is what Americans want. London is simply trying to
please.

Commercial spires of 20th Century leave
their mark on the face of old London.

English hospitality on the grand scale,
of course, is still widely available—at
Claridge's, the Savoy, the Ritz, Connaught, Dorchester and other elite London hotels. Booking at the older hotels,
including those well below the Connaught's level, however, can be sticky—
even in what used to be the off season.
While the rooms at some of the new unknowns may go begging, established hotels had some trouble this past season
with over-booking. An African dignitary
last October became so incensed when
he found his pre-booked room occupied
by someone else, he took the next plane
back to Africa, leaving a trail of bitter
comment along the way.
If you should arrive to find your room
occupied (and it can always happen) the
best advice is to turn to one of the several London booking services. Five can
be reached by free telephone at the London airport. A favorite of veteran business travelers is HOTAC (for Hotel Accommodations): it has a reputation for
wide choice and reliability. For those
wanting to book ahead, about 20 London hotels have representatives (check
the phone book) in major U. S. cities,
American Express books for about a
dozen, and, in New York, British Hotel
Bookings (667 Madison Ave.) can set
you up in any of a range of accommodations.
For the Londonphile distressed by all
the newness, there are always freshly
kept relics—Dr. Johnson's house, for instance, a step or two off Fleet Street—
and the museums. Indeed, an ideal antidote might be a visit to one of the lesser
ones, the 160-year-old house of the architect Sir John Soane (13 Lincoln's Inn
Fields). Upstairs, an attendant will gladly
turn back the folding walls to reveal the
original Hogarth paintings of The Rake's
Progress. They graphically announce
just what a brawling, wenching,
drunken, thieving and often wretched
place good old London used to be.
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FAMILY

A kid's allowance:
the start of
money management
"Dad, may Ihave S3 for the movies?"
With Dads who remember when movies
were not only X-free but cost just 50
cents, such pleas for cash are putting a
brittle edge on many a father-son relationship. Mothers, too, with 1973 prices
jarring their nerves, grumble over an escalating commercialism that "shovel the
walk" or "help with the dishes" seems
to inspire in their youngsters.
In most homes with kids under, say,
eighteen, the shrinking dollar is adding
its two-cents-worth to the age-old family
conflict over that weekly sum of money
called the allowance.
Most children receive their allowances
in one of two ways: Money is provided
for personal expenses (treats, gifts, movies, etc.) on a regular basis, with school
lunch money and bus fare meted out
separately; or daily cash is provided in a
routine manner—within reason—with a
special allowance doled out now and
again for weekend events and occasional minor splurges. Few families, it
seems, have ironclad rules—and that
may be all the better.
The educators and psychologists approve of any really sensible plan, so long
as it is consistent with the family's financial status and is followed consistently.
Beyond this, the experts stress the idea
that it is the parents' attitude toward
money that not only dictates how the
kids' allowances are distributed, but—
more importantly—how the kids handle
their cash once they get it.
Long before a child clamps his fist
over his very own coins, he learns something about them and the role they will
play in his life. Indeed, say the pros,
whether he holds his money tightly in
hand, loathe to spend too much, or lets it
jingle through his fingers, will depend on
the habits, viewpoints and motivations of
his elders. "A youngster absorbs the
competence and confidence of his parents concerning money," says a Columbia University psychologist, "—or their
attitude of anxiety about it. And this kind
of basic education is taught and learned
long before the 'allowance' stage."
A child of 5 to 7 should be given a
nickle or dime occasionally to buy a
candy bar, or such, on his way home
from school. One child psychologist offers this rule of thumb: Never give more
money than the child is able to manage.

And for children just starting school, the
planning of expenses should be limited—
a coin or two once or twice a week is
sufficient.
A child of 8 or 9 is beginning to learn
the value of money. His independence is
increasing and with it the necessity of
having some money of his own to spend.
In order to learn, the child must have a
fixed amount, perhaps 50C to a dollar,
given each week. Guidelines should be
set for the use of the allowance with
enough leeway so that the child can use
or misuse the change as he wishes. The
pocket money should not be so tightly
budgeted that a child has no options for
what he wants now versus what he
wants in the future. He can hardly develop a "savings" concept if there is no
excess that permits it.
The obvious—and too prevalent—mistake is to be so generous that a child
feels he can have almost anything he
wants.
Specific allowances for different ages
are difficult to judge because so much
depends on the parents' money and attitudes toward money and the allowances
given others in the neighborhood. Family
discussions should cover the child's
needs and desires and what the allowance should cover. Ideally, say the pros,
"periodic reviews" should be scheduled
to find out if a raise is in order and to resolve any budgeting questions that might
arise. This, they admit, is a fancy way of
saying that wrangling over the subject

can be lessened, even avoided, if the
parents take the lead in opening the topic for discussion, remembering that
most kids will almost always want more
and more.
The psychologists caution that allowances should parallel family income, and
should be in line with general practice
among most families in the area living on
a similar scale. "The kid who gets more
than his peers," says the Columbia specialist, "will probably misuse the money,
and what's worse, feel guilty about it."

Conversely, a higher-income businessman who gives his son little or no
spending money demonstrates, not an
old-fashioned, productive frugality—as
he may think—but an unreasonable attitude toward money, and is instilling that
feeling in his child. The child, note the
psychologists, can end up with an extreme feeling, one way or the other—that
of a miser or a spendthrift. Over and
above this, the youngster might also
feel—quite seriously—that he is being
somehow excluded by his father.
Child guidance people offer some
highly flexible ground rules:
In the pre-teen years, aweekly stipend
should cover lunches, transportation,
movies, and the like. Later on, when
buying clothes and attending dances
and sports events become major preoccupations, a monthly allowance is justified. The hope, of course, is that the
monthly sum will further teach the art of
budgeting and deciding between necessities and luxuries—here again, though,
the habits of the parents will ring out
loud and clear.
The monthly allowance should continue through college years and cover
the cost of laundry, books, supplies and
recreation. Some psychologists feel that
a college student who is truly motivated
in his studies doesn't need the "push"
afforded by working for his expenses,
even during the summer months. Others
have decided that summer jobs are quite
a valuable experience—with the money
applied to a big purchase or a holiday
vacation, or more likely, to tuition.
A youngster on a monthly allowance
should be encouraged to put some aside
for deposit in a savings account. Checking accounts are usually practical when
a child starts earning his own money.
The procedure should be explained fully,
along with the benefits and pitfalls.
Credit cards may also be an educational
possession—if the child understands
how to handle them and assumes responsibility for the charges.
Monetary rewards should never be attached to good grades or behavior. Motivation toward learning, not grades, is the
important thing. and bribery will only
lead to unnatural pressures for money,
perhaps even cheating. Likewise, an allowance should not be taken away or reduced for disciplinary reasons. The child
will put a dollar sign on accomplishments and mistakes, and the educational purpose of the allowance will be
lost.
Children should not be paid for chores
that are considered a part of family cooperation. Helping with the dishes, or
walking the dog should be a scheduled
job for a child. However, when a special
request or extra money is asked for, a
paying job might be assigned. Washing
windows or cleaning up the attic are two
examples of chores that might warrant
payment.

What goes in here..,

comes out here 12 seconds later.

12 Second
Di,,,ce,Ijpn
The dictating machine has one basic problem
When you dictate into it, nothing happens.
Your words just sit on abelt, tape or cassette.
Languishing. Until at long last they're finally removed and
transcribed.
And when you have aton of correspondence to get out
every day (do you know any business that doesn't?), that
kind of snag can be awfully costly.
Which is why Dictaphone introduced the Thought Tank.
Instead of trapping your words, the Thought Tank
instantly places them where they belong.
On your secretary's desk.
Asmall unit that resembles atelephone sits on your
desk. Asmall unit with asignal light sits on your secretary's
desk. Somewhere in-between sits the Thought Tank.
The moment you start dictating, the Thought Tank
lights the signal on your secretary sdesk.
And twelve seconds later, she can start typing —while
you're still dictating.
That's all there is to it.
Nothing to load or unload. No separate dictating and
transcribing procedures.
And most important, not amoment's delay in getting
your thoughts onto paper and out of the office.
And because it's so simple to use, you'll find yourself
using it for thoughts you wouldn't think of putting in a
dictating machine.
Short letters, memos, next week's dental appointment,
even brainstorms that you might ordinarily lose forever—
put them into the Thought Tank and before you know it
your secretary is putting them on your desk.

And the Thought Tank doesn't stop working when you
do. Any thought you have, whether you have it at home or
Hong Kong, can —with an inexpensive attachment and
small monthly telephone charge —be telephoned into the
Thought Tank any time of the day or night.
With all its amazing capabilities, the basic Thought Tank
costs less than apair of most conventional dictating and
transcribing machines.
Or, you can lease aThought Tank for as little as adollar
aday.
For an in-office demonstration of the Thought Tank,
call 914-967-7405, collect. Or mail the coupon below.
And don't be surprised if you decide to buy in about
12 seconds.
Please send your booklet on the Thought Tank,
"60 Ways to Improve Executive Communications'
Please arrange for afree demonstration of the
Thought Tank, executive communications system,
in my office.
NAML
FIRM

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

CITY

STAII

COUNTY

ZIP

The 'Thought Tankby Dictaphone

L_

12001d Post Road. Rye. New York 10580
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Cash flow:
fast-math, trusty
unitrusts, sick
bay protection

In buying a fast-math pocket calculator, don't be confused by the rapidly growing
array of brands. If in doubt, stay with asolid, known name, and—if you're a novice—
keep in mind these points: (1) Be sure the calculator will display at least eight digits. (2) Look for a CE (clear entry) button—it lets you erase a faulty entry among a
long string of numbers. (3) If you plan heavy use, get a machine with rechargeable
batteries and plug-in cord—throwaway batteries may give out after 30 minutes or
so. (4) Get a machine with a low-battery warning signal. (5) For heavy use, get one
with a "K" (constant) key—it locks afirst digit into the machine, letting you repeatedly multiply or divide by that number. (6) Consider a machine with afloating decimal—not needed for working expense accounts or household budgets, but providing a required measure of accuracy for many complex calculations . . .Price: $80
to $130 for utility models, up to $400 for specials.
Estate Planning Dept.: The "unitrust"—a new twist on an old idea—is being
talked about more these days among leading planners. At least check the idea with
your family lawyer. It differs from the usual trust in that all income and all principal
are combined, with the proviso that the beneficiary receive a fixed percentage of

Mini-calculator: numbers
by the fistful.

the total fund value each year. The trustee uses all income first, of course, before
he dips into principal . . .Irving Trust Co. (New York) advises that the unitrust can
often profitably be set up now—by trust agreement—instead of later on, by will. It
can be revocable, too, and this sweetens the whole idea, say the pros.
If you have an individual health insurance policy bought some time back, be
aware that rising hospital costs (staggering lately) may have vastly overridden the
adequacy of policy payouts. A number of insurance companies are now selling
coverages with riders that, in effect, give you cost-of-medical-service increases.
May be aspecialized inflation-hedge worth looking into.

Words of warning
to save you
time and money

Taxes. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Johnnie M. Walters, warns against
sharpies in the tax return business-1040 preparers that too frequently understate
taxes due so that they look good in the eyes of clients. Walter pulls no punches in
his effort to steer the average taxpayer away from "dishonest and incompetent
preparers" that victimize both taxpayer and Treasury. One suggestion: Have your
company's accountant suggest agood man.
Travel. The new one-week airline tours to Europe costing $300 to $500 per person

include airfare, hotel room, and such extras as theater tickets and breakfasts. We
recommend them as a first-rate travel bargain. But—and this is important—book a
month in advance, at least, so that you can make a good hotel selection. If you
Hot-stove league at Mt Snow

don't, you can wind up in a location that may be far from what you want. Especially
important in London, Paris and Rome.
Liquid investment. A survey by J. K. Lasser, the tax people, indicates that more
Americans than ever are now investing in Scotch whiskey. They buy warehouse
receipts before storage, and hold four years for capital gains. Lasser warns that the
four-year outlook is today very shaky, despite all contrary propaganda.

The Broadway beat: There's an oasis of theatrical glamour in the very heart of Manhattan's show biz section—it's Shubert Alley, between 44th and 45th. Now, a pleasant and lively new spot called Ma Bell's is right on the Alley. Ask for a "cream
sickle": Shake with ice 1oz. each lemon juice, orange juice, vodka, gin, and creme
de cacao; strain or serve on the rocks . . .Apres ski: From the bar at Snow Lake
Lodge, Mt. Snow, Vt., try a "dirty bird": Shake with ice 11/2 oz. each vodka, Kahlua
coffee liquor, and heavy cream; strain.
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sending your name and address, plus the Reader Service number,
to Electronics Reader Service Department, Box 2530, Clinton,
Iowa 52732.
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